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Foreword
Dear Reader,
In your sight lays this book of my light,
The light inspired by the line of prayers.
Each point in the line is a prayer about the subjects who calls
our attention during life.
the wish for world peace, the desire for happiness,
The need for knowledge.
The light to have warmness in the cold winter,
The warmth of healing of sickness.
The light in which we walk during the day gives us
wisdom to coordinate our goals and purposes.
The light we can share by our intentions of goodness,
calmness and compassion.
May that light shine in our spirits and souls.
To give the whole of humanity a good glance of
true and real values.
The values which we recognize in the writins of the saints and
good philosophers.
In our quest for a society without pain, suffering and defects.
May the Allmigthy bless us with His attention.
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My Prayer
Allmighty One,
May we treat you with esteem.
May we respect you.
Allmighty One,
Give the damned ones salvation,
Save the lost ones.
Allmighty One,
Give your influence to:
The earth,
Our country,
the governemnt,
The top of society.
Allmighty,
Help saving wounded and sick people.
Help giving the poor their basical needs.
Help giving the unemployed ones with work.
Allmighty,
Help us ruling and serving in this world.
Help those who cannot help themselves anymore.
Help those who are willing to serve you.
Allmighty,
Grant us your wisdom, your power, your advice.
Grant us health and long life.
Grant us to be usefull for you.
Grant us your mercy.
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Allmighty,
Thank you for what you give me.
Thank you for who you are in my life.
Allmighty.
I ask your judgement on my life, my soul, my spirit.
Allmighty,
I ask for your help, to live according to your laws and rules.
I ask for your protection, to keep me on the path of rightiousness.
I ask for your protection, to keep goodness in my hearth.
I ask for your protection, life and consiousness.
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My Values
In society there are traditions, cultures, sciences and all kinds of
beliefs.
People believe in values and try to do according them.
In society, our peace is the value of mutual understanding and mutual
communication.
My Values, In a lot of holy writings values are given to stimulate
peace, wisdom and happy living.
Values in writings are based on the goal certain writers had.
For example in Hinduism cows are holy, may not be killed or
wounded. In our western society we see that value of them but we
think it is not a realistic value, and not very effective.
For example in christianity it is a value that humans of feminine side
may not be leaders or experts. That is for nochristians a stupid belief.
And values from buddhism are also in eyes of others a bit strange.
To give the values strength of effectiveness we have to understand
what their meaning was, which problem it solved, and how they were
made.
For example if a value is made by a temporarily believe in unrealistic
things, like fantasy then it is not very during.
The values, by living, and by experience are the highest class of
values, of truth. Because they are made by experience and based on
true situations.
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Values from books, are class 2. They are proofed by people
following those values.
Books have a length of proof. As long as people feel those values
being good they follow it, if its not any longer used, the books are
destroyed or forgotten.
Class 3, values are those being told by people being victim of it. Sick
people complain they are not helped caring for their problem. Poor
people complain saying they have to steal or are with hunger.
My Values,
Valued high is effectiveness. By living you get experience. If you play
your whole life. You in the end have loss of all things neccesary in
living. A house, Work, Property.
Valued high is realism. If you think of all things not existing, you get
desires. And if the desires are not fullfilled, one get angry or
dissapointed.
Value your reality. Value your life.
Valued high is virtue. Doing with intention of goodness, Thinking of
all that is true or real. Put your goal of wisdom.
Valued high. Taking serious wisdom of religions and spirituality.
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My View
Good reader,
May i wish you goodluck and goodlife. I myself am a philosopher,
and a creationist. But most of all, i believe in one of the biggest
powers of this reality. My i introduce you to Him. He is not called
with human forms, or characteristics of personality. He is named by
some marks, such as Allmighty, Omnipresent, Allknowing. Just name
it with that kind of words. If you fill it in as him being human, you
loose the intepretation.
If you would like to get more known with this subject. Do not read
books of inferior classification. But read the source of religion by
their holy writings.
Or by praying, ask or say what you like to this power. Ask this power
to enter your life, ask him to change you.
May this power, the Allmighty proof to you he exists and what he
can be for you. May he give you prosperity, and peace.
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Right and Plight
As humanity we have inborn rights, named and acted as our feelings.
As humanity we have rights, named in the lawbook and acted by
citizens.
As humanity we have rights, named by tradition and passed on from
parents to children.
May our race be succesfull, and be blessed with virtue.
The rights are for example, allowing to be educated, allowing to be
protected, allowing to have homes.
But another side of the coin is plight.
What must we do, what can we do. What is obligied.
In my opinion we have as the society the plight to help everyone,
every part in our specie to have the feeling of peace and ability to live
without pain or suffering.
In this plight, a poor one get basic shelter, food and clothing.
In this plight, a very sick person, gets care and treatment.
In this plight, an old person, can live and pass on wisdom.
In this plight, it is investigated if citizens are being treated rightfully.
So they are not forced to criminality.
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You & You
In the future we will see what the history has been.
We will see, we used earth and what’s on it for our pleasure.
We will see, we disrespect our natural sources.
We will live in polluted areas, with kinds of diseases no unknown.
We will live, not in peace because of pain and suffering.
We will live, maybe cursing our history.
When we will be in the future. We will know extended means of
living.
Being changed to cyborgs, changed to genetically modified beings.
Changed to nano versions of living entities.
We will have change, but not named good.
We will have effort, but not for our profit.
We will have chance, but we will name it with bad names.
May our future hold good things, for us. By the effort of today.
By the effort of saving natural resources, giving earth a good free
time.
By the effort of renewing lost sources.
By the effort of using energy in a good and non destroying way.
Life. is not a noun but a verb.
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Radio Emitter
With the current technology, we burst out a lot of waves into the
atmosphere. Radio waves of all kind of electrons.
Radios receive the waves and play them according to its form. The
Earth is being a loud source. We as humans don’t experience it, but
other life forms does.
A solution for this kind of invisible problem is by creating a
harmonizing source of radio emitting waves.
Waves also electronic, but far more good and harmony. We as
humans can do effort by reducing our radiotechnology and by
creating points of compensation.
In my view there is a solution, a solution of good waves.
It maybe sound a bit untrue but you have to believe it, and make it to
be effective.
Make a jar of metal, and a line of metal around a room or house.
The jar of metal can be of brass or copper. And connect the jar to the
wire.
Then fill on a regularly basis the jar with normal water.
At first you do not notice any difference, but by time there starts to
be more relaxation and rest. And you start feeling as if you have slept
good.
These jars with wire is as sending waves of electrons around the spot
and giving a point of free energy to all beings in the air, and around
the place.
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If you add this to your home, you will become more friendly, more
effective in work and better in you relationships.
I wish you succes to this project.
I, myself made such a jar by asking a metalstore to saw a piece of a
pipe of 10 cm diameter, and 10 cm long. and a plate of 12 by 12 cm.
And put them together with glue.
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Selfie
Selfie,
You make a photo of yourself. A photo by which others can see who
you are. What you do or what your life is worth.
A photo is one point in a timeless range of moments.
A photo is a painting giving information about you.
If men are trained in psychology they can interpret what kind of
personality you have, what hobbies or living you make.
And best of all if you are friendly or hatefull.
A selfie is more than a painting with modern tools. It is a view on
karma.
Karma happens to people as giving justice to their lives. Justice which
is put on their face as lines, scars etc,
Karma is a selfie made by the creator to give you feedback about your
life as being good or bad.
My Selfie, is My current view on life. My view which holds values
and norms as being peacefull, being friendly, helping those without
good possibilities in life, Doing good things for badly sick persons.
My Selfie is more than a photo, it is a feeling ranging from moment
to moment. And it is a View of my thoughts, from time to time.
May my selfie be known to karma.
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People can use their selfie for communication, such as facebook or
weblogs. But the selfie of which i speak is not for communication but
for life itself.
Change thoughts of good and bad, and learn to act good. Learn what
the value of good, or goodness is. Try behaving without leaving bad
traces on earth.
May the good be prosperous, may the bad learn to change to a good
living.
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Wise ones
The society is formed by all kinds of individuals. From one color to
another color, from one view on life to another view on life.
But society is built by a few ones who have a view on how the society
acts and cooperates.
Society in other words is as a mountain of termites. They are quite
good architects with their hills with air pipes etc.
society in our humanity has a place for all the individuals. and by the
effort of many it gets the form it has.
But society is not always right or fair. Some people get lost, or get
wounded.
Some people are poor, some are sick.
And it is not known if it has regular causes. (if we do not speak of
karma)
Because that kind of things are not predictable it is hard to give it
good way.
Because it is not predictable it is not fair.
It is one way to prevent such things by teaching people how to live.
How to live good, without drugs or alcohol, with enough sport etc.
But even then there is a chance, without cause that you experience
bad things.
By war a lot of people are killed,
By terror people are killed,
By disasters people are killed and wounded,
By diseases people are wounded.
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To be able to have a rightious society we need all those not
predictable things to be managed by the whole of society.
So in idealistic form we can say:
wounded people, people with diseases get compensation by treatment
and basical income.
And poor people get compensation by basical income.
Wars are best being prevented by making bonds between countries.
Terror is best being treated by communication.
If society is healthy, everyone, not one missing will say, i have money,
i’m healthy, or I’m being cared for.
Only the very rich people will feel a bit disappointed because instead
of having three millions they have one million.
May our civilisation strive for the goodness of living.
May our civilisation care for the sick, poor and old ones.
May our society care for criminals by psychic treatment.
Good living and Good luck!
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I wise
I’am who i am,
I can be, what is accepted for me.
I want to be, as being happy and safe.
What is the i in the lines of text.
Is it a pointer to a being, to a body, to a robot?
Is it a pointer, with consciousness as its observer.
Is it a pointer, pointing to feelings.
The I is the witness of both body and mind.
The I is a being, with coherent acts and needs.
The I is as a living being, talking about itself.
The I is selfconsciousness. The highest form of being aware of living.
Reality,
May it be the form of shared awareness.
What i see, is in some ways what you see.
Or others see who passes that situation or spot.
Reality. Is it real.
What is reality. Is it body and surroundings. Is it feelings and acts.
Are intentions real.
May Reality be known to everyone.
May the I witness reality.
Where reality is, there is problems, war, needs, feelings.
Where reality is, there is love, peace, happiness.
Reality. When someone is immersed in reality. One form with it.
Only seeing real, and experiencing reality.
And without seeing unreal things.
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And without experiencing the unreal.
In some books, the mind is a source of illusionism.
In some books, the mind is unreal.
So enlightened beings, only are aware of reality.
Then the phrase that enlightened is as not doing in doing and
counterclockwise is a description of a real experience.
Awareness. It is done by stopping thought.
It is done by not starting in the morning with thinking.
It is done , praying for it at the Allmighty.
Awareness. Peace is your life.
Harmony is the result of good awareness.
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Being Real
Real is Real.
Most people are not doubting their reality.
But when things happen, not very predictable, or very dangerous.
They doubt their reality.
What is Real. Is it a situation which is logical with relation to former
situations.
Real, and Unreal. When we experience things, we do not know,
cannot give a name. do not understand. We can sometimes doubt
them as being real.
Children often see things they think as real. Then parents counter
their view with their vision on it.
Sometimes, people wish for reality to proof them. Proofing that they
exist. That they reached certain goals. That they are in respect to
others in a certain way truesome.
Money, is a way of proofing reality to someone. By logical
conclusion in money giving and spending, one sees. This is real.
Because in the past. I earned it and it was real backthen.
Money, is a way of giving reason to the reality. When someone
works, and works with result of adding value to society, or reality.
Then it is experienced as a object of proof.
If money would not exist. People get everything without work, or by
coincidence. People would not be forced anymore to work in reality.
Money is the bond between reality and the spirit.
Money is the chance of survival.
Money is the chance of fame.
Money is the chance of richness.
Reality. Sometimes fair, sometimes unfair.
Reality. Sometimes logic, Sometimes not.
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Real is what we experience. What we cannot manipulate or change by
attention alone.
Real is what is stabile, what is not being destroyed by intention alone
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devotion
Being religious, As named by religion is different.
In christianity its named faith,
In Hinduism it is named meditation and austerity.
In Islam it is named submission.
All religions have an object of adressing to.
In christianity it is Jesus Christ.
In Hinduism, there are three objects. Brahma,Vishnu and Shiva.
In Islam it is Allah.
They all represent object of intelligence, object of awareness.
It is in those religions that by talking to that object, that devotion is
formed.
A devotion to a living entity, so believes the devotees, the practisers
of religion.
In the past there were also other religions.
From objects like the earth, the sun, the source of the universe.
From objects of named gods like the air, the fire, the water.
From objects of statues of long forgotten heroes.
All those objects, had done a lot of changes in the world.
All those objects, by there influence were experienced by the
practisers as being real. and with a certain benefit.
Religions in these days are only a couple. Hinduism, Christianity,
Islam.
But these religion, after time and time also will disappear, and will
diminish in form and value.
In the future times, new religions will arise. Will give their practisers
profits and benefit.
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In this time, i propose a religion which is the wheel in the car, and
the water in living beings with intelligence.
A religion, with one object. an object without human form. an object
without any form at all.
Not able to be thought of.
This religion you may name its object by one word only. one word
with the only true meaning.
An object named by one characteristic.
Name it Allmighty,
Name it Omnipresence,
Name it Allknowing.
Name it AllConsciousness.
Praying is talking to an invisible might.
Praying is not knowing what answer will come.
Praying is the truest speech there is.
Praying is asking influence of that might.
May that might proof to you his intention
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Jesus Christ and faith
These times, religion is slowly diminishing. The old days where one
religion was growing and giving meaning to the lifes of them
following it is slowly changing.
One of those religions, Christianity. with the main person as being
Jesus Christ was for many people a savior.
Jesus Christ, promised to everyone believing in His name, a good life,
or a meaningfull life.
Many christians prayed daily, and worked on a task. A task to give
the world more peace, more wellfare.
The churches were full from the tenth century to the twentieth
century. But people forgot the benefits of such a way of life. Saints
from the fifth tot the twenty-first century teached and showed the
people a good life.
Praying to Jesus Christ, or calling His name in dangerous situations
would help.
So as the first prayer, of fishermen asking Jesus for a succesfull
fishing. He just said, pull the fishnets on the other side. And they got
a good catch.
So throughy times a lot of people had proven the power of a faith in
Jesus Christ.
One option which also is a good life is surrendering to Jesus Christ.
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(if you believe, and your faith is true, Jesus learns you how to live,
and gives you strength in difficult times.)
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Krsna and devotion
Religions, in old time a safehouse for the future.
All kinds of religoins have existed throughout time.
With all kinds of teachers, prophets, or other examples.
One of them is hinduism. With a sole person ruling all his followers.
Some name Him, Krsna,
Some name Him, Vishnu or Brahma.
He brings his practisers to heaven. a heavenly kingdom named
vrindavana.
He gives truth and peace.
He has a writing a book covering subjects about his wisdom.
Some read the Bagvad Gita, others Purana’s
He also is named in older writings, such as aranyakas
writings read and spread by old people living in woods.
May he give peace to His devotees.
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submission by Islam
The third religion with a prophet or messenger is
Muhmmad, a person who live between the fourth and eighth century.
He became ‘famous’ because he intervened in disputes between
countries or regions.
He as he said himself heard the voice of an angel named Gabriel.
Gabriel told him the text of his writing. The Koran.
This writing was according to witnesses in those times holy or must
be kept pure.
Later people reading the koran said it was a truthfull book.
With rules how to live, how to give life, and how to manage a
goverment.
Mohammed he is named these days.
And these timess also, they fight to save the purity of His name and
his religion.
Islam, means submission. Submission to Allah.
Some types of islam say he is the Allmighty,
Some types of islam say he is a chosen one by an Angel.
But most important of all, a True religion based on believe in the
Allmighty,
will not choose to use violence or crimes to defend their religion or
prophet.
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Task and Servitude
The religion most radiating and splendid.
A religion only found by them loving the truth, by loving the peace.
May that religion named by its subject.
The Allmighty, Omnipotent, The Omni.
Pray to Him and get goodness.
Pray to Him and get inner peace.
Pray to Him, learn about life.
Choose for servitude.
Choose to be His servant.
Ask Him to make you a citizen in his Kingdom.
Ask Him to judge your life.
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Job by task
Every human, as an indivual has a benefit for society.
Some serve society as doing their job.
They earn money with it.
They get their living by working a certain time during a period.
Sometimes your job has more openness to what you want yourself.
You can add by your own creativity.
As doing a task.
This task can by by changing a bit of your work,
To a goal more representative for a certain task.
For example if you are an artist, writer or painter.
you can be of value by using your creativity by adding meaning for
a subject like a god, or a higher spirit.
Make some object worth your goal.
Make an impression of your own view on religion.
By doing this you can say you have a task for the Allmighty.
Add value for longer times by adding meaning for a being which is
known for longer time.
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Good food
Food is the nr one cause of diseases and death.
If you eat or drink unhealthy you shorten your life, you feel more
misery.
Food, Some people think food is not important as long as you live
and do what you like you are happy.
But food is important.
Every dish entering your body gives energy for your daily tasks and
living.
And every drink entering your body is giving you a good or bad
feeling.
Food which is obviously bad is drugs like hard drugs, or soft drugs.
And also other drugs which is not named so like alcohol is bad.
Smoking cigarettes or other stuff is unhealthy.
Some people think sugar is a source of energy. But its a bad influence
for your body.
So better not to eat or drink sugar.
If you are in need of sweet food, eat fruit or vegetables.
Meat form animals, or meat from fish are a good source of nutrients,
but in these days those animals are not very treated well. So avoid
eating meat.
If you want to live purely good,
Then only drink water (hot or cold)
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Eat vegetarian.
And do some hours in a good nature spot (woods or other)
If you want to live happy, you have to choose.
What is going to make you happy.
The same as 70 percent of the world or the few that give attention to
health and goodness.
May the humans thrive in goodness.
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Sustaining earth
Earth as a planet has his own consciousness.
Ans with his power he warns us for bad living.
By earthquakes, disasters and all sorts of ways.
Earth is not very good in condition anymore.
All the underground sources of material we extract is wounding our
earth.
Earth is responding but not with happy messages.
If we want to treat or earth good. We have to choose to fulfill earths
message for us.
Treating earth good. With giving her a good condition.
Some people say only reserves are enough, but others more educated
in this subject say we have to change a lot in or life.
Maybe a good invest in time and means will give change to such a
thing as health of our planet.
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Fight against drugs
Drugs, the number one temptation. Humans get sick by it,
They long for it when they are addicted to it.
A cure for it. Some say by getting off it cold turkey,
others are in a hospital program.
A cure for it is:
As some religions say.
When you are content with it, surrender to Jesus Christ, Krsna,
Allah, or the Allmighty.
It will surely help you with your addiction
(help others by helping yourself)
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Relations
Relations, many men are longing for relations.
Some look or search for goodlooking people.
Some look for friendly people.
Some people love but cannot express it.
Relations.
When you want the right one.
The one which is like a second half.
then you have to ask a god or a lord for a favor.
For example ask Jesus, Krsna, Allah or the Allmighty.
And then wait for things happen in your life.
No one can say how long it takes, or in what way your prayer gets
fulfilled.
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freedom of Speech
Speech and expression of thoughts,feelings,inspiration.
Every human in countries with a decent law have the right to
utter them.
If we talk to others,
If we write about things to others,
If we sing or show messages.
In decent countries people are protected and have the freedom to say
or express themselves in
every way that is not harmfull.
If we insult others. others as humans, as organisation, as countries,
regios, religions,cultures.
We have no right for protection.
The border for communication is the moral, ethical, spiritual
wounding of others.
If we give commands to kill, to hurt, to wound.
That is a crime, because every human may live.
If we say of religions that they suck, are evil, are lame or other
comments,
We have to be aware that others could or would say or express the
same about our religion or culture.
The same is with expressing a meaning against countries or regions.
In some countries it is even forbidden.
For example if we would publicly insult a member of the royals, or of
the goverment.
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They would very fast ask you to not do that, or they would stop you
by force.
So if with insulting royals or government such consequences arise,
why wouldn’t it be applicably also to religion.
Not with our religion and not by being biased only for the rich or
famous.
(my own opinion: if you hurt others with your freedom of speech, let
the judges of the country speak to you)
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reaching Heaven
Everyone has a view on how heaven is and would be.
Heaven, some are meant to reach it, some are damned and will go to
the opposite.
Heaven. When you live good in your life. Then you will earn your
ticket.
When you do bad in your life, you will not get a ticket.
My view is:
If democracy rules a country,
If a company is led by a council.
Then:
Heaven is like the balance between those who love you and would
allow you to go to heaven
and those that do not love you and would forbid you to go to
heaven.
So if four persons love you and wish you could go to heaven,
and two persons do not love you. Then the balance is positive.
Maybe it is even more complicated. With percentages etc.
But if you want to go to heaven, then help a lot of people,
do good things, and put effort in good living.
May heaven is reached by a democratic council after your death
counting all good and bad things.
May the good ones reach Heaven,
May the bad ones learn goodness.
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Goodness
What is goodness,
Everyone has a different belief on that subject.
Some say it is good to help sick and poor people.
some say it is good to make profits with your company,
some say it is good to get children and raise them to adulthood.
Some say it is good to follow your dreams or heart.
Some say, and so many beliefs there are as persons.
Goodness on moral value it is following the law.
A law in which the rights of humans in a certain country or region
are written down.
A law in which it is valued what people may do in relation to other
people.
A law in which people get the possibilities to manage there life.
Choose one, discard another.
Goodness in Ethical value.
Is a balance between values of society which are not always written
down,
Sometimes we learn them in our youth from parents and examples.
Sometime people get angry or critizise us when we break those rules.
Ethical values are about who to safe, who to hate.
Ethical values are, is it legal to do this, or that.
Goodness as a social rule.
Social rules are more or less dependent on what the government
imports in their values.
When social rules are implemented, there is attention for problems
as,
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Being poor, without possibility of work (employment)
Being sick, not being able to work.
Being old, not healthy enough to work.
How to educate children or adults who want to learn.
And the last value is of safety for the citizens of a country.
How to protect against crimes and keep citizens safe.
Like sending criminals to jail (keeping them locked in so they do not
any harm anymore)
Goodness,
according to holy writings it is an intention, of healing and harmony.
accoring to holy writings it is defending an serving a higher power (a
not always visible power)
Goodness.
Leads to Harmony,
Harmony leads to peace.
Peace leads to Happiness.
Happiness leads to prosperity.
Prosperity leads to global awareness.
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Cosmos
This cosmos has a form of reality.
It is by some scientist said that it is as a circle eating its tail,
It is said that it has wormholes, snares, particles of matter.
The cosmos, is in big scale the same as small scale.
So in the big there are planets, suns etc.
In small scale, atoms, particles.
The cosmos, it is said it has a balance that returns to stability.
If we would hurt the cosmos. Big powers would appear to bring it
back to stability.
If the smaller objects we change, the bigger the effects can be.
If we fuse two atoms. a region as big as a lake can be caused to be a
danger zone.
If we fuse two planets. (not in our current possibility) than it would
give two stars or suns as a result.
Cosmos, is living, is intelligent, is awareness.
Cosmos, is wisdom in patterns from big to small.
May the cosmos help us finding our purpose.
May the cosmos help us not going extinct.
May the cosmos learn us her secrets.
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Angels v Aliens
Angels,
In old times, they were widely known.
They saved and helped people.
Especially righteous or religious people.
Angels,
They gave us the messages by which we were guided.
They gave means to give good people the way they wanted to live.
But they were not always present.
Sometimes people pray and are in panick. without help, without
safety.
Angels, today when they would appear, scientists and atheists would
think they are aliens.
We would i it would be possible, bring them to a certain area to
investigate what kind of living beings they are.
Then Aliens.
They are in our movies mostly living beings with untameble thirst for
violence.
Not being intelligent at all.
they would murder, harm and do all kinds of things to make us
suffer.
Aliens,
Higher evolved humans, would choose to live according moral,
ethical and social rules.
They would feel empathy, and feel altruism.
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they would have better ways of giving society a form in which every
being would be happy, and do what they are good in.
Aliens.
We don’t see them. Do they exist.
If we turn down the scale.
If we see a little intelligent creature. We try to understand its ways,
its patterns, its feelings.
For example swans or monkeys. swans are beautifull. We make
photo’s of them. Which we use to give beauty a place in our world.
Monkeys, an intelligent creature. We investigate our own
consciousness by learning and understanding its ways.
So would aliens bigger than us, more intelligent than us do the same
with us?
Make the world a better place.
Make empathy a goal of society.
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Society and capitalism
In our world, the most rich countries or states are in capitalistic
hands.
Some people, very rich, own more than three quarters of the wealth
of the world.
But the other side of the coin is, as long as it is in hands of the banks,
or governments, it is spended twice its value.
The rich see it as a number on their account,
and the banks use the mirror value to give out loans and savings
accounts.
But if the super rich would deduct all their money, this world would
be in serious danger.
In short time all property would be turned over to the state(houses,
cars etc.)
If we want to help society be based on a non negative money value,
we have to change our system.
Not any longer a twice value of money, but one value. If money is in
hands of the banks, it is not spended at things it never will be worth.
Savings will not be multiplied for loans.
And accounts will not be bound to a certain percentage of giving or
spending it again.
May money be a value based on real property, real valued material. Be
it housing, gold or other.
If you as a citizen want surety about your money, then give call to the
banks and ask. Is money based on a real value, or just a number being
multiplied by the bank.
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If money is based on unreal value, it will sooner or later fall in price
and value.
A guilder will be worth a ten times of value.
An Euro will be worth nothing but a dime.
And a dollar will be worth as one want to buy at any rate. If their is
not any real worth coupled with it.
what worth is it.
Choose you wealth. A number on a bank account,
real property,
Rare materials like gold, platina, silver, or gems.
Choose your wealth, a number for giving your loans.
Your loan on housing, is it worth buying it.
Your loan on cars, is it worth the percentage of interest?
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communism
A while ago, a couple of decades there was a style of government.
started by a couple of genius.
They called it communism. A government based on equality.
based on simple by difficult hypothesis.
Money didn’t exist in a capitalistic version.
Everyone got the same salary,
All companies were owned by government.
All goods and things were priced by a central government.
It wasn’t the best kind of government, because some people used the
system to get illegally wealth.
If everyone get the same salary it is not anymore important what the
top income is,
if some one gets nothing at all.
The drawback is that a percentage of the population don’t want to
work at all. And without a instrument of salary control they cannot
be forced to work.
Another drawback was that culture and religion was not very
welcome in those systems of government.
Communism in ideality would be; everyone equal income, everyone
share responsability for instruments, sources etc.
And a forgotten value in their time was religion.
If religion was added to communism it would have been more
popular than capitalism these days.
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Communism is not about who wants what, but about who is able to
do that.
Communism is not about who is doing that, but about who can do
that.
Communsim is not about what is there to use, but about what do we
need to use that.
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Education
An important subject.
Who does want to learn,
Who doesn’t want to be the inferior person.
Who wants to get knowledge of reality.
Education. Learning is the best way of giving people the idea that
they are important, that what they do matters.
Education. If one learns, he or she is content and doens’t give
problems.
If education is reachable for everyone, at costs not to high, than
society will get prosperity.
If education is on all levels reachable, society get wealth.
Education, from low levels as primary school to university, gives a
goal for everyone.
It is good for the masses to learn.
Education is a value in society not to be forgotten. Not to be used
for bad intents.
Propaganda is easily made harmless by giving people education.
Dictatorship is easily made harmless by making citizens wise and
smart.
Education. Be wise, Learn to get good jobs and salary.
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crimes
Criminality, the worst enemy of civilisation.
Nothing helps preventing.
Nothing cures it for eternity.
Nothing to prevent victims for being wounded.
Or?
If criminals learn to meditate, reflect their feelings. Learn to feel,
instead of act.
The crimes are more prevented. Because the impulses, thoughts of
crimes are seen, and felt.
Then the criminal learns that thoughts are not true. If they are about
violent theme’s
If criminals learn to meditate, what would stop them from giving
value to their life.
Meditating is not acting with violence.
Meditating is not escalating reasons for crimes.
Meditation gives way to feelings. feelings of what others did to you.
feelings about what you are doing.
feelings of hatred and anger.
By feeling it, you learn to explain the feelings to others.
And by explaining you get more peace in your life.
And if you talk about your feelings others can respond an give you
advice.
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value society
Society,
What gives a good society.
Are people happy,
Are people working,
Are people procreating,
Society, if you follow your heart, do you have a good life. or is it all
lost.
Society,
Give way to let people do as they desire, within bounds.
Give way to let people avoid what they hate or are afraid of.
Society,
Let people help you if you need help,
Let people help you, if you need help without you knowing it.
Society has a value.
Dictatorship is valued negative if there are innocent or victims
without reason.
Democracy is value negative if the population is not choosing or
giving the choices a side.
If society is bad, nobody is happy, people get killed or wounded
without cause.
If society is bad, noone gets educated.
If society is bad, their are not many children.
If society is bad, religion is forbidden.
If society is bad, culture is forbidden.
If society matters, choose your leaders with wisdom.
If society matters, choose the right instruments to lead the country.
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If society matters, give people permission for creating family.
If society matters, educate children.
If society matters, give borders for crime.
If society matters, reward good deeds and good intentions.
If society matters, choose a government based on the choices of the
population.
If society matters, allow change and chances.
Society a good choice for them who want peace in their life.
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tradition
Tradition,
Choose the history of your family.
Choose the sayings of old people.
Choose what is commonly known as wisdom.
Tradition,
From reasons to act to effects of choices.
Tradition,
Old people know what was common in old times.
Old people know solutions to problems, existing also in the past.
Tradition,
Wisdom, is a source of goodness, and a cause for peace.
Tradition,
May the wise be heard,
May children be happy, and allowed to play.
Tradition,
Give border for damage and violence.
Tradition.
A word being good.
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truth and lies
Truth is what is true,
Lies are what is said not have happened or what is not analogues with
reality.
True, is what people see as existing or as being valued by people.
Some laws say that true is what three witnesses say is true.
If lies are not existing, there is cause for pace.
If truth is not existing, there is deceit, treachery, corruption.
If people want truth in their lives.
truth about what is influencing them.
Truth about what chances they have for happiness.
Truth about who they are.
If people want to lie about their actions and living,
If people want to lie about their offspring,
about work and society,
What is reality worth, if all lies where said without meaning.
Lies are a cause for stagnation of growth.
Lies are a cause for criminality.
Lies are a cause for downfall.
Lies. Choose to counter them with truth.
Lies. Choose to use them to heal lies.
Lies. Do not follow lies if you are not getting benefit from it.
Truth. number one value in life.
Learn your children to follow truth and use lies only for avoiding
violence.
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Learn your offspring to use truth to grow and for evolution.
Learn your offspring only to use lies in war.
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gold and silver
Materials, raw ore, or raw in form.
It is not worth as much as refined material.
Choose to use silver as value for money.
Choose to use gold, for large savings.
The only problem is storing without chance for thieves to steal it
from you.
Choose to use silver to pay all your goods and needs.
Choose to use gold, to give a downfall to current day capitalism.
Because gold in your property cannot be used anymore for giving it a
mirrorvalue of giving out loans.
Gold is a new value to old truths.
Silver is a new value to old truths.
If you say you own a golden treasure, people are drawn to ideas of
getting it to own.
So if you spread message of owning wealth, it is a temptation for
people.
Gold stored, silver stored gives a value without inflation.
It is not used for giving false value.
Use it to counter the banking system, capitalism.
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happiness
Happiness, everyone desires it, everyone has it as a goal.
But what defines happiness.
Some search for it by fame,
Some search for wealth,
Some search for it by success,
Some search for it by spirituality.
Some search for it by acceptation.
Happiness,
A goal in your thoughts,
Happiness,
A feeling in your body,
Happiness,
A purpose to life.
Happiness,
in your body as a feeling by eating, acting healthy.
Eating wholesome foods.
Acting, with good moral and ethical intentions.
Not using drugs, alcohol, sigarettes.
And all kind of values in that sphere.
Happiness in your thoughts,
Reaching goals.
Reaching the fulfillments of your ideas which are most important for
you.
Happiness as a purpose for life.
Gives a lifetime of effort and experience.
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Happiness. As many meanings it has, as many people following their
reason or intuition.
Happiness.
Create Happiness for others,
and get the satisfaction of being at value for others.
Happiness.
Find in altruism a tool to give way to goodness in society, and also in
you.
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future
The future is unknown to mankind.
the future is predicted by cryptic statements.
From old times where the bible has got its form with revelation and
other told stories.
From tradition passed on from father to son, and from mother to
daughter.
Future, has been covered in details by all our science fiction writers.
Future, thought in all kinds of forms by the important people
governing us.
Future, May we get peace, May we get harmony,
May calmness be in our hearts, May friendliness be in our thoughts.
May the civilisation be healthy and good.
Future,
We have learnt from the past that war is devestating values as virtue
and goodness.
We have learnt all our growth and wellfare are destroyed by war.
Future,
We have a choice, a choice we make to make our future a good one,
by taking responsabilty for what we do now, what we do today.
Future,
Is it a war, spreading all over the world,
Is it peace, for thousands of years,
Is it reality, unfolding and giving its characteristics.
Is it our government choosing to give us peace.
Is it terrorism giving their rules and making statements by violence.
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Future,
As it is unknown, it can change fully, or change not at all.
As it is unknown, we are not afraid of futures giving torture or
badness.
As it is unknown, We live at peace untill we get in danger.
Future as the weather being predicted two or three days ahead, so
intelligent ones can analyse and predict future.
We as mankind have not many tools to analyze future,
But as we use computers, if it would exist, intelligent life forms could
use computers to predict future, or avoid dangers.
If we choose to live peacefully, we enlarge the chance that peace will
be in our homes.
Future, We care.
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Peace
Peace,
In your youth you get peace by sharing your experiences with your
parents.
All your problems come to rest if you reflect them and ask your
parents for advice.
All what hampers your mind, your feelings are being diminished in
sharing them with your parents.
So every subject, you experience, in relation to others, in relation to
what happens to you, can be brought to rest by talking about those
subjects to your parents, (grandparents also)
If you are child or grown up without having relations yet, or
behaviour which is part of relationship, you can turn for problems to
your parents.
If you have a relationship, (i do not exactly know) you have to turn
to your relation-partner with your experiences.
(i myself experienced every subject on experience you share with your
parents give extra peace in your mind or feelings.)
(if you have parents who are open to that kind of coaching.)
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virtues
the need for virtues in society is formed by knowledge of harmony
and the opposite danger.
Virtues, we all can name a couple.
Virtues, some value it a high place, others say its not of any worth.
Virtues, if you act with virtue, others not always can understand.
Virtues, in religion it has a name and a place.
In one religion it is valued high to act with peace and goodness,
in other religions they say you have to defend with violence.
Some spiritual ways you have to be honest and honor the old good
people.
Some spiritual ways say you you have to use the biggest effort to get
rich.
But what is virtue really.
the way they say its placed in tradition,
The way parents learn their children,
The things that are forbidden in law, thus acting without expressing
crimes.
Virtue,
Peace, Chastity, being helpfull, valor, a good measure, altruism,
justice, friendliness.
Virtue,
Choose to follow the values of virtue.
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Choose to be an example.
Choose to give harmony to reality by following virtues.
Virtues,
Search your life long for goodness. goodness being the core virtue.
Search you life long, to learn your offspring and children the value
you found to be true.
Virtue.
What is Virtue,
is virtue of good use for society.
Virtue in religion does it serve a good purpose.
Virtue in society, does it add value to wellfare.
Virtues, name all of them, and tell others how good they are.
But give way to experiencing them and feeling the truth of it.
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natural resources
In our reality,
On our planet,
In society,
We make use of all things that can give profit.
We make use of all resources, being natural or artificial to gain
profit.
Natural resources,
We use them, for basic needs, and luxury needs.
We don’t think of what our future brings when we get the backslash
of what we do.
Trees are cut down,
Oil is being harvested,
Gold, diamonds, rare ore are being exploited.
We use the planet, but how long can we continue our habits.
We have profit as the main value in our monetary-system.
We use all things, for our own needs of money and richness.
Natural resources, we may exploit them, without borders.
And deserve the future we get.
Be a good man and use your future to live the here and now.
Natural resources. an value we are not valueing unless we feel the
results of our choices.
The indians of a couple of centuries ago said, in your life don’t leave
footsteps that cannot be healed.
Every step you make, value if footsteps are permanent, bad, or good.
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So choose your steps with wisdom. Leaving no traces that can’t be
healed.
So choose your steps with conscience of the future, leaving your
children a world without hunger for natural resources.
May our future posses enough to make our next generations be
blessed with enough natural resources.
Future resources.
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giving peace to history
Our peace, is formed by what we preserve.
We as human kind have history of both good and bad things.
Our good things, are all inventions be it personal or community.
Our bad things are all damages done to health and world.
In the past,
We left other races without justice in bad shape.
Name the indians in america. We killed them, made them to
outcasts.
Name the gypsies being persecuted by all civilisied people.
Name the jews in war being chased.
Name individuals having other opinion than normal people.
If we want to give harmony to our world.
Do not only think of helping screaming people.
But also of the ones who were not able to scream, or are forgotten.
Give indians, land and means to live in their favored ways.
give gypsies, way to education and shelter for basic needs, so they
don’t have to be vagrants.
Give the jews, safety and their possesions.
Give those indivudual outcasts peace and ability to live.
(in the past a lot more were in bad situation, this is only an example
of a little few)
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illusion
illusion, is part of our life.
We look at televisions and computers. And take all experiences
serious.
We look at movies, and listen to music.
It forms our character, memories.
We let ourselves being influenced.
When we see an advertising and go to stores to buy what gives our
status or profit.
Illusion,
Is formed by our mind, we think things and sooner or later we take it
as reality and act according to its influence on us.
The mind projects, not only by subject and theme of our thoughts,
but also
the style of impression. What kind of colors we see, what kind of
scenery is used.
We let us being influenced.
Some religions name the mind the source of illusion.
Some spiritual trends say it is the source of evil.
Some people teach us, let go off the mind, stop using it.
There are monasteries, centers for practising letting go your mind.
Choosing to follow reality, radical accepting it,
using intuition for acting.
When fully being someone experiencing reality, you have pre’s and
don’ts you will only see then.
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in religion there are stories about this subject.
Being it someone who dreams of his kingdom, and in reality forgets
to work and earn a living.
Being it someone thinking of using violence to raising his meaning
and forgetting to allow peace in his surroundings.
Being it a life you not live in reality but in your daydreams.
Choose to experience reality, as much as possible.
It gives you peace of mind,
peace in your life.
endure pain and miserey, it slowly changes to a good life.
(not a promise of me, but something promised by religion)
Buddhism told the same,
being present in reality gives calmness and goodness.
Giving treatment to the source of suffering. (destroying the source of
it, the mind)
May the wise, prosper,
May the present, get wellfare,
May we get peace.
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cure and care
most diseases are being cured,
They have a medicine removing the illness.
Diseases being treated succesfully are not anymore cause of suffering.
They are not anymore inflicting pain or misery.
But there are diseases being cause of misery and pain not being able
to be cured.
No medicine to relief the patient.
May our society find a medicine for all diseases.
May our society lessen pain and lessen misery.
Some diseases are caused by our way of living.
Taking drugs or other bad stuff.
When we suffer we want, if pain or suffering is high, a cure and we
are not witheld by costs or effort to diminish the pain and suffering.
May we as civilisation care for all that suffer and are in pain. Not
countin the costs or profit we gain by it.
May we as society keep an eye on all diseases and discover effective
treatments.
May we as people help those in pain and those in misery.
May we help for curing the bad side of society.
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invention
We as society are thriving when everyone is happy,
when everyone has a fullfilling goal.
When we take care of our children, raising them to adulthood.
When we take care of our sick family. being it temporary or
permanent.
Inventions serves our civilisation.
We have a lot of benefit from them.
Being it a car with wheels, to having computers counting what we
need and preparing it.
Inventions, discoveries. May we have them as healthy changes.
Inventions, discoveries. May we avoid danger with them.
May it have a good role in our world.
Not giving way to (mass)destruction, or (mass)violence.
We need as society our health to invent good things, the same
we need work for use and spending our living.
Inventions and discoveries. May they be helpfull, so we hope.
May they help our retrieval of peace.
May they add goodness to our life.
if we are invented, or discovered, May we not suffer from the results.
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Eye on you
An eye on you.
If superpowers do exist,
Do they see everything we do.
Do they see everything we think.
Would they judge us.
Would they punish or bless us.
Would they act to safe society.
Would they misuse to gain.
May the superpowers if they exist,
Tell us their reasons,
Tell us their interests.
May those superpowers proof to us their reasons, their acts.
May those superpowers, tell us of their heroic deeds.
May those superpowers help us living and creating intelligence.
Why do we exist,
Why do we act,
Why is our reason different than other beings.
May superpowers,
act in accordance with their greatness,
To the good and usefull of society.
May superpowers choose to have harmonious and healthy intentions.
May they not hate,
May they not manipulate,
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May they not only act for their own gain,
May they not use violence,
May they not inflict pain, unless it is a border for more violence and
danger.
May superpower,
Be aware of our
needs, our desires, if we are in their influence or sight.
May we be blessed by the Allmighty,
If we act according to the rules of goodness.
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dictator
Dictator,
source of mischief,
Source of evil,
Source of mass-infliction of pain.
Source of mass misery.
They act for their sole happiness, or their sole profit.
We are as human kind, responsible for all humans belonging to our
world.
If we choose to serve a couple of persons,
we give them our consent of defining what we do or don’t.
Dictators,
We cannot always fight them, because we are weak, or not able to.
May time overcome every dictator.
May our deeds and prayers help the total of our mankind.
May our friends and allies help us fight dictatorship.
May we prevent the gain of a few at cost of many.
Dictators, May they change their heart to serve their country.
Dictators, May they change their opinion about ruling, about
governing.
Let us as mankind serve and lead with consent of all our habitants.
Let us as mankind make a fist to prevent dictators getting to rule, or
being the most important person.
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peace of hearth
Our peace is caused by us following our hearth.
The feeling something is important.
The feeling something needs our attention.
The feeling we matter if we do something.
Our peace of hearth,
a source of empathy,
a source of altruism,
Our peace of hearth,
Being aware of reality,
Being aware of what we lack.
May we serve society.
May we do what good is for us,
May we do what good is for society,
May we do what good is for all of living consciousness.
What we do, matters,
What we do, changes everything,
Be it a small or big change.
Be it a good or bad change.
What we do,
May be counted as our steps.
Steps from youth to old age.
Steps from parent to child,
Steps from peace and harmony, to we hope peace and harmony.
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May our steps lead to the good.
May our steps be visible, and give our peace.
May our steps, give warm feelings to others.
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time
Time is a moment long,
a moment in which we live from zero to old age.
a moment flowing from water to water.
a moment flowing from history to future.
Time is as a snake, biting its tail.
Being from birth to life’s end.
Time is as a predator, eating all of our thoughts and feelings.
Time is as a preditor, exhausting our life.
Time is as a friend destroying pain and suffer by new time.
Time is as a friend, giving us opportunity for reason and peace.
Time is as a friend, giving us dreams and fullfillment.
Time is as a friend, flowing from past to future.
Time if we pray to it, t gives us time.
Time is we put our purpose to it, it shares purpose with us.
Time. As giving gold to effects.
Time. As demanding our best intents.
Time. if we follow it from the past tot the future; we learn to act
according to its rules.
Time. one day in a period of eternity.
Time. One life in a period of centuries.
Time. We count it hour by hour, second by second, and time by
time.
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Time, it is valued by the people giving benefit to it.
Time, it is hated by them getting full of pain and misery by it.
Time, it proofs our intents with reality.
Time, we give peace, we get peace in return. If we act according to
the real blessing of it.
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a past secret
In the past, a couple of sages lived. They gave our society peace and
harmony.
One of their valued secrets shared with all of us was:
If we are rich,
If we have income more than our basical needs provide,
If we are famous,
Share it with the poor in society.
Share it with those not being cared for,
Share with the ones suffering.
Because what you give them, is attention, is goodness.
Because what you give them is source of their thankfullness.
And it not only i benefit for the near future,
but also the source of you good afterlife.
Building palaces by investing money in poor people.
Building towers of diamonds by giving without need for return to
poor and sick people.
Because they cannot repay you.
Because they repay you by being present in your afterlife as the ones
saying, he was good to us.
May he be good in afterlife.
Society, is a border to good and bad ones.
good ones get rewarded, either in life, or afterlife.
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Society is a meaning,
Sharing lives with lives.
Sharing needs by needs.
May the ones choosing to be rich in reward,
choose by sharing with those in need, not able to satisfy their own.
May the rich share.
May the poor be blessed by the rich.
May you care for your afterlife.
(one person understood this secret, some name him Jesus.)
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future beliefs
The future holds our reasons.
The future, gives our peace.
Its our goal in the future to experience the blessing of the fruits of
work and tasks.
Its our future, it matters to all of us.
The only future we have is a good one.
In our dreams and thoughts.
We work for safety, money, satisfaction.
If we work, we create
If we work, we benefit, we hope.
Our future beliefs, its a shipwreck if we get bad results.
We suffer if our dreams are not coming true.
We belief in a good future.
May it be soon, or far.
We hope on a good life, be it now, be it in the future.
All our dreams of the past. What value had they. What value do they
give us.
Our beliefs, when we get old, change to more realistic ones.
Our beliefs, when we get old, change.
Not always to our peace.
Not always to our harmony.
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May we listen to old ones,
May we listen to the voice of reality.
May we listen to all good voices we notice.
May we care for our world.
May we hear all cries for help and victim of bad.
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Society of goodness
A society, has its norms, laws, values.
A society, have a couple of tasks everyone has to do.
Living, means, fullfilling tasks to maintain your health, your living.
From eating, washing to other needs.
If you choose to reject to fullfill those basical needs, you
get an appearance not being liked by others.
In society, you have the choice to act with good intents, or bad
intents.
The full of all our intents, create our society.
If we have a society of all bad persons.
We are divided. War and Terror are in our midst.
If we would have a good society.
We would care for all inhabitants. being limited or fully healthy.
In good society,
Pain and misery is being compensated by care or cure with enough
means to be to satisfaction.
In good society,
inhabitants are not unhappy with richness or fame of other
inhabitants.
In good society,
The total value of happiness, of total population, is
being on the positive scale.
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The individual suffering is not bigger as the individual blessing of
others.
May every one be in peace with each other.
May every one not envy others.
May every one has the same chances for wellfare and happiness.
May our society turn to the good light of harmony.
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richness
The rich are unhappy with their richness.
They buy all kinds of nice things,
But it doesn’t give happiness.
They do all kinds of pleasure,
But they are not truly happy.
They work for their money, or live on money of others.
They do and live but not for their pursuit.
May the rich, discover the ways to peace and satisfaction.
May the rich find their true task.
The task of being of value for others.
The task of being good without conditions.
If they choose for pleasure, may they constrain themselves. for their
happiness lies in limiting their pleasure.
Limit to pleasure is as limiting the disease of the mammon.
Richness. As of use for others, As giving the radiance to the
surrounding,
May it create warmth.
May it create consent.
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Criminality
May Criminality, not make us hate each other.
May Criminality, not make us deceive others.
May Criminality, not make others sick or wounded.
May we not kill,
May we not damage,
May we live with mutual consent of society.
The criminals, if they want to get happy.
If they will get happiness in their lives.
They should act with empathy.
They should do all their acts with empathy.
For in refusing to do evil things, lies their happiness.
May all criminals discover the gem of empathy. may they be little
criminals or big criminals.
May they discover how to heal instead of hurt,
May they discover how to give, instead of steal.
May they discover how to defend instead of attack.
May they discover how to act lawfully instead of unlawfull.
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normal people
If you feel like a normal citizen of your country or region,
You might be aware that in life you have periods of misery or
misfortune.
For you as a normal person,
having work, having activities.
For you as a normal person,
adding value to society, or acting according to values of others.
If you are not fully happy with your life,
If you are experiencing something missing in your life.
Choose to give part of your possesions to charitable goals.
Choose to use your income, a part of it, for charity.
For in the normal world happiness lies in supporting charity.
Get happy, share charity.
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respect
Respect for Old people.
Learn from them the old values,
Learn from them the traditions,
Learn from them, the things we ought to care for,
Learn from them what is effective in reality.
Learn from them what gives inner and outer peace.
May they be honored by all,
May they be asked for guidance,
May they give a way to society for the benefit of all.
May our old people learn young children how to behave in a proper
way.
May our protection be based in guiding our children by the effort of
old people.
May the old people, say to us their experiences, which gave them
wisdom and health.
May the old people, share their beliefs, their discoveries, their
knowledge.
May we give our old people the feeling they have done good, that
they matter for us, for society.
May we allow them in our words to go to heaven. To promise
heaven to everyone being good or helpfull of our total peace.
May the old people, share their dreams with the young people. To
not forget the dreams which were usefull.
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May we believe in goodness,
As being part of reality.
As being part of society,
As being part of our life.
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dealing with the bad.
Dealing with the bad,
Associating with de devil and other demons.
All of our humans, are neither good nor bad.
But we are good or bad according to what we do.
We are good, if we are aiding the good of society.
We are bad when we do harm, kill, steal, do damage to others, or to
society.
Bad persons, sometimes say serving the demons.
Bad persons, sometimes have signs by which they show to associate
with demons.
May bad persons, reflect on their feelings and thoughts.
Associating with demons, means beside using their name in your
communication,
That you allow violence, hatred, damage, damnation to be part of
your life.
Those demons, not only is a name, but a dangerous power is the
source of it.
Those demons, kill, harm, are violent, destroy and deceive.
If you say demons like the devil and satan are normal powers, you lie,
or you are misguided.
Turn away from those evil powers. Do not serve, not even in a joke
or a saying.
Turn away, because they do no good to you.
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If you associate with those demons, you could get mentally ill, or be
faced with misfortune in your life.
Do not even do those things in your dreams.
If you have been doing evil things,
Try better your life by praying to the Allmighty.
He can save you.
I hope all people acting with demons may be sooner or later saved by
the Allmighty.
If someone you know associate with demons, pray for him or her.
Not only once, keep praying for him or her.
IF he or she is disapprover your prayers or effort of saving her or
him, pray and not bother him or her with the fact you pray for him
or her.
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angel or demon
Angels, according to religion they are servants of the Lord of heaven,
name him God.
Angels, they have no free will, but follow the commands of God.
Angels, they can do no evil, cannot cooperate with bad powers.
Angels. May they be the blessing of earth.
Angels. May they be the blessing for all living creatures as well as
creatures of other form.
Angels, May we in distress remember the angels. or the Lord himself.
Angels, May we in our desires honor them.
There is no evil in the Lord of Heaven,
There is no evil, part of goodness in its totality.
If we are in danger, we may call the lord, angels, or saints.
But best of all, we pray to The Allmighty.
Angels become angels by surrendering to the Lord of heaven
Angels become angels by giving their free will to God.
Angels, we hope they live, they exist, they help us.
We hope they help us in our bad times.
Angels, according to religion, one converted human is laudable.
My own opinion is that every being giving his life, his soul to the
Allmighty or God,
becomes an angel. (as being a representative of good deeds and good
life)
May every one wanting to of good use, surrender to God, or the
Allmighty.
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(God as being described in the bible, hinduistic writings etc.)
Demons. don’t want to be one, they are not favored by many if their
intents come in daylight.
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the Past
The Past,
If i did damage, may the Allmighty help me heal it.
If i disrespected anyone, may the Allmighty help me respect them.
If i killed beings, either animals or humans, May i be able to heal and
mend it.
If i did evil, May it be repaid by good deeds.
The Past,
If i hated anyone, Let me love or feel friendly towards them.
If i hurt feelings or soul, may i help to recover.
Allmighty,
Help me heal,
Help me change to being a good person.
Help me heal my bad side.
Allmighty,
I want to be of worth for reality.
I want to not any longer cooperate with forces serving death or evil.
Allmighty,
Help me heal,
Help me recover,
Help me change.
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Mirror
If we are a mirror for each other,
We would reflect to them,feelings like love, friendliness, anger and
hatred.
We would reflect acts of healing, violence.
But if we would be a source of light, we would give light to their dark
part.
We would give warmth to their pain and suffer.
We would lighten their intents with erasing their shadows.
What if we would give awareness as a mirror.
We would show pain and grief on their bad side.
And we would show, happiness and love if they act with their good
side.
We all have awareness, But we have to grant it to reality.
May we all respect awareness.
May we all let us be guided by awareness.
May it be a pillar of our civilisation.
Awareness, consciousness. Observation and acting in reality.
Give awareness to others as a gift of friendship.
Give awareness to society as an act of goodness.
Give awareness to reality as acts of presence.
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body and soul
We are hearing in all kinds of situation that we would be soul,
and not be part of life. Not be part of body.
We would be more or less a being in our mind. Not having part in
the
sphere called body.
We would be living longer than the body.
For eternity.
So as some say.
But if you get hit by someone or by accident. Who is feeling the
pain.
If you eat, who is feeling satisfaction.
If you sleep, who is sleeping.
Your body is part of reality.
It is better to care for your body, because when you don’t or forget
you feel the misery of your body.
Feeling pain if you don’t eat or drink for longer than normal
Feeling pain when you get wounded.
Feeling grief when someon fights you with words.
If you take a medicine against pain, who is experiencing the pain
going away.
You are feeling all those bodily feelings.
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May you when experiencing that fact, choose to live with conscience.
Not making jokes with your life, Not disregarding advice and
feelings.
So as we feel our body while living,
So we can conclude all living beings feel emotions.
Emotions more or less the same as us.
Some living beings can’t talk our language,
does that mean they don’t have emotions,
does that mean they don’t have consciousness.
Emotions are felt by all living beings, beings with blood and able to
move.
We all feel our bodily feelings, it doesn’t change if we would not be
able to explain or say it.
Emotions, do they stop after life.
A question everyone asks him or herself once in life. (or more often)
A question not regarding our own life alone, also the life of other
humans, other living beings.
If you take medicines against depression or psychosis, does it affect
only your body. No it changes also the way you feel, you act in
reality.
May we acknowledge that we all are living beings with consciousness,
with awareness.
May we respect the feelings of other human beings, all living beings.
If we hurt or wound a human, we get convicted by law that it is not a
good act.
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If we hurt or wound other living beings. We do not always have a
law to be a border to it.
Are all living beings experiencing pain and emotions as we do?
Some say they do, some say they don’t.
If life forms are congruent with our life form. They should feel it the
same way as we.
animals, gifted with breath, hunger, pain just like us, in inner feelings
may be not recognized, but as outer acts, name it instinct or
intuition, the same.
If we notice their emotions being a little bit or more of us the same.
we then have to respect their lives to.
It gives us responsability over all beings gifted with consciousness.
Your soul is based in your body.
Your mind is a sphere which counters most of intuition.
Your Spirit is bound to the life of your body.
Some say spirits live on after life,
but not in your body.
So treat your body with respect, and live as if its your ticket to
eternity.
If your soul is bound to reality in the body,
you may conclude other souls are bound the same way.
Therefore do to others, as you would against yourself.
If you treat yourself with good intent, choose to treat others with the
same intent.
If you recognize feelings in your consciousness, trace it back to
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feelings others would have in you would act good or bad towards
them.
(soul is not a word standing alone, or meaning an object alone)
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Bronze Line

Bastiaan Oostendorp
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protection
May we protect the weak,
May we protect the poor,
May we protect those living by good rules,
May we protect those who want harmony and goodness,
May we defend our children,
May we defend our grandparents,
May we defend our source of goodness,
May we defend our ways of truth,
May we work together for prosperity and wellfare.
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choice of life
Humans have all free will.
Some choose to live satisfying their desires.
Some are planning their life.
Some do as religious persons the best to help their gods.
Some do without knowledge what they want.
If you are tired of your free will.
Or if you distrust your thoughts.
You can choose to surrender to god.
You can give your life to god.
May we be blessed by god.
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Sentinel of peace
Every human can be a force limiting the bad, helping the good.
A sentinel is working for the Allmighty to create a harmonious
sphere on
our planet.
We all benefit from such persons.
They not always are publicly known for their work.
Some act in silence and peace.
Some act as soldiers fighting bad forces.
May sentinels defend our planet.
May the peace of all races come forth from their effort.
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Mindcontrol
In these times we have movies like the Xmen about mindcontrol,
telepathy etc.
Who the mindcontrollers are we don’t know.
And as long as we are not very important we will not have to be
worried for it.
But mindcontrol does exist.
And what they can do:
Change your memory.
Change your character or personality.
Change some of your behavioural patterns.
Mindcontrol,
You can learn it by training nlp and doing masterclasses in some
countries.
But most mindcontrollers who are able, are in jobs at international
intelligence services.
May the good be helped by them who can.
May the controll lay in the hands of those who want.
Mindcontrol.
If someone changes suddenly and do counterclockwise his own daily
things.
You then know. an influence not very common is acting in its life.
You cannot heal such a one, not by force not by reason.
You have to hope the mindcontrollers heal their wounds.
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May freedom of life within law boundaries be a choice for everyone.
May freedom of thought not be manipulated by some able to
influence it.
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illuminati
A lot of people say that the illuminati is a sect, and has bad intents.
They would be family of more.–
They would be very rich and even influence governments and royals.
The word illuminati means, as fas as i can see, the enlightened ones.
In that definition it would be everyone that is enlightened that would
belong to that group.
The word enlightenment is as said by some spiritual ones the
awareness of reality,
and the discarding of the mind.
If the real illuminati would exist, they wouldn’t egoistic or selfish.
They wouldn’t own a lot of houses, a lot of expensive things.
They wouldn’t influence others in a bad way.
Bad intents, would not exist.
their intents would be to help everyone who has no happiness.
Friendliness, charity.
Helping those that are cast out.
Helping those that are disabled.
Helping to give prosperity to all living beings.
Giving attention without predilection.
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safeguarding technology
In our time we have a lot of technology to aid us in well-doing.
All those inventions make us feel good. a warm house, a way to
prepare food,
a way of transportation. And all kinds of additions to life.
We should be aware that a major disaster could give us a setback in
time.
So best thing to safe our world,
is by writing down all inventions, the way they were invented,
how it can be invented again.
What advantage it has, what disadvantage it has.
All those inventions- described together, can be saved in a conserved
place.
To be kept for hundreds of years.
(a good thing is to also describe language. different symbols,
definition etc.)
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storage of books
In these times we have plenty of books to read,
plenty of all kinds of subjects.
All books would take 5000 human lives to read all of them.
Books about information on certain subjects.
Books with romance and fiction.
In the past a large library of alexandria was burnt down because of
unrest of people.
We in the future will face such a period. Expecially if money will
cause debt by government and
impopular choices.
We should save our heritage of information.
Because movies, music and the like take much effort and space to
preserve we have to skip them.
But books as being text, if we would store them in plain text on a
computerinformation disc will take a minimum of size.
So the best thing is,
Convert all books to plain text. drop out the pictures. and store them
for example on a cd, harddisk,memory card.
And store those information devices in a safe place. Ready to be
conserved for a long time.
(in the past they did the same with the scrolls of the dead see, nag
hammadi writings)
May our future have a good eye on our humanity.
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dna time capsule
Every human on earth has a different dna fingerprint.
Some may differ in skincolor, hair or eyecolor.
We all have a fingerprint, on our fingers. different from other people.
But in the future it will be the dna that proofs if you are normal or
different.
DNA, in the future they will investigate and analyze these times. and
will as we do archeology the same with our
remnants.
To be in advance, save your dna in a condition that it will be kept
safe for centuries.
You can put your dna in a time capsule, and store it in the soil.
You can think of other ways to.
The more dnasamples we store, the more view they will have for our
society in the future.
Don’t be afraid they will follow rules of morality.
They won’t do inhumane things with it.
You don’t have to freeze your body or part of it. Just save your dna.
And dna can be some of your skin, or a little drip of blood.
May our future lie in our hands.
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shortage time investment
In the future we all will experience a time of shortage or hardship.
In those times, normal money is not worth anything.
Values items in that time will be food and objects ready to be used,
even without electricity or water supply.
If you want to save your real value,
consider changing your savings account to pieces of silver or gold.
If you do so, be aware that criminals could notice your treasure.
And put it in pieces ready to be paid with,
so don’t buy kilograms of silver, but buy pieces with a good value
also possible to buy normal stuff.
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Capitalism & Communism
Capitalism encourages people to earn money and spend it on things
they like.
With capitalism the danger is that some accumulate much money, or
they
guard their income by rules and laws.
Communism, without corruption is
Everything is from everyone.
Everything is owned by everyone.
And giving each member a basic income.
income enough to have a good living.
if countries choose for communism, they should be aware that a
couple of disadvantage appear.
Such as secret groups giving theirselves more oppurtunities for
owning and living.
And inhabitants who realise they get money anyway wouldn’t work
anymore.
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liberal & social
The top of government is dividable in two.
One in which the government nurtures as a mother every inhabitant.
The other is giving freedom to her inhabitants.
Social is giving members access to shelter & food for free.
Liberal is forcing members to earn their own money.
Liberal, if you put it in extreme, no police would be there.
No education, no healthcare.
All those things would cost the buyer an enormous amount of
money.
With pure liberalism there would be in two years anarchy.
Giving the richest or strongest the power to subdue whom they like.
Social.
is with empathy the basis of every good and harmonious country.
May socialism get more voters.
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old times
Old times,
do we trust writings based on information thousands years old?
Hinduistic writings give a view on their technology.
flying ships,
humans with partly animals (Ganesha fe.)
All kinds of technology, from nuclear weapons (Sankarshana)
to laser guided weapons.
Some of the old ones had knowledge even on medicines giving lifes
hundreds of years extra.
In those times they were all destroyed by the big war, kuruksheta.
After that war, all things decayed and went back to non visible
source.
They promised the offspring safety when they wouldn’t turn to the
same technology.
After that time, human mankind turned back to the use of stones and
sticks.
And since that time we have the writings giving us experience of what
they were.
In upanishads we read the core of their religion.
Asking the Lord to govern our lives.
Asking the Lord to give guidance and advice on the subject we think
are important.
Hopefully we will in the future live our lives with his Blessing.
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Old times. they perish in war, they prosper in devotion.
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profood
Healthy fruit and vegetables from nature.
Some heal, some hurt.
As food you need vitamins, proteins and kolydrates.
calories and stuff.
A profood is lemon.
a second profood is ginger.
fruit is healthy.
vegetables are healthy.
Other profood.
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Magic
Magic is the science of making things visible.
You can use magic to let food or objects appear.
You can use magic to influence someone’s thoughts.
you can use magic to cause miracles.
Magic,
some use spells or mantra’s to create them.
some use higher powers to ask them to create for you.
Magic,
White would be good,
Black would be evil,
Magic,
Green comes from nature,
blue from air or water,
brown from earth or ground.
Magic,
Noone searching for goodness takes the means of magic.
Noone willing to be of good value for society chooses for magic.
Magic,
Leave it be,
Turn to a religion.
Religion serving truth and harmony.
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words backward
In some languages there is a hidden meaning in words.
so we have the english words.
Live, Lived.
if you turn them backwards you have.
Evil, en Devil.
In this way you can form a lot more words meaning something good
or something bad.
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Tree of good and evil
In the origin of jewish religion there was a concept.
Paradise, where humans lived a worry-free life.
and had all to be happy.
Then a snake invited the human adam to eat from a certain tree.
To be alike the gods.
He ate from it, including his wife, and went hiding himself.
then the jewish god said, now he is one of us, let us cast them out of
paradise.
That tree of good and evil. is in my opinion the human mind.
We can think of things good and evil and get knowledge.
We hide ourselves in the masks we create y thinking.
The other tree in paradise, the tree of life.
That tree in my opinion is surrendering to god.
(as is said in proverbs by Salomo)
So choosing to use the mind gives you worries.
Choosing the tree of Life, surrendering to God is giving you a good
life(as some writings say)
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preference
All objects that can be bought have certain division.
You have very expensive things, with high status value.
And the opposite, very cheap things, with low status value.
they share a couple of characteristics, both expensive and cheap.
For example a tablet computer, you can buy one for 600 euro’s or
dollars,
But there is one far more cheaper with having the same experience of
using it as the other one.
Shoes, you can buy them for thousands of dollars, but they step the
same as one of 50 dollars.
You maybe have to search for it.
So when you are poor, don’t waste your money on expensive things.
So when you are rich, you do better to investigate your options.
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Free to have
What in this world is free to get, or free to have.
We all feel good if we experience happiness.
We all want to experience happiness.
But what gives us that feeling,
when we reach goals,
When we are satisfied.
What is free is not always giving us happiness.
For example if a certain food would be free.
It is not per se healthy.
If all things in life would be free,
some people choose the same things, while others choose other
things.
If nothing would be free in life.
There would be a lot off suffering and misery.
Not everyone has ability to work for money.
What is free;
Mostly sun light is free,
Mostly clean or dirty water is free,
Mostly a place to walk or sit is free.
If basic needs satisfaction would be free,
More people are happy,
Less criminality,
More educated people (they don’t have to make effort for the most
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basic needs)
More people sharing tradition and culture.
What is free:
Being a soldier in a country is free.
Being a slave for others was free.
Being a elderly person, should be free.
May all the good things in life be free.
May all the bad deeds be accumulated, analyzed and forbidden.
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hierarchy of gods
A subdivision of gods.
May the Allmighty be known as the Highest, most Resplendent
Lord.
May a step below Him be the highest Power .
May as Gods be known, the powers described in the holy writings.
Being the christian gods, the father, son and holy spirit.
Being the hinduistic gods, Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva.
Being other gods with their will.
If you search for a mighty one to serve.
Consider your choice and don’t make that decision lightly.
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Devotion
Devotion is giving your life to the Allmighty,
Devotion is asking the Allmighty to give a judgement on your life.
Devotion is offering yourself as a servant to the Allmighty.
Devotion is beginning the day with laying your day in the hands of
the Allmighty and asking Him what you may do that day,
Devotion is beginning a task or doing certain things with asking the
advice,influence and guidance of the Allmighty,
Devotion is in danger and pain asking the Allmighty his help.
Devotion is asking the Allmighty to give you a task or plight.
Devotion is trusting he exists,
Devotion is waiting for his answer,
Devotion is bringing forth fruits of prayer.
Devotion.
A holy task for a good time.
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intuitive movies
When movie directors create their movies,
and actors are playing in scenes,
there are a couple of goals.
one is to make profit and be famous with your movie.
Another is to give vision to certain theme’s or behaviour of
individuals or groups.
another is to give view to problems, little or large.
And an important goal can be,
to have everyone who sees the movie a certain feeling, or experience.
By studying psychology you can learn what happenings in movies or
reality get a certain result.
You can use that instrument to, for example, give criminals insight
on good citizenship,
or give them an insight in what criminality causes in victims or
people.
You can use that instrument to let children have a view on certain
jobs or education.
You can use it to change certain concerns in society.
And a lot more is possible.
Movies can be used for purposes adding value to society,
or can be used to deform society, or damage it.
Movies can be used to instruct or train individuals,
Or to hurt them.
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government watchers
Each country has a certain government,
Some have dictators, Some have kings or queens,
Some have presidents, Some have a council of elders.
All kinds of leadership are possible.
But not all of them serve the goodness or wellfare of their country or
state.
To have attention to that kind of expertise, a new group of jobs is to
be introduced.
They are chosen by the global leadership of the world,
and they are unbiased.
They judge all governments of the world.
judging them on certain subjects.
subjects like:
– Leading as democracy or dictatorship.
– Giving opportunity to ambition.
– Minimal salary.
– Attainable healthcare.
– Basic education.
– Corruption.
And many more subjects that are applicable to government.
The global alliance has the right to judge countries and dismiss
governments.
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measure of education
If our civilisation is more and more internationally based.
The need for equal education is needed.
For example a nurse in this country should have the same study as a
nurse in other countries.
For example a scientist should have the same study as in other
countries.
Primary school,
High school,
And so on.
The next step is giving that education the same possibilities in third
world countries.
To enable people of poor countries to study the same courses.
It would give benefit to all of us. Because more experts will enter the
employment.
(only the language would be different)
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Children
Since eternity existed, humans are procreating.
Giving offspring their knowledge and giving them a basis to live.
One big rule is, more attention to your children, gives them
more harmony in their character and personality.
Attention, not in a bad way, gives goodness as a virtue to them.
All attention you give them, learns them to communicate about their
problems and their experiences.
Children.
If you choose to get them,
then be aware you give them nurture and attention.
To let them be of value for society and you.
Unconditional love means you take their problems and questions
seriously.
Unconditional love means you wish the best future for them.
It means letting them have part in their life. enabling them to make
their own choices,
and learn from the benefit or mistakes resulting it.
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indians
In the medieval times, in another continent there was a good and big
civilisation.
Not built on capitalism, or money based exchange.
They lived an called it service for the group.
A group was mainly the individuals with the same language or
skincolor.
They had prosperity because they all understood the value of
responsability for the whole of the group.
They were aware of the things they did, in relation to each other, in
relation to the earth.
They said, all indians, being deceased are part of nature.
The spirits of those ancestors were in the air, in the water, in the
earth.
They were aware every creature they killed for food or clothing was
part of that world.
One wise sentence was;
Don’t leave footsteps on the earth damaging her.
When you are in your last days, give your experience to the young
generation.
When you are looking bak on your life.
Did you add value to earth and its inhabitants,
or did you destroy value.
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purpose of technology
Since the beginning of this world, our planet earth, or even before
that,
if we existed far before earth.
We always experienced feelings of pain, misery, hunger.
And those feelings were the cause of desiring ways to cope with those
challenges.
Those feelings caused in intelligent humans, or creatures the need for
inventing answers to unhappiness.
for example the wheel, stone tools etc.
I{n these times we have the same desire for inventing tools and
things to get more happy.
The purpose of technology is not profit, or luxury.
The purpose of technology is giving every member of mankind basic
happiness.
And the word happiness is defined by each individual in a different
way.
May our purpose as humans lay in the happiness of us all.
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purpose of military
Every decent country in these times have a military power.
they train and exercise to be strong soldiers.
They have to defend and attack according to the plans of the leaders.
A better purpose in times of peace is
using the soldiers to bring food (bread, grain) and water to
countries in famine or decay.
And the soldiers can be appointed to build cheap housing for
the real poor.
If every country in peace would cooperate in this plan,
A lot more people would be happy.
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Country Defence
Countries in these times have an army. Military to defend and attack.
The best way of military is,
a global system of defense.
Every state or country being member of it is in times of war defended
by that global force.
If a country being member would attack another country being also
member,
The global force only defends the countries.
Not being a partner in attacking.
The rule is the global military force only defends.
And only defends members of the global group.
If other countries not being member are attacked, no defense is given.
All countries on our world may apply for membership and may not
be rejected without good reason.
It is a global defense allied group.
If countries in the world are attacked by one of the members, there is
no supply of military for the attack.
The group only acts in defense. Not in offense.
By this organisation, countries get more budget for other things.
They don’t have to spend much on military (because it is globaly
spended for militarY)
They can spend the money on other topics as they like.
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(if a member attacks another member, only defense is given to the
victim of the attack)
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sunlight
Every human needs sunlight.
To feel warmness, to feel comfort.
We should use sunlight as a source of energy.
We as we proceed in using electricity should turn to better energy
sources.
For example if the oil in the earth runs out, and is dried up,
We can use sunlight as a energysource.
Putting in the desert big regions with solar panels.
And a electricity cable to certain points.
Maybe even big cars with big batteries, bringing it to the countries in
need.
it would give benefit to all those poor countries.
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technology
Everyone on this planet, should have access to
food, shelter, tradition.
All people inventing technology might have the goal of supporting
such an idea.
Not having as the goals superior warfare, but superior wellfare.
When citizens in a country are poor, or seriously ill, they are being
looked at as inferior.
They are pushed to the margins of society.
If poor people of other countries would have the ability to be happy
they could have a good influence.
Technology to give poor and ill people a living ought to be free of
costs.
All technology which heals earth, or heals human mankind should
also be free of costs.
And the payment of those technology inventions can be fame or the
name of the inventor given to that invention.
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international organisation
Big enterprises have local dependances all over the world.
Such as electronics suppliers.
name a few.
They make their products cheap in countries with low costs.
And they ship or transport it to countries with people rich enough to
buy it.
International wellfare, it should be a part of this world.
Especially with the things we buy or create.
One international organisation would be a benefit for this world.
Giving people all over the world oppurtunity to have a job.
A job which challenges their intelligence, and with the outcome of
goods available for all, and with the benefit for society.
For example someone in africa, helps in a factory to construct pans
or dishes, or helps in a factory creating roofs.
They help constructing those things, and
they receive a reward according to the scale appropriate for that
country.
Everyone in the world should be able to apply for such a job.
And everyone in that organisation would earn the same salary.
And all the products would be cheap enough to be bought by
anyone.
The organisation would have employees all over the world.
Giving them houses, a basic income etc.
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The idealistic goal of it is to support all who want a job, and all that
want to cooperate to diminish poverty.
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property
We all are humans living on this planet.
We all own certain objects, or other subjects.
If you as a human have objects like art, television or computers.
You have to keep them safe.
If you have art which is worth a lot,
you have to defend your home or that art.
But besides objects like art or technology people with a relationship
own or are bound to their partner.
And maybe children too.
Then you have to defend your partner and children.
When a economic downfall appears you are worried how can i
support my family.
All choices in life have their benefit and their drawback.
If you have a relationship, you have to keep it safe and good.
If you have children, you have to educate and nourish them.
All that effort and attention is then required by them.
If you want a relationship and children, then its not anymore possible
to
spend your time and attention to a life realising a certain goal.
goals like inventing technology,
goals like devoting to a god,
goals like being sober,
all kinds of goals.
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some people see their partner of children as property.
You have to defend them and deal with them.
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Disaster preparation
In the future there will be disaster.
What form it has, is unknown, but it will happen.
The date on which it will happen is not yet known.
For preparation you can best have some food and water in your
house.
When it will be happening the government will need three days to
reach every house.
Be smart, spend some money for preparation.
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Superior
Some are better,
Some are more rich,
Some are stronger or smarter,
It is the human who is sometimes better, superior or inferior.
This value is for humans the biggest influece to act or do.
If you are rich you can buy pleasure,
from objects to property.
If you are strong, you are known for your strength.
If you are smart you can have the highest jobs in society.
All these charactersitcs are not of value for the sensitive people.
It is a characteristic of comparison.
And comparison is a function of the mind.
So all things we see on our planet, and the way humans act.
It all is a result of us using our mind.
Hierarchy, a mind thing.
War and Terror, a mind thing.
If you would be in war, and not have your mind, you would be
stopped hurting others as soon as you felt sympathy with your
victims.
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equal distribution
Every human on this planet, can have food and shelter with pleasant
experience.
If everyone would be vegetarian, more than mankind has enough
food.
If the super rich would give their money to satisfy every human, we
all would have housing, basic fulfilment of needs. and acces to books.
If we all would share the same rich and possibilites, all old and sick
people would be abe behave.
If all countries cut off their defense budget every human could exist
without unhappiness.
We all van benefit from such choices be made.
Every government can bring in such subjects. Sooner or Later citizens
take over such ideas and
a good an happy country is born.
Equality isn’t the fact that everyone is the same, but the fact that
everyone has access to the same possibilities.
If life would be free, everyone would be rich.
If life would be free, everyone would strive for happiness at no costs.
We as human mankind have to choose for happiness attainable for
all.
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visible vision
As we see in our world,
we have televisions and computers.
They have characteristics of how our inner life works.
Our mind is as a television showing what we want it to show.
The mind is as a computer retrieving ours commands and showing
response to it.
The mind is connected to a imagined super intelligent source.
That intelligent source, defines what thoughts we receive.
It defines the style of colors the thoughts are,
which subjects are composed to the either radio play or movies.
If we choose a certain subject or theme, the gigantic computer is
computing the result as so we wish to see or hear.
The mind is expressing itself in our world,
by the discoveries of television and computer.
What will our future be?
spectacles by which we are not anymore able to tell what is illusion
and projected in our eyes, or what is an experience in real life.
What will future be,
everyone connected to a computer and projection in our eyes.
Or will our age of computer use end with a disaster.
For sure you can notice that the mind is far more intelligent as we
are.
We do not even recognize its plans or patterns it uses.
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The mind of one person, is invisible connected to the minds of all
humans.
And is it a border to mankind, maybe it includes much more.
We not even are able to imagine every part of it.
We see in our thoughts what the mind wants us to see.
For the use of its own benefit.
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Technology
In the past we made use of materials like rock, earth etc.
In advance of our technology we used raw materials to create robots,
computers, machinery.
In the future we will step from using minerals for machines to living
tissue, being artificially designed.
From microchips of silicium to computers made from sugarmoleculebased advancements.
And every step in technology is rising to next level.
From minerals to simulated plantlife, to simulated breathing animals.
Making computers beyond our imagination or comprehension.
Making machinery not any more dependent on electronics or energy
of electrons.
But also based on water, later oxygen and energy of sugar based
material.
The benefit of plantbased or animalbased technology is the greater
ability to calculate choices.
And being far better in changing algoritms to rules of patterns
prediction.
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Intelligent robotics
In our future it may not be clear what role robotics will have.
In books of science fiction they say robots can replace humans.
in other books robots have a very bad role, making war to the human
race.
May robotics be part of a peace program,
defending the poor, the sick, the innocent.
May robotics be a tool to heal our planet.
May robotics help the disabled people.
May artificial intelligence have the border of pain as a no go.
May artificial intelligence do what we can’t.
Robotics, as we now have chips of transistors, there will be future
means to
enhance robotics. enhance intelligence of machinery.
Is there a test to judge the damage or contribution of the semi
intelligent device.
As Isaac Asimov told in his books, a threefold law, a creative brain by
positrons.
May we invent and discover for our wellfare.
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Good hearth
Everyone with a good heart,
Is known because of friendliness,
Effects of harmony.
A good heart is,
Helping those in emergency.
Valueing their own life. not doing anything risking health or life.
A good heart is,
Doing good work as employment not cooperating with goals of war
or damage.
A good heart,
May they as lights shine in our reality, giving everyone the surity of a
stable and safe time.
A good heart,
May they be found in future times and get respect.
A good heart,
Is as wanted to invent tools of peace, both material and as pattern or
algoritm.
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The big war
In our history we learnt there is no decade or century without
conflict.
In our history we promised, not any more such a mass torture or
fight in which
civilians die or suffer on large scale.
As countries or regions invent weapons, to as they say defend their
country it is a fact that
as effect of one weapon is larger than only warcriminals are hit, we
are as citizen in danger.
Weapons, inflict pain.
Weapons, inflict economic downfall.
Weapons, crete enemies, not named before.
Weapons, inventing them gives profit for the few.
Weapons, gives social groups benefits because of their power.
The big war. No one knows when it will be., will happen.
But einstein said, how third worldwar is fought is unsure but the
fourth is with stones and sticks.
As our world evolutats it gets more intents of peace. Which will
hopefully prevent war.
As normal people we are not aware of the dangers of the future. but
the multi rich people, can predict what near future will give.
As they say, they pull the strings. As the string is pulled we do as was
teached to us.
As the strings move, we think we are ourselves cause of what
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happens. Because we identify with decisions made by government of
important people
May the big war not hurt or wound good people. giving them a safe
refuge.
May they keep sources of food and shelter during that hard times.
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Money science
In our world, today there is money.
money is worth a genuine amount or value of goods.
Money is used to exchange means necessary to live.
Quality multiplied by quantity gives the price its worth.
When money is no longer needed for society, we will exchange and
will be happy with whats available.
Money, the few posses the large.
Money, a dime’s worth is enough to change reality.
Money, a dollar is enough to feed 30 poor people in 3th world
countries.
Money, spend it, the economy rises.
Money, save it, inflation falls.
Money, spend it, loans are given out for higher interest.
Money, save it, it’s used by others in mirror value.
We as society need money to compare what we own, to estimate our
salaries in comparison with what we produced.
Money, may it be gold, may it be salt. Value is what we agreed with
all parties involving it.
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Monks of awareness
In the future some ways of behaving as humans are not very easy.
giving pain and suffering.
In the times ahead of us, we need people using their consciousness to
heal and harmonize earth, and the planet we are on.
They choose to grant their awareness to reality, without benefit for
themselves.
As they choose they can do simple work, with no intellect needed.
When they get more advanced and more intuitive gifted they can do
more highclassed work.
These monks change the vibes of earth. Making harmony as a source
of peace and wellfare.
These monks get paid by charity or gifts.
As everyone knows such peope are needed they give and help them
living.
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monks of nutrition
In the future when war has destroyed earth.
There is food needed for the survivors.
Because money has no real advantage to our existance we can choose
for volunteering as workers.
harvesting food from our land,
processing it to eatable object.
Monks of nutrition,
As a noble task of providing for food.
They work as volunteers and give all donations to the organisation,
which gives every member a equal share.
They process and harvest food, and give to those who need it.
Not making distinction between features and expression.
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monks of construction
When earth is in decay, a new opportunity is needed.
To heal and recover all buildings, places, nature, there are workmen
needed.
It is a noble task to repair all damage done by war or conflict.
It is a noble task, when money is rare to work as volunteer.
The monks of construction,
Rebuilding houses, reconstructing roads and bridges.
Creatings factories for food and supplies.
These volunteers get paid for what they get as charity.
Charity given to the whole organisation and shared with all
volunteers.
The organisation, gives food and shelter to the workers, and educate
them to be
fully functional as technicians.
May by their effort, society be healed and repaired.
May the Allmighty bless us.
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Angels influence
As religions depict. Angels give us messages of peace, harmony
and wellfare.
Angels, all kinds of forms.
From babies with wings, to man with sword of justice.
Names from Gabriel to Michael.
And from Uriel to Raphael.
Angels, if we pray to the Allmighty,
they would turn to our safety or support.
An Angel is found,
by the ones with justice as their ideal.
An Angel is found,
by the ones with compassion as their goal.
An Angel is fount,
With the peacekeepers, little or big.
May an Angel guide thy on the path of goodness.
May an Angel guide thy on a path leading to heaven.
May an Angel guide thy for good influence on earth.
Angel’s wisdom is eternal.
Angel’s choice is forever.
Angel’s chance is persistant.
May Angels fly and bring us peace.
May Angels fly and let harmony rest in our society.
May Angels fly and give the law of empathy and compassion to
our world.
May Angels fly, and keep us in the good direction.
May Angels fly, and make theirselves known with radiance.
its not to late to pray,
its never to late to ask the Allmighty a judgement.
Its never to late to surrender to the Allmighty.
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nuclear war
We all fear war.
We all fear war if it would demolish earth.
We hope if there comes war we will survive.
But a chance for nuclear war, is a destiny no one survives.
A chance of death, is possible when the leaders of this world
make a bad choice.
A lot of goodness comes from erasing nuclear weapons.
But we can say that to our leaders, but it will not be the
solution for the whole of us.
Because not every leader will do the same.
Nuclear war. Hopefully we survive.
Nuclear war. We can stop it by putting the leaders to consent
by a citizensconvent.
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Coordination of basic needing.
All humans have similar needs.
Some have luxury because they live in rich or wealthy countries.
Some have no food or shelter because of lack of government or
good laws.
There should be a group of chosen people.
giving shape to a internationally group giving access for all of
human species to have food and shelter.
food not being the three star food of restaurants but bread,
vegetables, beans. and water and maybe tea.
These chosen people do the counting and financial side of what
cost it has to give every human access to food and shelter.
and forcing wealthy countries to pay for it.
Its an organisation not yet existing. but would be an extra task
of the United Nations.
Except that countries being pover or low ordered have the
access to the reigning council too.
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robotics
Three laws to govern all.
Three algorythms to move them all.
Three observators to give consciousness to all.
Three laws of which Isaac Asimov wrote.
One law to defend society,
One law to obey their masters,
One law to defend theirselves.
Three algorythms to move them all.
One algorythm of artificial intelligence by silica shape.
One algorythm of artificial movemement by electric circuits.
One algoryhtm of artificial coordination by sensor technology.
Three observators,
One being a omnidirectional camera.
One being a web of nerves through the system.
One being a web of tissue holding it internally.
These are the known parts of a robot.
These are useable by the technology of today.
These are limited in use and possibility.
But the future holds promises we not know.
But the future holds technology not yet predicted.
But the future is dreamt of in movies.
One future is the extinction of human species.
One future is paradise because of robotics doing difficult
things.
One future is aiding human life by robots looking like us.
May the past learn us what future holds.
What has been, will be, what is going to be, has already been in
the past.
Robotics.
No human may be enslaved by robots.
No human may be slaughtered by robots.
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Because all humans are equivalent in value.
If robots would kill, damage and destroy for only a few people
who give the orders.
What use is the social society worth.
No human may rule over others by giving robots the autocracy.
No human may rule over others by owning the robotics who
produced food and other basics.
May robotics give the empathy to treat humans with goodness
and harmony.
May robotics give the compassion to heal the wounded,
support the lost, enable the disabled.
Robotics.
We know. they know us. They see us.
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Intimacy
A life of intimicy. is being desired by all who have feelings of
love towards other humans.
A life of intimicy. Is a wish every child has in its heart.
when they grow up to adulthood, they learn what is needed for
such a life.
Some children learn from their parents to behave friendly, or to
behave polite.
Some children in their youth being not treated well use
different behaviour to fulfill their needs.
They force others to do as they want.
Its a fact that friendliness is learned from friendly people.
Its a fact that peace is visible in society where peace is a purpose
of many.
Intimicy. is learned by having goodhearted people explaining
what is allowed, what is good to do.
Intimicy. is a need all humans have. But to give it, needs
empathy. To give it needs the skill how to be friendly.
Intimicy is the interaction between them who love each other.
Intimicy is the love a father or mother has to their children.
Intimicy is the gratitude people have to their leaders, children
to their grandparents.
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Island of the blessed
In some greek myth there is a story about the country most
blessed on earth.
That country would not be visible just by eyes or glass.
In that greek myth all heroes would appear there after their
death on the battlefield.
In the greek myths there are gods and goddesses caring for all
human beings.
The greek myth is about Zeus and Athena.
Zeus would be a superpower having a lightning by which he
rules and gives enemies their worst end.
All greek myths are a bit corrupted by going from mouth to
ear. They were not written down untill the ability to write was
common.
One greek myth said. The heroes saving countries, saving
innocent humans would reach out to that island, not seen by
those unworthy.
The island of the blessed. In medieval times people from
europe, scandinavia and from Australia went on looking for
that island.
But instead of finding that island they discovered dry land on
the other side of the globe.
The island of the blessed kept being safe. The island kept
hidden for those who had no good intents.
This island. Is being not a part of any war. Is not being a part
of any injustice. Is not being any part of hierarchy of the rich,
the famous, the powerfull and the lower ones.
May that island kept hidden for the heroes of these and future
times.
In confront of that island, there is no abuse of intimicy,
purpose of life, or peace.
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There is one path leading to that island.
May it be discovered by the holy and faithfull ones.
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bad intent
Bad intent,
Is when you want to harm living creatures. without caring for
what they feel.
Is when you destroy and damage things used by others to live
or create harmony.
Is when you hate and be a plague unto others.
Is when you damage of bring chaos in society.
Is when you disallow others to have peace or good life.
Bad intent,
Not always visible because it can be disguised by behaviour.
Bad intent,
May it be brought into daylight.
Giving society the possibility to heal it.
Bad intent,
Caused by many reasons.
Caused by much feelings.
But may the good intent win.
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Firecrackers
The world is divided in regions.
Each region having some good characteristics,
and each region having some bad sides.
A region can be a country, a cultural region, region based on
language.
A region can also be described by common features.
Each region, if not feeling safe, discovers and builds weapons.
They force citizen into military. or choose to appoint the ones
who want to be a soldier.
Firecrackers.
When training soldiers use firecrackers. To avoid hurting their
own fellowsoldiers.
Firecrackers,
When you don’t know, they scare the same as real weopons.
Firecrackers,
A lot of countries have firecrackers.
But not for making war, but for having a holiday.
Firecrackers.
Maybe in the future the fire is not in cracking. but the fire is
into mutual understanding and support.
May the firecrackers of war be used for peace.
Not peace defended by weapons. But by peace of giving food
and goods without benefit for yourself.
Firecrackers.
Train on military to use firecrackers.
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Derisa
Derisa al kanlita mermi aslemeri ahn tenis kar meni melos keri
ohtenmi fer dosterni me lemerli der oster nami noli kanteri
meneri
of gerli kdat der meni gorde sarte mener ohlmen ver disterni
molem nimo fer doster nomen porter nemei aller kani aterni
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Gene modification
Genes, are processed by geniuses.
Genes, the little things bounding our bodies to their shape.
Genes, the alphabet of proteins building our features.
Gene Hacking. We all fear that, if it would be possible.
Gene Hacking. We all hope we aren’t the ones being
submissived.
In Gene Hacking a couple of scientists make use of the total
description of human dna.
They search for a weak spot. Make some little moleculealgoritm that changes in everyone taking the pill a feature of
regenerating cells to dying without dividing into two.
Gene Hacking. An enemy not being attacked with bioweaponry (gas or diseases) but by a pill changing genes.
Gene Creation. Creating new life forms. from the basis of
known life forms.
But not anymore a good tool to support original life.
Gene Creation. Creating life. More usefull then iron tools.
Gene Recreation. Changing existing life to be able to survive
hazardous life.
May Gene-Modification be controlled by an internationally
governed foundation.
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Day of Celebration
Day of Celebration.
We have all kinds of parties, throughout the year.
Some are compound by religious predecesors.
Some are ordered by political powers.
Some where discovered by good people.
A Celebration Day.
Three days in a year.
To celebrate our human race.
One day being Day of our Origin.
In which we think of how our race could become in existence.
One day being Day of our Protection.
In that day we look in our surroundings for people needing our
protection.
The third day is a religious one.
We take a step and share our communication with people from
other religions.
One day forgetting that they are enemies.
One day forgetting they don’t deserve life.
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Nature’s purpose
The purpose of nature.
Some people say nature is dumb. not gifted with intelligence.
But if we look at our society, and the complete earth.
We see that little life forms work together to form big ones.
In our body, not all cells are caused by the living source of our
body.
cells in our intestines care for digesting food.
The same way for fighting bacteria entering our bodies.
Not all cells or substances in our body are under controll by
our own cells. or structure of cells.
The purpose of nature.
We all only see our little perspective on life.
We see the body we have, what we daily do and we can dream
or think of great things we want to experience or do.
All bodies, counted together are as a social creature. changing
with each development in our human race.
For example when electricity became possible. We used it, and
compared to technology its a structure of nerves,
communicating all things important for the best of the total
creature.
And as in our body one cell has only knowledge of its own
being an surrouding so is our human race in experience divided
into each individual.
What are we as complete earth and all living beings on or in it.
What are we. We cannot understand the purpose of our own
planet. our own race. or specie.
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cibernetics
Ciberal extra functionality.
Cyber, spherical enhancement.
Functional computing ability.
A couple terms saying meaning to adding computer
functionality to human body-form.
When we are a total of bodies. All mankind being the sum of
all human beings.
Tell then the purpose of cybernetics.
If we are connected to machines. With mind or brains.
If we are connected to machines. With muscles or intestines.
What use are they.
What is their purpose.
Ciberal extra functionality.
Its being bound to computer.
Its being restricted in movements to what is allowed.
Spherical enhancement.
Is it a forcefield defending the close surroundings of the body.
Is it a machine, a forcefield giving muscles and limbs more
power to move and act.
And last, extra computing ability. Its only of use when certain
people are worth more than others.
Computing helps us being intelligent, having an high iq.
And that only one percent of the knowledge and things known
and said about this subject.
In the future we will see all those things. and we all then say, oh
its usefull and forget our complaints about it.
Only a couple or few of human kind will refuse cybernetics.
May those couple be defended by goodness.
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Jewelry
Jewelry,
Ladies and Gentleman,
Like to be seen as beautifull, stylish, or proper.
What is beautiful, what is style, what is proper.
beautiful in eyes of ladies is the shine of jewelry.
beautiful in eyes of men is the shine of precious material.
beautifull is not the good intents of people, but the luxuriance
attached to the body.
stylish, is the material most costly.
stylish, is the shape most difficult.
what is proper, when wisdom would not be visible.
what is proper, when wisdom does not exist.
what is proper, when goodness is not describable in wisdom.
Jewelry,
When every lady, every gentleman would sell it, and wear the
beauty of modesty.
All human beings would have; food, shelter, culture and
religion.
When every lady and gentlemen would loose their jewelry.
No war would be anymore on our planet. Because the root of
war is desire for luxuriance.
When every lady and gentlemen would give away their shining
objects.
The poor would not anymore complain and be content.
When all luxuriance was modified to tools, earth would give its
abundance.
When all luxuriance was given to certain culture-keepers. All
history is kept safe.
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Symbols of heaven
Heaven,
Every human has an understanding of what belongs to heaven.
Some people think or say that heaven is for good persons.
Some people say heaven is boring, no pleasure is there.
Some people say, protect those children which are innocent.
Some people say, may religion be available for all to reach for
heaven.
Heaven, Yellow or White.
Heaven, Blue or Gold.
Heaven, Silver or Diamond.
May heaven teach itself to all living beings.
May heaven be known unto all.
Some say religion is an indicator for men to learn about heaven.
Religion, would a symbol. a symbol to what cannot learn from
itself what it is.
Symbols of heaven. All religions have part of it. the symbols are
not in any religion complete or full.
Every religion has like a part of a key to heaven. If you study,
and focus on it honestly you will understand the way it depicts.
But in the past there have been big deceptions. Not giving true
meaning to religion.
In these days we have more access to the original writings of
religions.
May the symbols of heaven be known to them searching or
longing for it.
May the symbols of heaven not be despised and changed.
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Symbols of nature
In Nature we find all kinds of creatures. From so little as a cell,
to up to metres long.
And in the past there has been a lot creatures much bigger than
the ones today.
In Nature we find also all kinds of social structures, from
animals to humans.
Some insects have difficult ways of communicating.
Some animals have simple rules by which they live.
But Nature has its symbols. We as humans recognize and give a
place in world literature and art.
Some are for example; the swan, the dove, and name them.
The swan would be a symbol of virtues, and self-controll.
The dove would be a symbol of peace, and of succesfull
religion.
So there are a lot of symbols, of which only a few are known to
us humans.
But as we see the symbols and give them a meaning or value,
So other species give meaning to things we not even see.
As to the swans. No one likes it when those symbols are used
in war or for bad intents.
then humans have a natural feeling of defending what is good,
what has good intents, or is important for goodness.
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Silver
Silver,
a product of nature.
Giving glance to mirrors.
Giving shape to objects.
Silver,
A trading metal, not loosing value.
A trading object, not loosing purpose.
A trading material, derived from earth and production.
Silver,
Make it in use for all.
Make it in use for the goodness of society.
Silver,
They would be used to restrict criminals.
Silver,
Wise sayings get their light from this material.
Silver,
Trade it for goodness.
Trade it for purposes of social values.
Silver,
Make it to use of socialism.
Make it to use of communism.
Silver,
Jewelry for those at middle-class.
Jewelry for those of good intent.
Jewelry for those without fame or royalty.
When life isn’t of any worth, trade it for silver.
When life isn’t of any peace, buy peace with silver.
When life isn’t of use, use silver to give it a purpose.
When life isn’t good, trade silver for good acts of harmonious
society.
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Gold
A reason to fight for.
Regions and countries use it for giving reason to maintain
borders.
A reason to spend for fulfilling wishes.
Regions and countries use it to hire armies and military.
Gold,
Only a few have acces to it.
Gold,
When its given, wisdom is withdrawn.
When its available, its source of fame and royals.
Gold,
Everyone, feels its important to own.
Everyone, feels its a goal to reach out for.
Gold,
The value is in its possesion.
The rich and high classed ones give it value for the ones not
owning.
Gold,
May it be given to the poor, to keep safe.
May it be given to the poor, to have its true purpose.
Gold,
Shining with yellow to brown.
Shining with richness and fame.
Gold,
Once found, no one gives it away. or looses it with free will.
Gold,
If money isn’t worth anything. Gold gets it value for trading
goods and possesions.
Gold,
If silver would be not existing, gold would be the most
important material on earth.
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Gold,
If diamonds would not be existing, gold would be most
precious in jewelry.
Gold,
If the earth would be upside down, only gold would be a
exchange method.
Gold,
If the rich an royal loose existing, gold would loose its value.
Gold,
Don’t make it your goal getting it, its coming with pain and
unhappiness.
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Food
Food, is important.
Food is giving the body a need to go on.
Food is satisfying the wishes for delicious taste.
Food is the way to go on living.
Food, is for some beings a bad future.
Food, is for some beings, a possibility to live.
Food, is for some beings, a way to grow fat.
Food, eat natural, eat with harmony, eat with peace.
Natural, don’t change genes or atoms in the food.
harmony, by not hurting, wounding or killing for it.
with peace, by not making it cause of war.
Food,
Some eat with pleasure,
Some eat with pain,
Some eat and are unhappy.
Eating with pleasure is for the rich and royal.
Eating with pain is for the ones with heavy diseases.
Eating with not being happy is for the ones who have stolen
their food.
Food,
Share you meal with others.
Food,
Share your food with the hungry.
Food,
Share your food with the world.
Give food to the homeless.
Give food to the children.
Give food to the needing ones.
May food be the basis of a good life.
May food be the basis of a good social order.
May food be the basis for the riches of the earth.
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May food be available for everyone and every creature.
May food gives us the feeling of satisfaction.
May food give long life and happiness.
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projection power
Borders between realities are mostly invisible.
Invisible and not possible to pass.
Invisible by a projection power.
A kind of screen or wall is being protected.
And the force field stops people from going through.
But certain people, important ones can pass both the projection
and the forcefield.
Those certain people are sometimes the watchers of our reality.
Sometimes they are important roles.
The projection stops persons from entering the wrong regions
or blocks.
The force field, will be invented or discovered when they find
its time for it.
Is this a science fiction theme. Maybe.
It should have a place in good movies.
A couple of movies already have this theme.
In the future there will be regions of living harmony. People
with certain personalities. And other regions with people with
unadapted personalities.
As i saw in a movie named insurgent.
some say there is a core of truth in everything that exists.
May our dreams, be worthy of existing.
May our dreams, tell the truth to us.
May our dreams, point toward justice.
May our dreams, fulfill our needs in reality.
May our dreams, give us harmony, enough to be able to bear
reality.
Our dreams do matter,
Our dreams, dreamt at night. Give wisdom in our daylight.
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synopsis
Synopsis.
A threefold sound.
A melody with three tones
Three sounds which gives the listener a certain feeling,
or causes a kind of reaction in the listener.
It would give a special gift to the listener.
A certain tone is calles the solfeggio.
But thats between 500 anas 600 herz.
The threefold sound.
I don’t know the pitch of the sounds.
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cigarettes
use some smoking to get relieved.
Use some smoking to be cool and tough.
Use some smoking to end your misery.
Looser, if you don’t smoke you are not our friend.
Looser, you are dumb because you don’t smoke.
People have some reason to start.
In your youth its common, or it was common that teenagers
smoked their sigarettes.
And after the first, the second was not far away.
And with all things giving a feeling, being sought for, it grows.
and one day you have a smoking habit.
Smoking, to stop they say to do it cold turkey.
From one moment to the next. not smoking but for example
eating is the addiction.
Smoking some stop by using accpuncture.
Smoking some stop with chewing special gum.
Smoking habits end when the user doesn’t value it with
speciality anymore.
And the value vanishes when your health has been deprived.
The doctor tells, if you don;t stop you will die of cancer.
Then you have a reason to counter the good feeling of smoking
with the baddest reason to continue.
stop smoking before you die.
stop smoking before you get to like it.
stop smoking its only costing money, and you gain no profit
for it.
Smoking habits disappaear sometimes without trace.
Smoking habits sometimes are a feature of behaviour you want
to express.
How is your reason to smoke.
What way do you walk with the smoking habit on your side.
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Smoke the day.
Smoke me.
Smoking is not a nice habit for them who feel their body.
Smoking is not a nice habit for them feeling every cigaret
entering their lungs.
coughing, a better experience is needed.
coughing, you have to see it as an investment in a tough life
with smoking.
Smoking. What value is it that gives us the urge to continue.
Smoking. What use is it to stop, when continuing is the easiest
task. Is it?
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alcohol
its poison, legally produced and sold.
Its delicious because on its effects.
Alcohol, do not drink in your youth.
Your character and personality changes in a bad way.
You normal behaviour to eat at hunger, drink at thirst changes.
You will be influenced by alcohol and people drinking it, to be
an answer to problems and suffering.
Alcohol, if you feel unhappy with your life.
You might ask the question, is alcohol the source of it.
Alcohol damages your life.
Your friends say your are rude or not nice.
Your family say you are not pleasant, and doesn’t have eye for
their experiences.
Alcohol.
Its legal, and its poison.
Drink much, you body takes much health away.
Drink much, money is the least of the problem.
Alcohol, stop it by drinking water instead.
Because alcohol is a counterexperience of water.
Everytime you want to drink a glass of alcohol, drink a glass of
water.
Because, even without all the reasons to stop, its damaging a lot.
Because, when addicted to alcohol, its strange to feel sober.
Because, times without alcohol gives sharper intelligence, better
health,
better social behaviour. and a lot of problemss vanish.
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dreams on drugs
We all use oxygen and food.
We all use shelter, action to live.
But some are vulnerable.
There is an object named drugs. Both soft and hard.
Its not a normal discovery.
Its not a natural answer to pain and suffering.
Invented by Military, it had a purpose of letting soldiers fight
even when in pain or suffering.
But it had a drawback, the health was diminished and the
memory got losses. So not usefull for military
The army put it on the market.
And guess what. We have a large number of addicts in this
world.
Spending all their money, all their effort to fulfill the wish of
taking drugs.
Dreams are not always positive.
Especially when the objects causing nice dreams wound your
intelligence.
Dreams become nightmares when full of pain, suffering, hatred.
To get off drugs. We have to ask that military movement to
open their files. and
help all of edicted worldmembers to be freed from it.
Drugs, an answer is not to start with it. to abstain at all costs.
And when on drugs you have to pray, send prayers to our
lovely Lord to take us from that addiciton.
Drugs, a way of living noone wants yo experience. The daily
craving. The daily problems. being accused to be a beggar, an
addict, a looser.
In natural healthcare they would choose herbs to counter the
effect. But the symbolic book of natural solutions with herbs is
long ago forgotten.
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That symbolic book, has to be rediscovered.
And only large organisations with almost scientific approach
could discover the medicine against drugs.
May we all be blessed by good health.
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A kingly decision
In the far past, when animals where hunted for.
There was a kingdom. A society well run by the king.
He had grey hair and gave all citizens access to food and
shelter.
People where happy and gave their profits to their king.
The king was ruling, and wanted to have offspring. To
continue their countries government.
He got a male child. and at the age of five he was subject to a
law.
Every child, offspring of a king, had to endure the liontest.
He was brought in a park, full with wild animals. from lions to
leopards.
The child had to endure in the park for a couple of hours.
To show he had the courage of a royal child.
But the child had his wisdom and said,
its of no use to do such a test, if its not in real life.
Surviving lions not in a park, but when the country would be
still full of wild animals.
The child refused the test.
The test would be easy because the scent of an enemy of the
lion was appointed to the skin of the child.
The child refused. He was not to be king after his father.
The king, was in dismay. Because without offspring he would
not have his futurefamily on the throne.
The king chose to resign and the country became a governed
democracy. Letting the wise and good people ruling the
country.
The lion test, was long after this happening forgotten, but the
democracy of wise and good people functioned. Long after
people knew the names of these ancestors.
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Atom based molecules
Atom based molecules.
A technology of the past.
A discovery of some scientists.
Atoms are little parts. one core, protons and neutrons.
In particle accelerators are new forms of molecules formed.
not based on atoms. but based on more little parts.
Names Quarks.
These quarks create a boud material. that is in source more
different than atoms.
A molecule of quarks.
A new source for computing.
A new source for creating objects.
Do you have a car?
In the future it drives 2000 miles without fuel.
In the future its warm and comfortable without electricity.
Quarks, change the way our world is living.
Quarks, the surity of existence is a choice between possible
universes.
Quarks, the security is a question the borders they place.
Quarks, if bad, its an end to reality. to our planet.
Quantum-mechanics. a choice to get propelled into a future
unknown. unpredicted.
Quantum-mechanics. A future possibility. to discover. to
protect. to use.
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Contact with awareness
Awareness in your life.
Awareness in your sleep.
What value is derived from awareness.
You feel pain when wounded.
You feel happiness with friends.
Awarenss between species.
Human to cat or dog.
Human to horse or cow.
Humans have the ability to understand that lower species have
different feelings, or other types of consciousness.
Awareness is it a part of existence we share with all lifeforms.
Contact with awareness.
Be it on earth,
Be it in space,
What would you give as precious donation to other awareness
gifted beings.
What would you give, as a token of friendship.
If you would be rich, and the other would be poor.
What would you give.
Gifts of peace and wisdom. Is highly regarded.
Gifts of harmony and friendship. Is a good gift.
If you would be poor and the other rich.
What would you give. Donation of energy, time, the ability to
work. the ability to express good life.
If i was poor,
Did i got help.
If i was sick,
Did i got help.
If i was old and retarded,
Did i got help.
A simple poem from a rich man.
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May the richness be shared with the poor.
May the health be used to support the sick and wounded.
May the power of youth be used to care for the old and
retarded.
If an extraterrestial specie, would contact us?
Would they judge with martial law?
Killing and wounding without cause without purpose.
Would they learn us to fish with a stick, harvest ground for
grain.
Would they give us houses and factories.
Would they give transportation?
All those miracles of our civilisation.
Its not a normal gift to get happiness.
Its not a normal gift to get wishes fulfilled.
May an extraterrestial, come with peace, come with friendship.
If we would be important; we would warn awareness for our
martial behaviour against those who are ‘different’
If we would be important; we would accept gifts and
donations, and tell of others who dislike.
If we would be important; What would we do. when given
much, when full of happiness.
As i speak.
May the Allmighty bless them in return. for the gifts they gave
us.
May the Allmighty bless them, for their good intents.
May the Allmighty. bless awareness. be it from earth or outside
of earth.
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Religion
Every religion has a source.
It can be a hero, a prophet, or a set of writings.
Religion is sourced by information being experienced as
important.
For example if a call to a certain prophet would give immediate
peace.
There would be a group choosing such a call.
But if that call would give you immediate peace but would give
others you love immediate suffering
then the choice would be more difficult.
Religion, is a choice to follow good results of such source.
or to avoid using such source.
Religion, gives answers to our questions.
Religion, gives a difference between moral or social values.
Religion. For some its a gain, and for others a loss.
Religion, the normal human has feelings of not being perfect,
not knowing what to do,
questions if it would be allowed.
All kinds of feelings. and religion gives an answer to all that
questions or types of feelings.
If religion would be invented, it would cost a lot.
Because the copyright would be high (if one person would have
discovered it, and got licenses for it)
Because religion is not invented by a couple its free to use
religion.
Using religion, is prayer, virtues, moral behaviour, social
interaction.
Prediction is a part of some religions. they foretell what will
happen based on the authority of a religious model.
Religions. Some say its waste of energy.
Some say its the best choice they ever made.
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Religions, are created by the successors of the role model. when
the role model is resting.
Religions. Keep yourself safe by choosing according to normal
countries law (if laws are democratically chosen)
What if religion is created by a ghost, powerfull, bigger than us.
but more evil than us.
Religion is a choice of what we believe of a certain set of
beliefs. (be it based on a person or writing)
If the religion you follow gives you suffering, or wounds or
damage. The would it be still a moral good religion? or socially
good?
Choose with care what you believe or follow.
In past times all religions deprived. Will yours too?
When religion serves a purpose it grows and gains surity.
When religion serves a purpose, more and more humans choose
it.
What need has a religion without a purpose.
What need has a religion damaging society.
If people are in emergency, of lifehealth, of social position, in
famine or war.
They mostly go search for ways to cope with it, or solve the
hardship.
This we can see in religions of Christianity or Hinduism.
This we can see even in primitive cultures. They create their
own system of answers to problems.
If you are in emergency, is it usefull to buy your solution when
stores are not available anymore.
If you are in emergency, do you change from morally bad to
morally good. to be allowed to heaven.
If you are wise, choose to follow the good sources of religion
when the emergency is not there,
when you still have a choice to experience the goodness of
religion.
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Wise men, always follow laws of social interaction.
Social interaction is based on moral, ethical behaviour. and
source of virtues.
Social interaction is in society esteemed and appreciated.
When you still have the ability to choose and the availabilty of
living then turn to religion.
When you wait for the very last moment to turn over to
religion you might get stuck and loose that choice.
(if its already the last moment of choice for you, don’t hesitate
and turn to religion as you would prefer)
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manipulation
We all know what to do when in pain or hurt deeply.
In the worst case we begin to cry.
In some cases we act and retribute what has been done to us.
Other cases we either fight or flight.
Manipulation. The terminology is quite clear.
Being influenced in that way that the influencer almost certainly
knows what the other does in reaction.
If i want a cookie, i ask for it.
Does the other say ‘no’. then we could go a step and say we are
hungry.
Manipulation is the study of action reaction. Action is all kind
of human behaviour. And reaction is also all kinds of human
behaviour.
Humans have all shared a character, based on their feelings,
emotional life, and mood.
If we get influenced, manipulators will try to change the way we
feel about something.
In our youth we get lessons on how to behave good in different
situations.
We learn how to adapt to society. In the circle of our social
status.
If manipulators want to change the way we feel, they use a
couple of steps. By which they can predict what kind of
personality we have.
In a couple of steps, interventions they know what reaction we
will give.
Then when the manipulator knows. He can choose his intent
for changing us.
I’m not giving any steps or interventions. But so you know its
possible.
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vulnerable reactions are wanted by manipulators. Then they
change your own feeling by impressing you with either a
meaning supported with told evidence.
Or by impressing you to make you insecure about your own
right to live or behave as you want.
Manipulators. A goal for them could be to persuade you to
follow their social group.
Manipulators. A goal is to influence your feeling a certain
political point of view is important.
Manipulators. there goal could be to be a head of a religious or
political group.
Dictators. Learned to manipulate.
But with manipulating you don’t make happy people. They
likely dislike manipulators when they get the bad consequences
of their reactions.
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Telecinetics
Tele means there is distance between the one, making the
influence. and the object of influence.
The one making the influence has a couple of features.
One is to create energy used by the process.
The second is the carrier of energy leading towards the goal.
The third is the direction of the influence.
The fourth is converting energy to the destination process of
influencing.
All parts are important. If one is lacking purpose, or doesn’t
have the shape it has to got, than nothing happpens, or with
much energy used it can do harm or damage.
The energy used in the process depends on what kind of
process is used.
Is it a natural physical process then likely you wouldn’t use
electricity as the source.
But if its a process by a named machine, then you would
probably use electricity or atom fusion.
The second part, the carrier. Is it natural then it would be a sort
of seed, or stone.
Is the second part in a electrial process, then it would be a
needle, a bullet or name it.
The direction is not very important, because it would be either
the one doing it who points in the right direction.
Or a computer computating the direction.
The fourth path of converting the energy.
The better technology is used, the less likely the opponent
knows what is happening.
Telecinetics.
There is more inside the earth than on the surface of the earth.
They say cores of metal, have a secret function.
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They say some wealthy regions have more inventions than they
say or put visible.
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mindcontrol
Mindcontrol, a difficult task for someone with a weak mind.
Mindcontrol, an easy task for the mentally trained persons.
As i have been told, mindcontrol is possible.
But it works not like a book on linguistics.
Its more or less a question on symbols.
Language, like latin also works on the mind. But beware
you loose or win influence.
And if you loose, you could get mentally ill by it.
The question of symbols. is as a picture, seeing it, and thinking
of it.
Visualizing it in your mind.
The right symbol gives you more will power. power to think
whatever you like.
The right symbol gives you extended knowledge to put in your
daydreams.
The symbols? Where to find.
The symbols? would be hold secret.
The symbols? Guarded so the might of it is not given to them
without the same ideals.
I just saw a symbol. Was it rosecrucians, Was it a freemason?
A good search, gives the treasury.
A good search, a quest on psychology.
A good search, Gives answers where not many went before.
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mindscanning
Do you know, what person is in your mind.
Is it you, controlling what you think.
Is your mind your property.
Your mind, has a goal for itself.
Its saying you are in controll.
But if you wouldn’t have a mind, would you do the same things
in reality.
Can you choose what thoughts you want, and which you don’t
want.
Your mind, is as a television, with movies, documentaries.
Showing all nice and exciting things.
And the number one illusion is that you feel like its happening
by and to you.
As they hurt you in a daydream, you defend yourself and feel as
if you are defending.
Your mind, is controlling you.
giving you surity you are in charge, but also giving you
unconsciously what ‘it’ wants.
Brainscanning would be possible with some future technology,
counting electrons in your body and head.
Brainscanning changing the voltage of your nerves. Already
partly possible.
Making a blind person able to see.
Making a person with no taste as having taste.
But brainscanning is not mindscanning.
A technique by which the person scanning you, would be able
to ‘read’ or ‘see’ your thoughts.
And if the thoughts are known, what weak spots do you have.
Immediately agreeing if ‘touched’
or immediately disliking if ‘touched’
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Mindscanning, a couple of hundred mindscanners are on our
planet.
But what their goal is. We don’t know.
They can scan your mind. And they have a mind theirselves.
A step beyond mindscanning has been a theme in movies.
Mindcontroll
changing someones reasons to act.
Changing someones will power.
We all know that certain medicines act upon the spirit.
Think on Anti-Depresion
Think on Anti-psychotics.
A little step further on the road.
A medicine to cure mindcontroll.
A medicine to cure mindscanning.
Don’t be scared of mindscanning or mindcontroll, if you
haven’t had any difficulties living.
then in the future, it will also not have much difficulties.
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Vampirysm
Long times ago, when the fantasyworld was real.
The humans were all different from each other.
Humans with good personalities won the war over existence.
But other life forms were apparent and had their roots in the
animals species.
The lions and leopards, the snakes and reptiles.
They all were the basis of a specie which is feared by all who
know their existence.
The lions and leopards became known as a human specie
without proof of existence. But shown much in movies and
described in books.
The snakes and reptiles, became the super intelligent
personalities, counting and measuring their way through life.
Lions are predators, so the human race deriving its shape from
it were known as vampires.
Vampires not living from human blood, but living of the same
source of food as lions do.
The goal of vampires is not to eat human flesh, but to feed on
flesh in general.
The goal of the reptilian people is not to be cold blooded, but
to see motives and thoughts and anticipate on it.
Vampires; If they would live on human blood. What use would
blood have.
Snakemen; If they would exist. What cold blood would they
have. No empathy, No warm feeling.
Vampires; if you meet one, be aware and step into daylight.
Because the darkness is in their possesion.
Snakemen; If you meet one, be sure you act without calculation
of acts. Because every thought they know as reactions to
actions.
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Vampires; In daylight they are restricted to normal behaviour.
But at night they show theirselves as the beasts they truly are.
Snakemen; Spontaneous, you survive their manipulation.
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spirit description
Spirits have shapes of character, features, habits, ideals, goals.
Spirits are the governers of body and mind.
Spirits have a description by which some are equal in aspects.
Spirits, it has a definition by which persons look when you
look in their eyes.
Spirits. You could say they have a view of the consciousness
which looks through the eyes.
Description is not easy because as many men there are, as many
aspects there are.
In the far past, creatures existed living and acting as dumb
animals.
That past, spirits where in sleep and were not experiencing life
as we do, or are able to do.
In that past the genes for the humans of our time were formed,
got their shape, and were the basis for
how spirits in these time fulwill their wishes and acting for
protection, food and culture.
In that far past; We were named dinosaurs. We were named;
Primitive beings.
Dinosaurs. We know them as vegetarians, as meateaters.
We know them as smart instinctive beings.
Those Dinosaurs had certain spirits which expressed in their
bodies.
The genes were in those times created or changed in evolution.
All humans have a dinosaur-description in their spirit.
A dinosaur description is being able to be recognized to look in
the spirits eyes.
Through the bodily eyes.
Through the behaviour of beings with awareness.
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All humans share the ddinosaurdescription. But all humans are
appointed in description to a certain type. A type compared to
a specie in the dinosaurrace.
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Body characteristics
Most living beings; Rather animal, human or other.
Every living being has a form an body shaped according to its
needs.
So a animal eating plants, will have other features then meat
eating animals.
It changes with the size and the purpose of the beings.
Human bodies have a form and shape to behave as intelligent
beings.
We live on earth with gravity so we need enough muscles to
move.
muscles depend on energy sources like oxygen and sugar.
oxygen we get from the air. sugar from food.
A futuristic society. For example we live in space.
A company with space stations. They would imitate gravity or
be total without it.
Without gravity, our muscles will deter. With not many
muscles we need less food, less oxygen.
Our bodies would get thinner. long thin limbs.
We all know the picture of an alien with long thin limbs and a
big head.
If we would live in space. We would have the same bodily
characteristics.
On the other hand,
if there would be no oxygen. We would not be able to exist as
humans.
Our metabolism would fail as lifesystem.
Metabolism is largely dependent on oxygen.
Maybe if we would survive; we would have blue blood,
depending on other sources similar to oxygen.
The big black eyes of aliens, What causes them.
Is it just with animals depending on visual sight which gives
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them a different shape.
As humans we only can look at what we want to look
at.moving our eyes.
If beings more intelligent as us would exist. They would have
the brain power to see much more and observe more, without
getting
exhausted.
They would be able to seen 180 degrees from top to bottom
without getting entangled.
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Independent Government Watchers
A big name; a special function.
A big name; international value.
The government, of countries or regions should have some
rules by which they
can be measured in value of human safety and peace.
A country with a law saying a hand has to be cut off would
have a negative judgement by the watchers.
A country giving fulfillment of basicall needs get a positive
judgement by the watchers.
The watchers are internationally appointed by a gathering of
the statesmen of all countries and regions.
It judges the governments on important laws and rulings.
The watchers are educated to have a base of measuring
countries.
They judge countries like dictatorships. and ideally they should
be able to remove a dictator.
Countries allowing a judgement, and working towards a
positive judgement would be allowed to get the goodwill and
subsidy and all good rules.
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plight for happiness
In some upanishadic writings, and as shown in some
documentaries on the internet.
To be happy; a simple rule to follow.
If you would be a criminal, or bad person. You get happy by
having empathy with your victims. Giving them mercy and
without harming or killing them.
Second for people, very rich, able to fulfill all their dreams.
The should abstain from fulfilling their wishes. They should
live with austerity.
The third for the biggest part of humanity.
They should invest in charity. To become happy.
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Panentheism
A question of hierarchy.
Is the biggest, greatest being in this universe;
trancending reality.
Is it in comparison to a screen, as the screen and the computer
projecting on it.
Or is it only the screen, or only the projection.
Reality; Everything, or a part of everything.
What is the source of intelligence,
The source of consciousness.
Pan en theism.
The reality and the being of gods above it, ruling according to
their values.
Time is it superceded by a being or spirit.
Time is it without rules for higher beings.
The lord of time.
The lord of creation.
The lord of existence.
We pray to Him by his characteristics. Like the lord of lords.
The lord most high.
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Intelligence
All living beings have a kind of intelligence.
Plants have little, and know how to grow to big trees or plants.
Animals have from little to high intelligence.
In gathering food or defense.
Animals looking like humans in simple form are monkeys.
We see beside foodgathering and defense also simple social
rules.
As we humans have intelligence. we can call a part of
intelligence to
understand certain observations.
For example if we wake up in the morning we experience where
we are, what day it is, what we are going to do during the day.
This knowledge doesn’t come out of nothing. it was available
after sleep.
Certain knowledge has a meaning in patterns or social rules.
patterns by which we see or can do what is asked of us, or what
our plans are.
Patterns are for example in driving a car.
A pattern is the road, what is allowed on the road, what our
behaviour should be to reach our destinaiton in a safe way.
Another pattern is the education in youth. We learn to speak,
write and count. And culture.
Social rules are action reaction of what is good to do.
If you live with other people, a social rule is to communicate
about daily things, from food to pleasure.
As we humans have an intelligence we could compare it with ‘
as above’ ‘ as below’
Beings far more intelligent as us, would have more intelligent
behaviour.
Not only understanding patterns or social rules.
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But understanding symbols, compared with mathematics.
symbols changing visible meaning, changing visual value.
Beings understanding more intelligent sources would be more
capable of getting a peacefull time.
Or according to their goal, what they strife for.
As humans can build computers, and communication
technology by which lots of information are sent and received.
In the same way there are intelligent creatures having great
source of consciousness.
We as humans could get their attention by creating a symbol
with a meaning expressing our goodwill.
We as humans could get their attention by using symbols
which are available, and pointing to wisdom.
Its the same idea as the egyptians expressed in their pyramids. A
big world miracle. with a meaning not fully discovered.
Such symbols are sometimes hard to create, or easy to create
depending on what is used to build or form it.
Intelligence. May we as humans be blessed by the universe.
Intelligence. May we as humans be blessed in our lives.
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advertising for the gods
Most people have a set of beliefs.
Whether it be religious or philosophical.
Whethet it be new age or spiritual.
Or it could be old traditions or cultures.
The belief you have in a certain role of adviser or support.
Its giving you energy and a reason to keep living or to fullfill
certain goals.
For example someone beliefs in Christ,
He will do what he thinks is good for his belief.
And he will be influenced by Christ, or by his belief in Christ.
Christ is advertising through his believers.
They go to church, attend gatherings of social value.
Another example is Krsna, a hinduistic god.
He inspirers his devotees to live in a healthy way,
He influences them to choose healthy things for body and
spirit.
They have gatherings and wise books to help them being
devoted.
The advertising is whats visible on the outside.
for example the movement of believers to their churches,
The movement of devotees to gatherings.
The writings in books and magzines. trying to convert normal
people to their religion.
Advertisement is visible in all religions or cultures.
Whether it be good or bad.
People who associate with bad or evil things, are visible in their
advertisement of their idol.
Christians mostly have writings or books like the bible in their
home.
Hinduists mostly have writings and books about hinduism in
their homes.
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Heavy music is a sign of a certain belief, and shows its meaning
by the music or books that the person posseses.
Tell the life of a human by his interests.
Someone telling he is a believer in Christ, will most of the time
not have heavy metal, devilish books in his house.
Someone telling he is a fan of heavy metal, will not be
associating with books about socal support for poor ones.
Its a contrast of interests and of religious interest.
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Rejection of Gods
In the past a lot of gods had existed. Some giving advantage to
devotees.
Other demanding life or parts.
A couple of these gods are named as planets.
Mars giving martial arts.
Jupiter giving society magic.
Saturnus demanding war and famine.
And a lot of other gods,
Some named after aireal spirits; like Calimero.
Also gods named after persons, famous or because of making
differences in society.
Like Krsna, Jesus, Ganesha, Yama.
Krsna was famous because he was wise, and was incarnated
from the highest personality with might.
Jesus was famous because of his social values and his
performance of miracles.
Ganesha was in another kind of civilisation and prevented a bid
disaster.
Yama was the god of death in times of early hinduism. He was
named after a person who was very obsessed by war.
All gods have sources in human values.
Some being important because of higher meaning.
Reject religion if its not of use.
Reject religion is its not good for society.
Reject religion if its not serving the goodness of the universe.
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Johannes the baptist
In the times around the life of Christ.
There was more to philospohy then only plato or socrates.
In the times it was favourite to speak about wisdom in opinion.
Johannes the baptist,
Of what did he get his wisdom,
which even was mentioned in the historical books of that time.
He said, if you have two sets of clothes then share one with
poor human.
He said, if you want to step in a good life with good moral
values then be baptized.
He said a lot of things, of which most is forgotten and
vanished.
His wisdom was,
If you have more luxury or possesions than neccesary then give
what you have in excess to other people who have nothing or
less then they need to live.
The same wisdom; a couple of years later was told by Jesus.
Johannes the Baptist.
He was the most little in the kingdom of heaven.
As was said.
Johannes, is still wise in these times. with the books in which he
scarcely is named.
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foretold
In these times we experience disaster, war and famine.
This we say sometimes during era’s of time.
From back to 3000 before Christ till 2000 past Christ.
In the books of religion there is a foreseeing of disasters, war or
extinction.
But what value does it have.
In the prediction its told that certain things will happen from
war and being slaves of a society system to religion vanishing to
nothing.
The war of the great beast for example, what use would it have
to predict that long ago,
and the purpose would be in the far future.
But the problem is disaster and war , on that scale is happening
once in a couple of hundred years.
What use has a prediction if its not that special to be foretold
for ages far in the future.
In my opinion.
The great beast and other stories are made up by some people
with a role of prophecy in their times.
Because no truth can be said about the future, at least not
without intelligent logic.
So don’t be afraid.
don’t be scared of predictions.
If it would be true, then signs of certain times would have to
appear.
The same value can be given to the biblical stories about the
saviour.
He died on the cross. a normal punishment for criminals in
that time.
If people steal, or kill they got that kind of punishment.
What special would it be to give Jesus that kind of punishment,
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and then get
that special value that he died for us on that cross.
My opinion is not that he died without meaning,
But that its not the death on the cross that is important.
But his act of giving his spirit to his Father.
Jesus other values is his speaking of wisdom.
a meaning can be;
He didn’t die at all,
but his surrendering to his Father can be understood as a
crossing of his old self or mind,
to a new life in which he didn’t had a ego or self anymore.
For example,
He was doing everything with free will,
But after his surrender he had no free will anymore and he
acted with will of the universe.
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Oracle
In times long ago, in the greek civilisation there was an adviser.
Or a speaker of the god.
The people turned to them for advice and choices very
difficult.
These oracles as they are named. for the most obvious one is
delphi.
They gave answers very symbolic, with meanings not easily
understood.
The oracles of what did they got their power to foretell, and
foresee.
One explanation is that they got their specialty of a big power,
named mother gaia.
Mother gaia was the name of the intelligent source and
consciousness of the planet we live on.
Mother Gaia, named in modern times our earth. Nowadays we
don’t believe the earth has consciousness or living intelligence.
We all know that mother Gaia, is not very visible, there are
only a little group of people who
tell or speak about her.
The oracles got their ability by surrendering to the earth,
mother Gaia.
The oracles changed the society.
In language its named the sybillian movement.
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Change in science
Technology has many goals.
From giving luxury to humans,
to giving might to kings and presidents.
Technology has its source in inventing good ways for humanity
to live and behave.
Technology, if we use it only for peace without war.
It has a good function.
If war is ended and peace is stabile.
Then the society will flourish.
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Energy
Energy is derivable fromd sources.
One source is oil from underground.
Another is gasoline or gas.
New sources available around 15 years is windenergy and solar
energy.
But sources unnamed are the source of water hydrolysis.
And another one is changing gasmolecules to higher
electrongroups at the gasmolecule.
Gasoline can be purified.
Gasoline can be used more efficiently.
And there is energy from air.
changing airsources to less oxygen or less nitrogen.
I don’t know the process by which its possible,
but its possible
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Dangerous
A danger on this earth is not the animals named predators.
But the big mighty invisible ones.
The lords governing our money system.
If they snap their fingers.
Things big change.
The society is as a magical stick in their hands.
One waving of their hands,
And all countries fail in their economy.
One click, and inflation rises to high levels.
One click and technology is not better as 500 AC
Be warned for what earth is governed by.
No security, No surity.
Its as easy to make war as to make peace.
Its as easy to give labor,
as to take it. with a lot of unemployed ones.
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A big danger
The biggest danger we got is:
A particle accelarator.
The big ones with a radius of several miles.
If they get used without proper surity or security.
We would maybe make a black hole.
And sending the earth to devastation.
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Messiah and Atantis.
Most people know the myth of atlantis.
A country or governed regio which vanished from earth.
The most applicable story is,
It didn’t vanish for no reason.
It discovered a big disaster by which they would go extinct.
The solution they found was getting the most important people
in space.
Going to a star constellation far enough to not being reached
without minimal technology level.
Maybe they went to ‘The masters of Orion’
And a combination with another story.
Jesus Christ said he was going to his father to make up homes
for his believers.
Was he too a cosmo-traveller. Going to a far star constellation.
Jesus Christ. Getting with or without space ship to a better
place in this universe.
Atlantis, let there region get demolished. sending away
everything they cared for.
Maybe an insight. They let a computer annex machine in or on
the earth, which governed all that beliefs in the space-traveller.
A computer answerring all prayers. governing religion.
Forbidding people to say certain things,
Forbidding certain acts.
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Future Energy source
We all know energy is exhausting at a very fast rate. We all
look and search for better sources.
And the big companies try to be the first inventing it, and
making their profits for the future reasonable.
A source which is discovered in the future is:
Making from oxygen (O2) Ozone (O3)
This has as byproduct an energyburst which is enough to create
in comparison
half a cubic metre is the same as 10 cubic metres of coalfire as
source for creating energy.
There is a drawback. this process creates clouds of ozon, and
everyone walking into that cloud, dies immediately.
This whole process is like fusion between two molecules
creating a new flash of protones and photons.
I hope everyone in the future can be held safe, by depositing or
recycling the bad materials to unharming kinds.
May the Allmighty bless thee.
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children and awareness
Young children mostly have a good view on reality.
Being mindfull in their day to day reality.
Children, play, and act in full intuition.
Children, live as their emotions give them.
Crying and being happy.
Playing and learning.
If you want to let people be more mindfull or enlightened.
Then begin with learning children to be aware in their lifes.
Learn them to avoid fantasizing.
Learn them to avoid daydreaming.
Learn them to trust intuition.
Learn them to nog enter the sphere of the mind.
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reality
Air to Air
Ground to Ground
May our wishes come true,
May wishes become reality.
Wisdom is as guiding to the purpose needed.
Wisdom is as giving way to eternal coexistance.
Wisdom is as living without pain or suffering.
Wisdom is as giving health to all living beings.
Wisdom is as keeping harmony to all of real beings.
Why do we grow,
Why do we evolve,
Why have we purpose.
Why is value a goal to reach.
What values do we have.
What values are best to aspire for.
May we be guided by the light of awareness.
May we be kept safe by the light of goodness.
May we grow by the power of the eternal wisdom.
Is life giving satisfaction.
Is life hurting us with slavery and addiction.
Is life hurting us with enemies and tribulation.
Why is life. Existing.
Why is lie. Visible.
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A blessing for the reader.
May you grow in wisdom and
good energy.

Green Line
Bastiaan Oostendorp
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patriarch & matriarch
When the world is governed by man,
it will be a competing world.
When the world is governed by women,
it will be a world of mutual care.
But what use is care when only healthy people exist.
But what use is competition when all people need help.
Its good to have parents, both caring both giving competition.
Its good to have both male and female in the society.
Most people feel internally what they want.
Some want typical male things,
Some want typical female things.
But in the level of technology,
there can be things possible not very good.
Male persons getting children,
Female persons doing rash war things.
If male persons are behaving as females. What use is it.
If female persons are behaving as males. What use is it.
It’s a theory that if society get more crowded.
People are diversing from their origins. for example males feel
theirselves being females.
Not procreating. it diminishes the amount of new humans
being born.
If all has the good place it belongs to. it will give peace.
But if all things are getting into chaos. what use is it for
harmony.
If values are losing value. Get a matriarch healing it.
If values are fought for to hard. Get a matriarch to restore the
hierarchy.
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If values, would be important, and more important than the
feeling of happiness.
Then get a patriarch giving way to hierarchy.
If children learn to compete, and war is the highest purpose of
life.
Give way to matriarch.
Patriarchs rebuild hierarchy.
Matriarch makes place for imperfect creatures to live.
Patriarchs strife for individuality and goals.
Matriarchs strife for a social group accepting all, even crippled
or limited.
Patriarchs needs borders to transcend.
Matriarchs puts every creature inside the borders.
Patriarchs defend borders with violence or force.
Matriarchs invent rules to question creatures not wanting the
borders.
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Royal spirit
Spirits, we all are alike. conscious, ability to move.
Feelings or whatever our source of action is.
But there would be a special kind of spirits.
We don’t name them, but i could say they should have a name.
Royal spirits.
They have blue blood.
blue having the value of virtues and wisdom.
blue having the value of not harming or damaging any live
creature.
Royal spirits,
from every point of view, or poing at which they live.
they can regenerate towards the three goals of spirits:
Happiness, Health, Goodness.
These royal spirits, when brought in danger, when being in
hardship would
have the abilty to turn every bad situation towards a good
situation.
They are royal because they as history tells us, would be sooner
or later part of royal families.
Unless they would have a certain task.
Royal spirits.
If talking of dreams.
They would be the winners in war,
They would be the inventors of allneeded things and processes,
They would be the leaders giving peace,
They would be the teachers teaching wisdom,
They would be the medics saving people.
Royal Spirits.
Its not good testing for it, for you will not find them.
Its not good educating or forcing spirits to be one, you will not
create them.
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Its not good paying for them, for they are not worth their
existence in money.
May Royal Spirits, be born, or created by goodwill.
May Royal Spirits, have place, and feel accepted.
Is wisdom in a country. its the source of wisdom, as the light of
consciousness.
Is peace in a country. Its the source of peace, as the light of
consciousness.
Is harmony in a country. Its the source of harmony, as the light
of consciousness.
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teleportation
In science fiction books we read about teleportation.
But in reality it needs a lot of work to make such a thing
possible.
In our dreams we teleport to another planet, and live their as
kings.
Or we teleport to big oceans and swim as dolphins through it.
Teleportation not only needs that your body is rebuilt on that
spot.
And with the body all the fysical characteristics and cells.
When the body would appear there, the question is if your
consciousness
also appears there.
And if the consciousness appears there,
we ask the question is the content of your mind also available
there.
Some experts in computer technology would compare it with
the use of a access key, or code or address is the basis of
rebuilding a creature.
Both the fysical body must be created,
and it needs an address key, pulling the conscious soul to it.
In theory it would be possible.
But in reality. maybe its quantum mechanics which make it
possible.
In bad cases when the copy of the teleportation is close by the
original.
And both act as being conscious, how do you know which one
is the real. which the clone or copy.
and are both of them conscious.
And if you could teleport, would you like that your conscious
is in the newly created person,
or lives on in the original one.
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Teleportation.
Very Important People could use it.
As we dream about being famous. It could be fame in triple or
double.
Teleportation. We make some people very skilled and
educated. And teleport them to regions with much problems.
Those copies can help restoring the good society.
Would it be a sin? if its used for healing or goodness?
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Hierarchy
Every being, living and able to move or act.
Every specie of life,
Has the ability to be conscious.
And consciousness comes with the ability to compare.
Comparison of food-supply, social status, group-behaviour.
In humans there is the desire to belong to a group. a social
group.
This desire for being able to behave in a group, is
the protection to be safe of visible dangers, and dangers to be
protected against.
As humans have laws, being the conditions to be part of a
group.
Other living beings, also have certain laws.
Not always written down and teached by speech.
Animals, have rules by which they behave.
And if we look higher in the hierarchy.
Creatures not known to mankind, or not seen by us,
would also have rules by which they act and interact.
These creatures we not see, we not know of.
Have their own laws and rules by which they may live or be
member of a group.
We as humans cannot force laws or commands on other
creatures, intelligent species.
Even when those creatures would have been humans in the past,
They are not bound to laws applicable to living and visible
humans.
If humans are part of a hierarchy. The hierarchy is responsible
for letting humans have the
place they have access to, or are part of.
If humans would force their laws on creatures not seen or not
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known.
What right could be the reason for it.
The same we treat our domestic animals.
We don’t explain the law to them, but they are trained to
behave in a normal way, making it possible to have them
around us.
If we are part of a bigger hierarchy. With the boundaries being
the borders of the universe.
We are not responsible for things, we are not able to
understand or anticipate with our intelligence.
If we would have a choice.
It’s always better to be part of a group, a social group. giving
protection, purpose and peace.
In that way of understanding, we would have the question, does
life exist,
not only on the hierarchy down, name them animals, but also
the way up. sometimes we name them angels.
May goodness give way to blessing.
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expert in mentalism
Expert in Mentalism.
The object of their expertise is the
mind.
They use the mind, to save and protect in that sphere what is
valuable, what is weak.
Mentalism.
They say the mind has no connection to other minds.
They say the mind is merely illusion.
They say the mind is not source for governing or labor.
They say the mind is just an eye of creating desire.
But they are wrong.
The mind is from old days used to create and manage whole
kingdoms.
Not only in the mind’s eye but also in reality.
But they are wrong.
The mind is by some secret groups used to subdue all powers.
May the mind be given value, but not the value above other
values.
May the mind be given shape, by secrets of wisdom.
May the mind be given figure, by the harmony of a balanced
figure.
The mind, the rosecrucians made use of it.
The mind, The groups of illumination use it.
The mind, the Freemasons use it.
But with no mind, you are not known to those powers.
But with no mind, they say you live instinctively.
But with no mind, Surrender to that highest visible might is
possible.
the mind is the symbol, which gave mankind its technology.
The mind is a symbol, to let people talk about their things
important.
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May the mind, get a place below the creatures of conscience.
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Magicians of Yore
In old times.
There was only a meditative way of experiencing.
In that time, we could say every one was wise.
Observing their own life, and acting as innocent people.
giving their feeling the compassion needed for harmony.
In old times,
some kings were visited.
They looked kind odd.
As jokers, As artists with their excentricity.
The magicians as they were called, said,
salutation to thee oh king, for we bring new things.
For thou to experience.
If thy reject our gift after three times of enjoying.
We will give you the riches of the earth.
And the hands of all next generations will regard you with
offerings.
And the kings, as wise as they were. Knew. The purpose of
good things lay in the experience being not with damage,
wounds or bad intentions.
And they Admitted.
The kings were given the gift of dreaming.
The kings were given the gift of seeing, what’s invisible.
The kings, started dreaming.
They had in their real kingdom the citizens caring for food,
drink, and art.
But the kings had no gold, silver or diamonds.
And as they started dreaming, they had palaces of gold, cutlery
of diamonds.
They enjoyed their unreal kingdoms.
And before the three times were done. They said. We love the
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dream because it gives riches, and wealth we not yet have
known.
The magicians, said may we offer it to your citizens too,
It might be the source of peace. Because the things wanted, are
being dreamt of, and
need no real accomplishement anymore.
The kings, as deluded by the dreams, gave their permission.
As time flies by.
All the future citizens loved to dream.
But instead of brining peace.
It was the source of war and terror.
Not because dreaming gives fulfillment to desires,
But because the reality was misunderstood.
May those magicians call back their magic,
And leave the wise.
May rightious kings arise,
with a solution to this everyday problem.
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Space recruiter
If we all would see whats invisible.
We would all be very depressed.
There is a secret agency, recruiting people to be agents.
special agents with special equipment.
They are sent out either on earth to protect the democracies,
or into space to heal interstellair conflicts.
Very futuristic. They are known without characteristics.
But from earth, some are elected,
and from other places too.
When you are between twenty and thirty. You might be
contacted,
if you tell other people you want to be part of such a company.
On earth they sometimes are disguised.
Some say they are disguised as aliens,
not because they are alien, but to hide their origin.
When you are elected for that secret group.
You have to do very difficult tasks.
Maybe not worth the job.
And if you are found at the job,
You might face a very painfull investigation.
Some rumours are that such a secret group or organisation
exists.
But rumours are not proven with evidence.
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immortality
The seven cans of immortality.
Slowly you grow to have an immortal body (except physical
wounds)
This immortality is given by seven cans of liquid.
After all seven has been drunk,
The body is able to live forever.
The body that lives forever, does not age, does not die.
The seven cans of immortality.
Sometimes a hero is born, because the wealthy having access to
those 7 cans,
give it to someone with a very bad disease.
A rich man giving a permanently ill person the chance of
survival.
What would you do?
Hold immortality for your own good,
Or deal with compassion by sharing it with someone else.
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synoptical sound
There would be a sound,
That would bring peace and harmony to a society.
When that sound is played, everytime peace grows.
They call it the three-sourced sound.
With a balance in frequency.
No-one knows that sound.
But when found the society would quick rise to harmony.
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When culture deprives
When culture deprives.
Criminality will rise.
When culture deprives.
Religion will be forgotten.
Rules of torture are used as defense.
There was a myth from long ago,
in some kingdom not seen by us.
They said, when some persons are in some way special.
Not known because they operate in secret.
They use an operation room in a hospital.
And bring their victim on the table.
What is done next.
Is the worst pain to be inflicted.
No-one survived.
No-one ever found the aggressors.
We only know they leave a red scarf on the spot.
What reason they have. No-one knows.
May such a sect of inflicting pain never exist.
besides the persons being the offender, are expert surgeons.
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Pit of darkness
Is there a place on earth,
Where people see worlds in their eye.
Where people live lives unseen.
Where people see things never existing.
Its in the pit of darkness.
The mountains barren en for extinction.
When as a human you arrive there,
You will dream dreams making you suffer.
You will dream dreams, taking your life-force.
When you wake up,
You have the memory being in hardship.
Without being in real hardship.
They say its the abode of hell.
May we all be saved, and led away from it.
Sometimes they say its better then real movies or tv.
But when you grow old, the memory of that darkness, gives you
fear, uncontrolled fear.
May that pit of darkness, be bordered round with
unsurpassable wire.
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Second sun
During day, you may do what you want.
Travel long distances,
work on the fields,
Fullfilling dreams.
But as soon the second sun arrises.
You have to go inside and close the windows.
Because the second sun, is evil.
Everyone looking in its rays, will become evil theirselves.
Everyone suprised with the radiance, quick close your eyes.
The second sun, a heritance of old technology.
Is it used for a certain purpose?
May we hope the sun will survive.
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Healing sphere
In some myth:
A race of humans where highly evolved and
for their wounded ones, they used a certain room.
A room filled with a certain energy field.
It is unknown, what field it was or how it worked.
But the effect was that the human healed from its wounds,
totally without any scars.
Even when people where shortly dead they would regenerate in
that room.
The room, as was visible healed a lot of men.
from war or other causes of damage.
in one explanation it was said that the room was invented by
extraterrestials, and stolen by humans.
And that explained also that when people where to long in that
room,
they experienced certain hallucinations.
Hallucinations. not named, not categorized.
Was it a protection for the root-owners.
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Level of attention
Is there life in a specie,
when its totally still.
Is there life in a specie,
Not giving life-signs.
Life is only to be proven by the subject itself.
May life prosper to wellfare.
May life create life.
May life has the purpose of happiness.
May life has the goal of happiness.
If life exists, May it be conscious.
If life exists, may it respect all life.
If life exists, May it have regards for their ancestors.
If life exists, May pain and suffering create compassion.
If life exists, May wisdom have a place in the highest towers.
If life exists, May the smartest beings strive for harmony.
If life exists, May the strongest creatures protect the weak.
If life exists, May life give life and be life.
Life, the core of it are a couple of words.
Life, the purpose of it, is a hidden sentence being sought for.
Life, the goal of it, is a memorized feeling of happiness.
Life, it exists because of three sources. Sun, Rain and Earth.
Life, it exists because of three purposes, Procreation,
Happiness, Compassion.
Life. If it creates life, its a feeling of fullfilment.
Life. If it takes life, Compassion is violated.
Life. The words of it, are the strings of creation.
Life. the sound of it. Are the tones on a natural sphere.
Life, to eternity. to temporarility.
Life, to conscious, to nonobserving.
If you loose life, it gives meaning to have life.
If you win life, it gives meaning to get life.
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If you destroy life, it gives meaning to compassion.
If you save life, it gives meaning to create life.
May life, be in harmony with life.
May life be with goodness towards all living beings.
May life, create peace, for sustaining life.
May life, be conscious. To share consciousness.
May life, be friendly.
May life, be wise.
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Sandy surface
As a long time ago,
some people believe that Mars was colonized with a
subrace of humans.
They believed it was a nice climate on that planet.
And thousands of years before earth was showing intelligent
life,
the martians already had a civilisation.
And wonder why.
They were on the surface in a sandy field.
So they made as was told by a myth a way of housing and
living underneath the surface.
A surface of sand, if its would be the only drawback, it
wouldn’t be that bad.
But after times of war and terror the surface was filled with the
remnants of nano technology.
As we today use minefields to make borders in warzone.
In those times they used nanotechnology for it.
Creating death and pain for every trespasser of a certain border.
(on mars)
And because the areas built underground were safe. It was all
underground.
And sometimes someone said, why don’t we live on the surface,
in sun and rain.
And when such a one went to the surface. sooner or later,
pain was aching, blood pressure lowered, and the being suffered
and died.
Is this a science fiction, it’s a myth
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Transversal liquid
Every saw an invisible person.
Ever saw an unidentified spaceship cloaking?
You probably wouldn’t
Because they use expert technology.
made of materials unknown to earth.
About 3 thousand years ago there was material on our surface
being used for that invention.
It was partly radio-active, partly as heavy as rock.
It shone as blue with white.
When used and made to the material needed for cloaking,
it had a process of three months,
after that time it was useable, able to travel and keep.
The material, was as liquid as water,
as thin as gas,
and as heavy as solid rock.
when its used to cloak beings,
it uses it like a fog.
and that fog has the abilty to reflect whats a couple of metres
away.
As like a prism dividing light,
it gives the light a boundary and path to a new coordinate.
May that transversal fluid never be used for war or terror.
May that transversal fluid be used for peace and harmony.
A myth tells us, the material its made of, or the source of it,
was three thousand years ago existing,
but the level of civilisation was being destructed to prevent us
from every using it.
The way they made it possible was by restricting the leaders
from reigning to long.
Each one hundred years the leaders were expelled.
They did this with special force.
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When the leaders were expelled, also the level of technology
was being put back to lower kinds.
Transversal is not a normal invention.
but if its invented, may it cloak every innocent or weak one.
What chemical formula is this transversal liquid?
I don’t know.
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Disease control
In the future, unnamed, there was technology
which healed most of the men.
They used a device. about 20 to 7 cm and 4 cm thick
It was put on the skin, in the armpit, or in another spot.
It was using a box of artificial tissue to
create a field in the human body.
A network of threads, and nanotechnology.
It was placed on the body and was hard to remove. except if
you had the password or passphrase.
The device could heal the person it was applied on of most
diseases.
Diseases based on bacterials and virusses.
The device also would heal the person if wounded.
It would create a layer of thin foil on the wound.
The device, when being used for royal purpose would also give
the host advice on
difficult situations.
When in danger from a wild animal, it would create a smell of
disgust for the animal.
And when in danger from criminals it would send a message to
the officer.
A device of that technology,
We can create it in about 15 years.
But in that society. it was used for more than 4 years.
some say even the tsaristic regime had access to it.
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A king of bad rules
In the past their was a king,
living and keeping his country at normal life.
When he lost his son, a little one, and found him back in the
hands of a criminal.
He loosed his feeling of happiness.
He became bitter.
When criminality was rising and no-one knew a solution.
his advisors told.
give the criminals a way of punishment,
without harm or damage to the body.
But with enough badship to hold them back from criminality.
When technology appeared to give certain creatures a impulse
of pain.
without hurting really.
they used that system.
And when a criminal was arrested he had the choice,
either live in jail for a long time,
or accept a pain impulse of a certain length and impression.
The criminals who chose pain, where put on a chair,
and electricity was hurting them, without killing or leaving
traces.
Because the pain infliction was bad, the criminals learned to
behave theirselves.
Of that king a lot of things are said.
He would inflict pain without reason, becasue of the loss of his
child.
He would inflict pain in all his enemies. thus being a dictator.
He would have waited for that technology because he had a
wish of letting people suffer.
They said because of his realm he was a demon.
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Once it was said, he was a saint, but in the history books, he
was named cruel, because pain is without ability to measure,
and without reason to inflict.
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Saint
In late medieval times there was a saint,
as written in some myths fought every night with demons.
During day he was devoted to religion ,and spent his time
praying and reading the bible.
But at night he was in front of a gate. Out if which demons
appeared. He fought with.
What a plausible meaning is.
He lived at the side of a mountain.
He had built his home a couple of metres asside from a cave.
That cave had connection to a system of caves.
And the mountain, with all the caves was visited by creatures
which landed on the top of the mountain
and walked through the mountain and caves, and ended in the
home of that saint.
Every night when those creatures entered his house he fought
with them.
As he fought he destroyed those creatures.
Today we would name them aliens.
But in those times, they were called demons.
Another explanation is
he didn’t fought real demons.
but the demons inside his mind.
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the saints invisible
The saints,
We know a couple being the most wellknown.
Like Fransiscus, and the apostles.
But unknown to us are for example:
Jacobus, a sage which erased the idolatry in his time.
Before christ was born, we know the prophets existed.
But a lot of waht happened before that time we don’t know.
Jacobus was in his life a pious man.
He told the leaders to heal the society from bad things.
All books with aggresion and criminality were being burned.
And all art and other things, if it serves a bad purpose where
deleted.
Besides Jacobus there was Petronius. He was an agent of the
Allmighty.
And teached the men to ask the Allmighty a favor.
And everyone might ask the Allmighty in his or her life one
favour.
And that favour might be for yourself or your loved ones.
So some asked for a judgement, Some asked for happiness for
their beloved.
Petronius was also a pious man.
In the end of that era people didn’t ask anymore for favors,
but lived their lives unconscious of better ways to live.
They lived their simple lives not questioning what is above or
below.
Has these saints really existed, Not as we can prove.
Sources of prayers are for different groups different targets.
The witches of the medieval times, asked their favors from our
planet earth,
and using poetry for it.
The christians used their godly power Jesus to ask their favours.
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The other religions also had their targets,
the hinduists theire names for the different parts of reality.
the indians addressed their ancestors which lived in their
surroundings.
The jews targeted their prophets.
(These saints did these things because they had high esteem for
their god)
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The twelve caves
In our planet, an intelligent core is visible.
Its the source of the earth angels.
Helping those who call her.
As in times of indians, America, Africa, Asia,
It was wellknown as a source for good living.
And the heritage of it was a twelve cave group which was used
to
lead the world towards its goal.
Twelve caves, in which a group of elders were discussing the
important happenings.
Twelve caves, being hidden and disguised with large doors of
heavy metal.
Those twelve caves, when earth was being besieged held the
power to reflect the attack.
Those caves are forgotten, the metal doors were taken away.
The caves filled with dirt is not visible anymore.
The indians, having thee society and power to live and defend
are extinct.
May their heritage live as words in our mouth.
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silver disk
In the far future or the far past.
When another race of humans exist.
There will be a discovery of technology.
Giving the leaders the benefit of choosing the great intelligent
ones.
As technlogy rises, and computers are more sophisticated and
more semi intelligent.
It is called a silver disk in our language.
A silver disk which has the ability to catch the human soul
from a fysical body.
A silver disk, with intelligence.
Intelligence used for creating a illusion of a full reality.
And it interacts with the soul being catched.
It creates a dream. little or big.
A world of birth to end is being played as a movie before the
eye of the soul.
And every act leads to a next set of situations.
The silver disk, creates a dream or world, and the soul forgets it
not in reality.
The silver disk looks and tests the soul on a couple of theme’s
Like in movies, adventure is quest.
And intimicy is another quest.
In that sphere a couple of tests are in the run.
and while the disk contains the soul it has the option of
returning to its roots,
a civilisation which created it.
The disk, as being created and sent out, travels millions of
miles towards its destination.
And when arrived it falls on the surface of the planet.
And waits till a intelligent life form passes by.
And by passing by it fogs itself to not being discovered, and
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then launches itself to
take place in the brains of the one passing by.
The silver disk, there are intepretations that give it a purpose.
But the real purpose is unknown.
One purpose would be to elect a new king with the best
personality.
One purpose would be to capture the soul and bringing it back
to use it as a slavelabour.
One purpose would be to safeguard the soul from danger or
pain.
One purpose would be to test all lifeforms in the universe to
discover new or better ways of living.
As it has purpose, may it be used for good intention.
May it not be used for purposes of suffering or war.
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Water Field
A Water field, is not yet discovered, but its as like gravity
existing and working.
Water field, is all the water of the earthsurface which creates
harmony.
when we would use water as a source and changing it to a
chemical formula by which we would gain,
The water field would loose value and effect.
Water field, some experts say its the basis of civilisation.
Some expert say, without it there will be a high rise of
criminality.
Some experts say, with a water field, there is contact on a basic
level with all life species in the universe.
If water would be used to give memories of humans, or other
species to a persistent information carrier, the water field will
diminish in effect.
Water field, we don’t know what use it can have.
But its also being hold in the darkness of what is available.
A certain memory of me is Black Energy using water and some
extra materials to create a semi-intelligent life form. Acting as
for example humans, but far more worse. Because they lack the
conscience of humans.
Another memory, the invention of the water field to hold
memories or movies about happenings which are a large
influence. Putting for example unsolved criminality into the
water.
A third memory is having lakes of water with a certain
projection power. Being able to show large movies, like
gladiator fights into the water.
As watching a Tv but then in a large basin of water.
A good function of water is, and will always be the fullfilling of
thirst.
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radioactive
Radioactive is the emission of certain particles with a frequency
of radiation.
We all know the nuclear powerplants, with their use of fuel to
create electricity.
They create out a couple of elements a energysource.
But the afterproducts or byproducts are highly poisoising.
We know when a nuclear power plant is destructed, or
damaged that the people living in that area are being exposed to
radiactive materials. And having chance of getting ill, or die.
We should instead of nuclear sources better use other
renewable sources of power.
The technology of powercreation is available. Only the big
organisations don’t use it, don’t make it because they want the
highest profit, or want to keep the golden hen laying the golden
eggs.
Renewable sources are like wind, water or solar energy.
In the future there will be more sources, like from seawater to
sweet water.
From metals combining creating an power field being able to
be a source of electricity.
And the use of Ozon to Oxygen. A way of transformation that
gives high values of energy without much bad byproducts.
Radioactivity, a couple of decennias ago they made advertising
with the good purpose of radium water.
By which many died.
Its the same case with other technologies existing today.
But its worth a chemical investigation.
When large cooperations have the right or scepter to make
profitable energy or products, it will be a fog what will be
damaging or good.
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Free time
Most people with sparetime, spend it at games, stories, books,
or television.
They feel as being entertained by that kind of timespending.
But most people know, that they cannot do all their time such
things.
Because work or study requires attention and time.
There is a balance between work and spending for pleasure.
If you read stories, nice books. You learn how society and
social interactions take place.
For example, if you read books, about relationships and all
kinds of behaviour. You learn how to get a relationship or what
you can expect with how you feel and interact.
Thus besides the entertaining value of such books and movies,
it has significant value of learninh how to behave.
If you want to spend your time on entertainment, combine the
good and the pleasure.
By choosing subjects from which you learn.
If you want to be an expert in the it sector, with computers.
Read all kind of books or movies about that subject.
There is a quantity of books regarding that subject.
Its the same with other theme’s of learning.
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Sage
there is wisdom for those searching for it.
You can talk with old people, with skilled people.
Or use the legacies of sages being written down.
If you read and study, you will find the definition and the
explanation
of wise talks or writings.
Sages are born by speech.
Children are born by lust.
Goodness is born by experience.
If sages are present in society.
If they have a good rank.
the world will go to rest.
And happiness will as sunshine warm all coldness.
If children are born.
there will be extra chance for labour.
Giving way to wealth and prosperity.
And as the moon, it gives light in darkness.
If goodness is born.
There will be countries taking fugitives.
There will be countries using technology for giving health and
compassion.
There will be countries creating laws to the benefit of all.
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being good
being good.
As a result of good teachers.
being good.
As a result of good nurturing.
being good.
As a result of much experience.
being good.
being tired of pain, and infliction of pain.
Being good.
Is it giving good contribution to society.
What is good in the past.
Is it good in the future?
What is good in the first days.
Is it good in the last days?
If goodness is defineable,
What symbols or words would you use for it.
If goodness needs a description,
What would you say or paint.
May goodness, have a value, for all of whom wants to do good.
May goodness, have a symbol, for all who long for it can
understand.
Goodness. If its meaning is forgotten. What use will our
society have for happiness.
Goodness. It its symbol is lost. How will we have a civilisation
with laws and moral values.
Goodness. it is gold in hands of wise men.
Goodness. it is silver in hands of wise women.
Goodness. it is spontanity in hands of children.
Goodness. it is contentment in hands of old people.
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Is there goodness without benefit?
Is there goodness without appreciation?
Is there goodness without being joyfull?
May through all times. wisdom, peace and goodness have a
place.
Next to all good virtues being result of it.
May wisdom and virtue be a seed to be planted. Giving large
trees of all kinds of happiness as fruits.
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War and Terror
If there would be one reason to choose War as a tool of succes.
That reason would be personal gain of status and rank.
If there would be one reason to choose Terror as a tool of
succes.
It would be the reason as told by religious seer.
May War be cast out and get a place by which it does no harm.
May Terror be cast out and get a place where it scares and
wounds no one.
War, is a conflict of interests. But the wisest use no war to get
their goals.
War, is a conflict of egotism. People using their possibilites to
reach their goals.
War, is a way of getting riches and luxeries. Because stolen they
give pleasure.
May Terror be invented by religions, as some prophets say.
May Terror, give our religious rightiousness as some prophets
say.
We use war because our rights are violated.
Such thing says a president or leader of a country.
We use war because we run low on rank.
We use war because we are not the best country.
Such thing says a advisor of royal people.
May Terror end in mutual friendship.
Sharing gifts with each other.
May War end in mutual peace.
By sharing technology and wealth.
War is what no-one wants to be part of, if they are in danger
by it.
Terror is what no-one wants to be part of. If it touches health
of those you love.
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May war be a word without meaning. without the discovery of
its use for fame.
May terror be a word without meaning. without the meaning to
use it as a tool for success.
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Vision on heaven
Traditions, like told by old ones.
Tell us that life gets it value by caring for the parent and
grandparents still living.
If you have grandparents. Care for them. Because when they
reach heaven, they will remember you.
If you have parents. Protect and care for them. Because most
mistakes for raising young children, or living life is because we
do not take time for our parents.
If parents talk about the mistakes they made. Its easier to learn
from it, than from trying everything on your own.
And the solutions your parents found, can be usefull for you
too.
If grandparents take care of grandchildren. They will teach
those children ways to overcome youth problems.
And grandchildren give grandparents joy of living.
If people cast out their old ones, grand parents and others.
Civilisation will become a survival.
A survival only strong,rich and famous ones will win.
If people esteem their old ones and grandparents. Civilisation
will get an esteem on morality and virtues.
If old ones take place in the government. Its sharing wisdom.
And giving place to both rich and poor, giving place to both
healthy and wounded, giving place to both the wise and the
idiots.
May our society choose the best way for having wellfare on our
planet.
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Mercy
May mercy be in the heart of the offender,
May mercy be in the heart of war.
May mercy be a cause for friendship.
May mercy be a cause for peace.
Let harmony build a house in your kingdom.
Let harmony create jobs in your society.
Let peace be the reason for prosperity.
Let peace be the cause for wellfare.
Mercy to the victims.
Mercy to the lost ones.
If pain is the cause of revenge. It will not stop after revenge. It
stops by expressing friendliness.
If damage is the cause of hatred. It will not stop after
retaliation. It stops by expressing kindness.
May pain be a cause for searching wisdom.
May damage be a cause for searching goodness.
For wisdom is the eternal source of peace.
And goodness is the eternal source of wellfare.
Give to others what you want to retrieve.
Give peace as you want peace.
Give goodness as you want goodness.
If reason is telling you to kill, wound, of damage.
Tell your reason to heal, give life, and repair.
If your reason tells you that others are not of any worth.
Tell your reason that all are equal, all have right of living.
If your reason says to you. You earn to be rich, famous.
Tell it richness divided over all living beings give richness in
happiness
And fame used to show good values and laws is the source of
society.
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Symbols
On earth we humans live our live in servitude of symbols.
We as christians. We are praying to Christ. Being a symbol of
the past religions.
We as Hinduists. We are devoted to Vishnu, Krsna or other
gods. They are symbols of old spirituality.
We as loving enlightenment, are knowing that the source of it
was Buddha.
All are symbols, Long ago they lived. And died. But they left
their message for us to study.
They had a certain wisdom. In which way the people in these
times regard as important.
Symbols of these times. Are for example the brand of clothes
you buy and wear.
The food thats giving us energy.
Symbols in the plantlife are all plants having names according
to medicines.
Maybe not even having such an effect.
But we all know such symbols. And we all know that if we
follow a symbol, we get more peace, more property or more
fame.
Language, a symbol too. But its with the mutual understanding
that is based in our childhood.
If as children you wouldn’t learn language. What would be the
communication like.
Communication is a language of symbols. Be it in words, in
stories, or in gestures.
May life in your eyes become a symbol of harmony and peace.
May life in your soul become a symbol of truth and wisdom.
May life in your body become a symbol of good health and
longevity.
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May society be a symbol of peace. For both inner and outer
realms.
May society be a symbol of protections. For all weak and
damaged creatures.
May society be a symbol of wisdom. Creating life. Abundant
life.
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pearls and diamonds
does anyone know how pearls are grown.
Does anyone know how diamonds are crushed.
Pearls are a fruit of oysters.
Diamonds are a past tool of civilisation crushed to stone.
Pearls, grown by the pain of the shellfish gives its beauty when
discovered.
Diamonds, pushed down after burial of heroes, gives after long
time its precious value.
May pearls of civilisation. Be made by the effort and pain of
wise men, prophets, holy people.
May diamonds of civilisation. Be made by the legacy of old
sages.
Pearls. Hopefully we find them and make use of them. It gives
the owner much joy untill he spends it for his living.
Diamonds. It is loved at the necks of ladies. It is loved untill its
spend to give joy to the owner.
Pearls. If you don’t search for them. you cannot find them.
Because those who search, are diving to depths unknown to
others.
Diamonds. If you do not like them, you don’t know how much
effort it takes to find or buy one diamond. Because they laid for
thousands of years in the earth, waiting for someone making
profit of it.
If you want a peacefull life. Do not search for pearls or
diamonds. Because those high in hierarchy own pearls and
diamonds. And what they do as living, is fighting for more.
Greediness is in the eye of the owner.
Of you do not own such things. They will not fight you for it.
May the pearl of consciousness shine in your eyes instead.
May the diamond of virtues reflect all sins instead.
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Weather in science
All inventors. May they receive respect.
Because they gave us the goodness of good health, good shelter,
good food.
All inventors. May they be regarded for their effort.
Because. Sickness is diminished, houses hold in weather, food is
without source of disease.
If inventors, are discovering tools for living.
They can have good intentions, of healing society or bringing
harmony.
Or they have bad intentions. Being superior in war, or being a
survivor.
But the intention is not whats most important.
Because tools for war. can be used for peace.
And tools for peace can be used for war.
Its the weather which decides. Is it time for peace then all
inventions are used for prosperity.
If the weather calls for war. All tools for peace are changed to
those for war.
But not any human asks. Is it good that weather decides what
time it is.
Not any person says. Oh let the weather be good for long
times.
Not any person asks. Why is it time for war. is there no need
for peace.
May the weather be as whats good for the universe.
Because if we compare to our atmosphere.
The sun is to grow the fields with plants.
Giving animals their need for replication.
And winter for being a border for little life forms.
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May life be of worth. And the weather be a blessing for us.
We can call the weather, be it war or peace. A source of reason.
A source of our plans. Our expectations. Our mind.
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gold and silver
Gold shines as the sun.
Silver reflects light like the moon.
The two sources of natural light, represented in metal.
The two kinds of worth, represented in scarcity and
importance.
May Gold shine as the Sun.
May Silver shines as what is moon.
May gold be the gift i give to those i love.
May silver be the gift i give to those who are my friends.
May metal be the source of life. As giving us means to defend,
protect and lead.
May metal be the purpose of life. Giving us a purpose of
working for.
May metal be the tool to make our living easier and more
acceptable.
If we desire gold, let it be without pullback for others.
If we desire silver, let it be without damage for those below our
ranks.
May gold be the purpose of those valueing treasuries.
May silver be the purpose of peace in good times.
Gold as it has value. It is the source of all conflicts.
Silver as it has value. Is the source of shelter and food.
May gold be without damage.
May silver be without wounds.
May life be valued not in gold or silver.
But in the gold of experience. Happiness.
But in the silver of experience. Being wise words.
If gold would disappear. There would be no wealth.
If silver would disappear. There would be no fame nor glory.
Everyone would be equal in rank.
Everyone would earn the same reward.
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May gold be without value.
May silver be without value.
Because the symbol of gold. makes thieves and criminals.
Because the symbol of silver. Makes poverty and handicapped
people.
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My palace
As someone around 3000 years ago told.
Make yourself a palace.
A palace full of treasuries.
A palace full of gold, silver and gemstones.
A thousand years later,
A little man, was thinking it over.
And said. No a treasury is not in gold, in silver.
Because when you die. you leave it on the earth.
Even when its buried besides you. its no use for the time after
your life.
Maybe there is use for other things after life.
And he was reading scriptures. of the major religions in those
times.
He was reading, and found a description of heaven, and of how
you can get a ticket to that place.
He read, that all wise men, heroes, and good people own a
place in that beautifull country.
So he thought it over and came with the reason.
If as a human you can realize a position of a good person, hero
or wise man then its a good life.
So he told the people in his time to:
Either help poor people, because wisemen heal and bless those
without help.
Either be a hero and save a country or people.
Either be a good man.
That was the basis of what he told. And he had a lot of
followers teaching for example kings of
being good and building a palace, not in gold and silver. But in
the gold of human. But in the silver of living.
Building palaces by giving away for charity.
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Building palaces by giving away for the need of the poor and
very sick.
That wiseman who was the origin, is still known.
Some call him Jesus, Some call him Buddha.
Did he have a name?
No such an invention or discovery is made, once in some time.
With the name of the one discovering it.
Was it a god, giving such a discovery,
Was it reason or thought, creating such a chance.
Was it pure intuition, being found by compassion.
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Royal elite
We all know the people very rich, very wealthy.
Living of golden plates, diamond homes, and pearl cutlery.
We all know sometimes a royal or rich person comes in the
news.
Doing something great, or something infamous.
They are protected by their status.
They are protected by their rank.
If they whisper; there should be war. It is reality.
If they whisper; very ill people should be treated. It is reality.
If they whisper; cast out the poor and fugitive. It is reality.
May those important persons. Because of their rank. Choose to
sell their status.
May those important persons. Because of their rank. Make an
ear for what is demanded in society.
Fulfilling the wishes of those without hope, without
expectance.
The people very rich, very wealthy.
If every person on earth gets an estimation on how good they
live.
If amount of money is leading in the estimation the very rich
would have high ranking.
If quality of happiness is leading in the estimation; those giving
for charity will have high ranking.
If quality of society is leading. All inventors, All heroes who
offer their best for free het high ranking.
So if you want to either have a high rank in money: Then
become rich, become famous, become a royal.
So if you want to either have a high rank in happiness: Then
give for charity and volunteering.
And third is: Invent your life to be of use for society. Because
every measure is in relation to society.
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Let those royal elite be. If they are not happy. its their choice.
They have enough advisors.
Even advising them to give for charity or care for society.
Let those royal elite be. Because if you fight them. its a snap of
a finger to let you vanish of the scene.
Let those royal elite be. Peace of government. One hand is the
democratic counsel, Second hand is the scepter of the king.
If you want happiness in your life.
Than end a life of comparing with those living around you.
End a life of comparing with persons of equal rank.
Start living and choose yourself as purpose for all you have in
life.
But let it be with peace. Let it be with reason for society.
If you are not happy.
A cause can be egotism.
A cause can be a lack of compassion.
A cause can be a miscalculation in money.
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syndicate of consumption
In these times, all groups of labour.
All labourjobs are gathered in guilds.
Name them syndicates.
They represent the rights and plights of a certain jobexpertise.
But a new theme of representation is
a syndicate of consumption.
Giving companies a guideline of what objects may cost,
or what price is normal.
People say its not necessary. Or its a waste of time.
But it can be handy.
A simple rule resulting from a syndicate of consumption is
a basic rule of requirement.
Giving the most required objects. be it bread or water a price of
minimality.
So everyone, be it rich, be it poor can have access to it.
A second rule can be giving objects without requirement of
basic living, for example for luxury,
Art or Cultural things a price higher than normal. because its
not a basicall need to be able to live a healthy life.
A syndicate of consumption, could also choose to make a law
of
what is damaging our earth, and raising the price of it, to
compensate for the damage it causes.
Its a little example of what such a guild can be.
And if it has a legal status. What use can it have.
(giving the syndicate equal representation in people.
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Gem
Gems. as soon you say you got one,
others are interested.
either where you found them, or how it looks.
If you say you have a diamond. They all are jealous.
Except the wise ones, who know that prosperity is not being
caused by finding gems, or winning lotteries.
Diamonds. When you find one. You have temporarily wealth.
But with the growth of your wealth comes the growth of your
spending.
So real wealth, comes from being disciplined.
Real wealth comes from wise choices with your properties.
If you win a lottery? There always will be people being jealous
and saying they deserved it better.
Or they say you are gaining wealth at cost of other (poor) ones.
Choose to find the gem of real worth.
A happy life, A good health, food and shelter.
And not with great wealth. But with being content as you
retrieve your position and
with what is given to you.
Is not the desire that makes someone happy,
But its the contentment which makes happy.
Being content, with no desires. Is most likely the source of a
good and happy life.
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Sexuality
Human specie. Human Mankind. Human race.
Homo Sapiens. Homo Intellectus.
Our humanity exists because of creation of offspring.
Giving humans the need to replicate.
Giving humans the need to be in relation.
Giving humans the need for friendship.
Some religions tell us.
That celibacy is a source of creativity.
That Chastity is a source of virtues.
Is it a source because there is no need for mating-behaviour.
Is it a source because there is no thought drawing away
attention.
Religion, would be a source of celibacy.
Religion, would be a source of chastity.
But humans being celibates. Not always they are respected or
are regarded well.
But humans being called celibates, not always behaved up to
their imago of celibates.
In church there has been news of monks or priests not being so
lawful.
A celibate is someone not having behaviour. Behaviour of
intimate or sexual friendship towards other people. being from
male of female kind.
Sometimes they say its a sublimation of feelings. Being attended
towards religion. instead of relationship.
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Artificiality
Will Intelligence have rights?
Will Intelligence have needs?
Even when it would be artificial?
Will human rights be applicable to artifical humans?
If robotics would create humanlike bodies.
Would it cause feelings of protection or value in real humans.
If robotics would create humanlike bodies.
Would they be in war more appreciated than humans?
If robotics could create humans,
Is it possible that they replace humans.
If Intelligence would be human,
Is it source for human law.
If intelligence is artificial but humanlike,
Is it source for human law?
Do humans, always have the right of respectful treatment?
Also when humans are artificially cloned.
Do clones have human rights.
Do clones have human worth?
Artificial, Does it feel pain or pleasure. Does it experience
happiness or misery?
Would they be bound to the level of communication we would
program to have?
Would they have feelings beyond the level of experience we
build into them?
Would artificial life exist?
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Animals
Animal, do they think.
Animals, Are they conscious.
Animals, are they logical beings.
Is it logical to fight over Territory.
Is it logical to flee from stronger enemies.
Is it logical to search for food.
Is it logical to raise offspring.
Animals are they logical acting?
Logical without thinking?
What do humans do?
Is it logical to eat and search for food?
Is it logical to flee from war and aggression?
Is it logical to work for money and spend it on shelter, food
and culture?
Are humans logical beings?
why do we tell our children that animals are lower beings.
Not worthy of getting treated well.
At least when they are not pets of us.
What do we tell children, about the meat we eat.
About the shoes we have.
Leather, Meat, other animal tissues.
What do we tell our children.
Do the animals we use, have suffered for our need.
Animals, if they could think. Would they be able to speak the
language we understand.
Animals, if they would be aware of their reality. Would we
recognize that and treat them good.
Animals.
Make it possible.
Treat all conscious beings with compassion.
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Animals.
Make it possible.
Make a fist for animals rights.
Make a fist for better treatment, be it pets or for industry.
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Time erases
Our time, is a big monster eating everything that happens.
Our time, is a big monster eating all beings. that lives.
May time, as being our existance, give us good days.
May the bad days be less than the good days.
If time would be a color.
Would it be blue or green when peace is current.
Would it be black when war and famine are on the world.
Would it be white or yellow when a heaven on earth would
exist.
Time being a movie, what title does it have.
Is it named with the name of the individual who is at the screen
of life.
Time being a movie. Would it be named by the theme of the
living.
Time being a short or long time. would its length be defined by
seconds, years, or undefined.
Time if it would be the same for very being.
Would a fly live short, and an elephant live long.
Would time be short for a virus and long for a longliving tree.
Time. Its characteristics are named by every conscious beings.
But is it named with words. to be communicated to other
beings.
Will it be named with other means of communicating.
And will it then change the interpretation of living beings,
when getting better definition by communication.
Time. In egypt it was the snake biting its tail.
time. In rome it was the every living power.
Time. In babylon it was the tower of all nations. Talking the
same language.
Time. In europe it was as the farmer ploughing its field.
Getting both good and bad fruits.
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Time. In religion a source of observation.
Time. In culture a tradition of those old ones knowing ways to
live happily.
Time. As a discovery giving each moment new color, new taste,
new existance.
Erasing of what has been.
Erasing of what yet will come.
Erasing what we already experienced.
Erasure. And giving us peace. peace of forgetting what was. and
forgetting of what will be.
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Intelligent Species
What is intelligence.
What is a defintion of a specie.
What is life.
Is life a source of effort or labour.
May life be ever protected when it is a value or positive result
for the universe.
What gives life, the ability to be conscious.
What gives life, the ability to communicate.
If there would be rules by which intelligent species live, act,
exist.
What would be those rules.
Is it as treating life forms lower than yourself as animals.
Is it treating life forms higher than ourselves as enemies. Trying
to destroy them.
A couple of rules would be.
If we understand their communication.
Trying to convince those life forms of being non-aggressive,
friendly, peacefully.
Trying to be a border for damage and destruction.
Life forms, higher than ourselves.
We would be victims of their games.
If their games would be sourced by predatorbehaviour,
We would not survive.
If their games would be influenced by compassion or altruism
There would be chance for a good exchange of abilities, forces.
As we see in our past. We as humans did not behave quite
friendly.
As we treated indians. As we treated other human races.
We are ourselves not very compassionate.
Also because of our religions.
Today being source for the islam to their aggressive behaviour.
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Light Source
If you look with your eyes to the sun.
They say you get blind.
A source of light is when to bright a source of damage.
A source of light when not bright enough is a source of bad
coordination.
Each source of light giving us visibility to coordinate our
movements.
Is as shaped with purpose to create ability.
The sun, in our past, was far more bright.
Giving another planet the ability to create life forms with
intelligence.
That planet, some name it mars, some name it bitnom.
Mars, was having intelligent life forms.
But those life forms, where not fit for times with no moderate
climate.
When mars had no good atmosphere anymore. The living
creatures died.
The same happened on earth, with the extinction of the
dinosaurs.
If mars was having living beings. What would they look like.
Were they as martians or skilled persons in martial arts would
be.
An instrument of war and aggression.
Would they be victorious in their take-over of other planets.
There are no martians. There are no other life forms. In this
sunsphere or others.
That is what logic says when we would never had signs of
intelligence on our planet.
Martial Arts. a form of fight by which the aggressor looses
when not skilled in martial arts.
And the aggressor wins if skilled in martial arts.
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May the Light source, of our planet.
Being the sun. give us prolonged time to live on our planet.
And make us prepared to meet or visit other planets.
And may our planet be protected by the Allmighty.
So i hope. So i pray.
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Atlantis
The island of the scientists.
The island of the luxerious.
The island being protected by camouflage.
The island, as told being extincted.
But that island, in our myths is a country with great technology.
An Island full of the most expensive inventions.
They would run on magnetism and water artificiality.
That island because of its immorality would have been brought
to sunk by an angel.
But is that true?
Is it true that between greenland and the antartic an island was
existing. With not only green land but with great possiblity to
live on.
The angel, did He sink the island, or did the earth move
counter clockwise so the surface would freeze.
Maybe in the future archeologists could look below the ice, to
discover material belonging to a past civilisation.
May greenland be found.
May greenland show its secrets.
Atlantis.
An island. Magnetic to those loving technology.
Atlantis.
An island. As a stream of riches by water.
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Mermaid
In the long past ago,
There was a myth about beings, living creatures, living in the
sea.
That kind of specie was as being partly human partly fish.
Children sometimes fantasyze about such a being.
They would be very kind and friendly.
As living in the sea or ocean they would be hidden from normal
sight of humans.
They would be partly human, because the upper part of their
bodies would be humanlike.
With heads and arms as we have.
And the lower part being a tail and part of a fish. Maybe like a
dolphin.
See mermaids. They would be the peacekeepers of our society.
See mermaids. They would be hidden, and only appear when
special spiritual occasions take place.
May the mermaids, if they exist, keep being safe.
Because when we would find them in these days. They would
not be safe.
They would be analysed on the surgeon’s table. And not have a
pleasant life.
Mermaids. Let them be fairy tales with a nice feeling.
Let them be a source for children to learn to have respect for
other life-forms.
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Aliens
Our world has a lot of creatures. Species being discovered by
us.
Our world has in for example deep oceans life that we do not
know.
In the air there lives a large group of creatures we not know.
Little ones as big as virusses.
Biggen ones as big as bacteria.
And if we fantasize bigger creatures being invisible.
Even spirits could or would be invisible because they have no
fysical body.
We know there are lacks in our knowledge.
And as we live in these times, we see our history through the
eyes of the scientists who describe and write about it.
The invention of soap, which was for centuries ridiculed is an
example of an invention not very logical in those times.
As we can give it a name, be it influence of higher spirits,
greater powers giving us a favor.
Some people would say, there can be nothing without
intelligence giving such things to our world.
For example the invention of fire. Giving the source of heat and
cooking to our mankind.
Are those discoveries really effort of a little group of humans.
Its in my belief that the source is neither human, neither godly.
Maybe godly but not our known religions.
I name those influences on good science being sourced by
‘aliens’
Maybe that alien source is long present influence.
Maybe its the influence of a society guard of beings we not
know, except on what they show to us.
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time
Time meets eternity at the present moment.
Each moment is as a granule of sand.
Making a beach when looked at far.
And being little specks when looked at from nearby.
The time flows as a river through time.
The time is as a movie being projected each moment after
another.
If time flies by to slow, its caused by misery.
If time flies by to fast its caused by happiness.
The actor is influenced by what happens.
The actor learns to behave well when effort and attention is
done to polish the sculpture.
May our living be a blessing to the society we belong to.
May our life, be as a pearl on a string. Being nice to look at,
and to wonder what source it has.
May the time be as a wise advisor to all living beings. Giving
them way to exist in a peacefull way.
If time would stop. Noone would be able to tell what reality we
are in.
If time would loose its characteristics noone would know what
moment or day in time its.
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dependency
The whole earth, and even the cosmos is dependent on every
little part of it.
Animals create nature. Plants make from minerals living tissue.
And mankind makes civilisation and uses natural resources to
create
intelligent machines.
If animals wouldn’t exist. The earth would not be so pleasant
to live on.
If plantlife would not exist. We wouldn’t have food, and within
time no resources anymore.
If we respect mother nature. And regenerate what we use.
Then we will keep being blessed with the natural resources.
If nature is not regarded by us. It wil begin to be our enemy.
We think she is without intelligent core.
But we think wrong.
If we waste too much, She will waste us.
We are responsible. May we treat others, being human, animal
or other right.
To keep being place in this whole universe and reality.
If we choose to damage our surrounding. What use do we have
if it is destroyed.
Its easier to regenerate while its still not completely gone.
When we used our resources full, and leaving nothing anymore
on earth.
It will be hard to grow a new world. Because it lacks all basics
needed for it.
Dependency is dependent on the parts of it.
If we are part of it. Let us respect the parts we not are
ourselves. the parts we see or feel, and the parts not visible to
us.
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May we untill far future be blessed with good natural sources.
May we untull far future be blessed with abundant earth. with
abundant life species on it.
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certainity
Is certainity a value worth of basing your presumptions on.
Is it certain a rule is applicable to all cases.
Is it certain that discoveries are useable in all situations.
As humans we can discover all kind of things.
But its uncovered by precise observation.
Uncovered by a smart person.
Certain is that life ends in death.
Certain is that when man and wife are one, create one.
Certain is that when life is good, its giving happiness.
Certain is that causing damage gives greater chance of getting
damage.
Certain is using laws to restrict bad behaviour gives more peace.
Certain is giving laws to a society lets wellfare grow.
Certain. Is not a simple word. Because its valued by all people.
And every person has a different valuesystem.
Is there one goal that everyone hopes to fullfill in life.
IS it good health. There are people taking wounds as a cost for
getting other goals.
Is it suffering. Some people take suffering to aspire for goals.
All values are different in different people.
The only similarity is that persons see advantage in their goal’s
fullfilment.
The only similarity in life is change.
The only similarity in life is experience.
The only similarity is you grow older when time steps on the
road.
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sentience
What is our existence without being able to see, feel, hear.
What is our existence without being able to move limbs,
coordinate movements.
What is our existence without the ability to acquire goals.
Axcession. To life.
Axcession. To observation.
Axcession to willpower.
Life is only worth living if moments of contentness, or
happiness are a certain part of life.
Giving the experiencer the reason to live on.
May life be worthy to live.
But sometimes its not pleasant to live.
When you have pain not curable.
When you suffer not being able to withstand.
When you are hated and despised.
Some say a certain fate can be turned to a good one by:
Praying, being Altruistic. being friendly.
But in society its not always reasonable what happens.
Sometimes there is doom in life without escape.
May the good and rich and famous turn their excess to them.
To be helpfull for those not able to be helped or able to help
themselves.
Life, is a question for value.
In the end everyone asks the question, what use was my life.
Did i add value to society.
Am i being loved.
Or am i forgotten or rejected.
If the total sum of your deeds is of positive worth for society.
You may feel content. Because its of use for the future.
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If the total sum of your deeds is of negative worth for society.
You can ask yourself what use is life when its worse than
before.
Its never to late to start a good life.
Its never to late to turn the ship and fare to good haven.
Its never to late to stop haunting and start helping.
Its never to late to stop destroying and start building.
Its never to late to stop wounding and start healing.
Its the choice in your heart that starts either a good or bad life.
Its the choice in your heart, as a seed growing to a tree of good
or bad deeds.
And fruits of good life taste sweet to each eater. But fruits of
bad life,
is bitter, and not loved.
If there is happiness in life.
Search and discover the source.
and keep it in your property.
If there is happiness in life.
Search and discover the source.
And share it with all who desires for it.
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labor
is there a goal without labor being worthy to strive for.
Is there a purpose of live without being usefull in providing
effort for society.
Labour.
It is hated when you do what is not your heart’s liking.
It is hated when you cannot provide you and your family for
basic needs.
It is hated when its an infamous job.
It is hated when health is damaged.
It is hated when you are bullied in it.
Labour
It is loved when you are doing what your heart tells you.
It is loved when you can provide for basic needs and luxury in
your family
It is loved when your job is regarded good.
It is loved when you and your family grow in health.
It is loved when you are esteemed high.
Labour.
Its not good fighting for certain jobs.
Its not good fighting for certain payment. Except if you don’t
have enough to provide your basic needs.
Labour.
Help yourself. And Help others.
Help others educate to get their wanted jobs.
Help others provide for basic needs.
Labour,
Your offspring will bless you when you give them a happy
youth.
Your offspring will bless you, when you have time for them to
be in their life as a supportive and protective person.
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Labour,
Share your experience and wisdom with the ones who ask for.
Share your experience in your old days with those in their
young days.
Labour,
Be a good person. and learn about ethics.
Be a good person. Learn about moral values.
Be a good person. Learn to bless.
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Advantage
Is there benefit in bad purposes.
Is there benefit in badness.
Is there benefit in War and fights.
Is there benefit in aggresion
Benefit for one, for a couple. But not many are happy with it.
Benefit for the largest group on the longest period.
Benefit for the greatest amount of people, for the greatest
length in time.
Happiness.
Is it good to deprive many people of health or social status to
give one person luxury.
Is it better to own luxury, or to discard it.
Is it better to have much pleasure, or to live sober.
Is it better to aim for shorttime luck, or to aim for longlasting
peace.
Is it better to be rich,
Is it better to be wealthy.
Is it better to be poor,
Is it better to be sick.
Is it better to live during daylight.
Or to live in night times.
Richness is found in sharing.
Fame is found in being supportive.
Richness in not found in much gold.
Fame is not found in advertising beauty.
Richness is not found in lotteries or gambling.
Fame is not found in benefitting special attributes.
May Fame be used for giving a rolemodel of good values to
young and simple people.
May Richness be used for giving society a safety net.
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Is it better to be rich or poor.
It depends on how many people you make happy.
It depends on how great peace you realize.
Advantage is in how you are an advantage to society.
Advantage is in how great your advantage is to other people.
For the importance is in how you are experienced by others.
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wise
Wise is pointing to goodness
Wise is pointing the wounded to healthcare
Wise is pointing the poor to ways of gain
Wise is pointing to harmony
Wise is pointing all to society’s importance.
Wise is pointing criminals to law.
Wise is a person when being wounded goes to healthcare
without a drawback for society.
Wise is a person when being poor uses ways without being a
danger for society.
Wise is a person when being a criminal, searches for a way of
revenge without breaking laws.
Wise is a person when being hunted for, uses means without
hunting others.
Wisdom, is a word giving existance a new purpose.
Wisdom, is a word giving people a collective goal.
Wisdom, is a word giving significance to experience.
Wisdom, is a word giving way to a life of searching.
Wisdom, is a word creating possibilities for happiness.
Wisdom. It begins with one question, one word.
Wisdom. It ends in harmony and wellfare.
Wisdom. The ones being blessed with it, blesses others.
Wisdom. One person rules the world, may the wise be his
advisors.
Wisdom. A few people rules the world, may it be in the hands
of the wise.
Wisdom. Choose the values and standards wise.
Wisdom. Is it a necklace of silver or gold, wisdom has higher
value then that.
Wisdom. Is it a ring of diamonds and platinum, wisdom is
even more worthy of owning.
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May the wise be in prosper society.
May the wise be in wellfare.
May the wise be in good health.
For growth is by the smart and wise ones.
Smart people invent technology giving easyness and luxery for a
price.
Wise people give the laws and rules to give every one equal
rights and equal respect.
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riches and fame
When everyone have the aim for wealth, all regard gold, silver
and diamonds as the top to be owned.
Then the price goes up, and only a happy few have access to it.
When everyone have the aim for the top jobs, it will have a
reward as high as there are competitors having appreciation for
it.
When everyone wants the best friendship. Its a fight to get it.
So when you want happiness.
Don’t participate in the game of wealth and beauty. In the
game of Fame and Gold.
If the game is on, every one runs without looking for the best
chance.
They only run for the chance that is advocated and made
visible.
A purpose of living is not being wealthy in money, but being
wealthy in being a blessing for society.
A purpose of living is not striving for the best job in ranks, but
the best job in being a pillar society.
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equality
Equality is when benefits are gifted to all in the same way.
Equality is only good when the subjects get the most chance on
equal reward.
Equality in the chance to get diseases. Is the source of
healthcare with collective compensation.
Equality. When you are the top up person you don’t think of
equality.
But when you are the down low person you make effort of
getting equal chances and rewards.
When equality is in the government, giving each person same
possibilities. A country will care for society without expelling
anyone.
When equal rights are visible and gifted to all of countries
members all will be happy.
when equality means equal reward for might or pride and low
rewards for everyone else,
sooner or later a revolution will try to restore the balance.
Equality, Means giving al chances to reach perfection or
expertise.
Equality does not mean everyone has the same job, the same
property.
Equality, for all of society is a reason to help and be altruistic.
Equality in color is not whole black, but is visible harmony.
In color and shape.
Equality in music, is not one tone for longer time,
But giving listeners a good sound, with symphony and a calm
melody.
Equality in labor is as giving each laborer the same reward for
work done good.
Equality in friendship is.
Everyone being healthy and social being befriended.
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Equality is a word that has only significance in the explanation
by them who uses the word.
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guesses
guess in the casino, and loose your money
guess in the court and loose your law suit
guess in life and you will fail.
Knowledge comes from understanding
Knowledge comes from observation
Knowledge is a result of communication.
Knowledge is in the eye of the gifted one.
Is there truth in lies.
Is there truth in humor.
Is there truth in existance.
If all effort fails,
The work will deprive.
If all effort fails,
The living creatures wil stop trying.
When life hurts,
The people go and search for healing and a solution.
When life hurts,
The ones, being hurt are looking for help.
As long as life is happy and without suffering,
You have no vision on the suffering of others.
Because for your own suffering you understand what others
might feel.
The life of a good person is from blessing to another.
with the blessing being to care and help the lost ones.
May life give its secret.
May existance give its happiness.
A good guess gives temporal benefit. But work and research
gives a long lasting benefit.
Because its not a little luck that causes it but the work and
study thats replicatable.
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Do not aspire for luck or chances without stable cause,
Because in times of need its not there as an option.
Guess in life,
And a life will guess on you.
Guess on education
Will not give the grades being aimed for.
Guess on friendship.
Hopefully the friendship lasts as long as the guesser wants.
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Orange Line
By Bastiaan Oostendorp
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Useless life
Do you feel your life is not worth what you would like.
Is life a unhappy living.
If you would like to have a life full of good things.
There is a way of transforming your life from bad to good.
from unhappy to happy.
And from useless to full of good things.
The only thing you need is to surrender to the Allmighty.
You will experience for yourself what will happen next.
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Getting power
In a not so distant future there will be a person,
a leader of our race. He leads us through hardship to peace.
He leads by giving everyone good chances and equality.
His force is not a intellectual one.
He leads us by having His own source being realised.
His force is daily replenished by his effort to do everything the
right way.
His secret is he prays to His god, the unnameable source of
humanity.
He prays to the source and creating power which created our
race.
His power is daily influenced by that source.
Asking an talking with that source of humanity.
To get strong and wise.
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Open force
In this world we know the definition of open source.
Applications that can be used and modified for free. And the
programmers did effort to make a good application.
Sometimes better than the paid alternatives.
Open force is a definition of a kind of force field, giving good
vibes in the air.
It works like a rainbow in a dry climate.
It is made by having three objects.
One is a plate of 15×15 cm
Second is a piece of pipe with a radius of 10 cm and a length of
20 cm
and third is a bundle of wire of 15 to 20m
To construct. put the plate on one side of the pipe so it is like
a mug or basket.
Then attach the wire on both ends to the improvised mug.
And then lay the wire around a room so it is like a square of
several meters.
The pipe can be filled with water. Just normal water.When the
water evaporates it can be filled with fresh water again.
The basket with wire can be of copper or brass (koper or
messing called in dutch)
The radioatmosphere will be healed and improved.
Good luck and be blesses.
The more people do such a device, the world will be improved.
Imagine all over the world a kind of electric rainbows.
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Religion and respect
We see in some religions that there is war against those who
don’t believe or are pagans.
As far as i can see is the religious god being defended, not clear
in that he wants it that way.
Killing or wounding to protect a god is not very humane.
Asking for respect towards a god is a democratic process of
debate.
As a devotee you can ask for respect.
But not for the dead of those who attack your gods.
If you are not sure about it; ask your god to give you a message.
Or let your god protect Himself.
Then if he is into defending Himself by killing it will be sure
be seen by everyone. and will be as a thunder in blue sky.
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Chance for wealth
There is a way to get the chances for succes in life.
I saw lastly a documentary of someone who was in childhood
poor. But he got a book about yantra’s
to be precise a sri chakra yantra.
He had it as an art object on the wall.
And he as he said himself in the documentary got rich and
succesfull.
See the yantra below for the one he had.
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earth & human
We humans have a physical body.
Legs, arms, head and chest.
We have arteries for blood transport.
An immune system which stops infiltrators and bad bacteria.
As we look to earth it has a same kind of system.
The arteries are the highways and roads.
The immune system is the police and military power.
The transport of oxygen is the warehousing delivering goods to
stores.
the muscles in our body are the companies on earth.
As above so below.
The system is compared to humans or other life forms.
Same kind of groups with functions.
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farmers land
Farmers and other filed workers have each year a new
plantation on their land.
And to keep it fertile they use artificial fertalizer.
Its not very good, after a number of years the land looses its
nutritients.
Best is to keep the land once in 30 years for 3 years without
crops or usefull plantation.
Let the weed grow and restore the ground and earth.
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language
language is a system of symbols formed into sound and
appearance.
symbols have a couple of features.
One is the quantity. saying how much you have.
An military army is counted in a number. that number is the
quantity.
if you buy food, you buy a number of vegetables or other stuff
The second feature is quality.
it describes how it looks, feels, appears.
it tells different things about what you have.
the quality is the appearance and describes characteristics.
the third feature is the intrinsic value.
The value it has, if it would be not visible or countable.
it tells what is in source what it was.
a soldier, a number of them in a legion,
characteristic is a copper helmet and a sword.
intrinsic is that the purpose is to fight, and serve as protectors.
The fourth feature is the goal or purpose of it.
the purpose of protecting a statesmen or king for example.
Symbols have these four features.
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connection at heart
We all know that people live with their heads and other with
their hearts.
The head is the mind, giving you thoughts and knowledge
about all things.
Giving you power to plan and interact at a intelllectual way.
The people who live with their hearts.
Body and consciousness. They have a connection with the
universe.
Giving them a signal which way to go, what to do.
An intuition gives instant knowledge.
A connection with the universe. giving guidance to life.
Giving guidance to your body,
With a purpose good for all society and moral values.
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school of spheres
Comparison of spaces.
We live on a planet called earth. With life forms, plants,
animals, humans.
We have a habitat for a lot of species.
The planet is like a person. with qualities and characteristics.
The planet is and individual participating in the universe as a
creature.
Imagine that earth is an individual in a classroom on primary
school.
The grade it has is life forms habitating the earth.
Higher grades, more intelligent life forms.
And a task for getting a grade is a certain level of realised
things.
Able to travel long distances on space fusion.
Travelling time.
Using energy and transferring it without loss of effectiveness.
In the universal primary school.
We all are part of a certain level.
In the classroom its like a human person operates and acts.
And the questions are like have you already atomic energy.
and the teacher learning the individual planets certain
technologies.
Earth as a beautifull lady or girl in the class filled with planets.
planets being highly rated by their technology or social
structures in society.
Planets being low rated for the noneffective means to hold a
society.
We are the internal planet of the external person, by the person
being analogous to human life.
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amber globe
A globe as an orb.
Made of amber and put in a tower at reasonable height.
And the amberorb is turning around its axis. At a good speed.
It creates energy, electricity or other and it give a harmonious
frequency of signal.
The amber orb is used for civilizations to enlarge peace, and
give a radio signal ground.
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Magic
Magic, we know it as playtoys for children.
In a park for children all statues, scenery we see all nice things.
Magic, in earlier times it was believed it was available and used.
Magic is possible, try to have break in you mind, not thinking
for a period.
If then after it the first thought is of a certain object or purpose
its more likely to be happening in reality.
In the history on that kind of act all the magical items were
created.
So by not thinking for a period, and after it one clear thought
on a subject creates magic.
Magic without contract with bad forces or devils.
Some people by mindpower are able to do supernatural things.
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Weed or usefull
We live in a civilised world.
With use of resources, regions for housing, industry.
Gardens, fields.
As human we understand that if we have a garden, we keep it
tide by removing weed.
Also when we have animals they are for our pleasure, food or
protection.
Everything unwanted gets removed.
With the saying as above as below we see that if something is
needless or causes damage we kill or remove it.
unless we see that in the future it will have a bigger benefit than
the damage done now.
If we as humans are a pain for the society we get busted in jail.
If we assume a creator of our human race. In religions.
We should be aware that creatures being usefull for the creator
get chances, help and good things.
And those hurting or needless for the creator will get hardship.
As we being weed or grain in the garden of the creator.
A good step for being usefull for the creator is asking him for
advice, a task, or his wishes.
Its called prayer.
If he exists, he will answer. His answer will be clear for you.
As i pray also to the Allmighty.
If you are usefull for the creator, he is more kind to you.
Because if you have an instrument or tool that you use you take
care of it.
Beginning to pray has no prerequisites. It has no requirement.
And you don’t have to be holy for it. and the reason that only
the chosen ones may be religions is a lie.
If you start praying you are allowed for it.
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If you are scared to have sinned and may not anymore pray or
do good things.
Thats not a reason to not pray. When you start praying your
sins will convert to good life. by being in prayer and expecting
answers from the creator.
The saying that only jesus may confront the creator is false. We
as humans all have the birthright to use prayer and devotion.
And we never loose that birthright.
If you want to test the goodness of the creator. Human laws,
stated in countries laws, en all the good rules are applicable to
you and everyone. Saying the creator wanted you to, is not an
excuse for starting war or doing damage.
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Crystal orb
The persons of gypsy kind have one job.
Reading the crystal orb for secrets about human life.
Prereading the future.
A crystal orb is the aftersubject of the medieval oracles.
In oracle language. its the spell of human behaviour.
the big life events being described.
Relationships with characteristics on body, psyche or
coincidences.
The crystal orb can be made by chemical processes.
A orb round being filled with water.
And a undefined computer changing the water in condition.
A crystal orb Also by having a visualisation in front of a crystal.
Many ways to predict future things.
Oracles by asking mother earth for answers on lifehappenings.
a source of oracle is the sibylline scrolls
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quantum communication
Quantum mechanica. a new field of exploration.
Having theme’s like appearance, speed, perception.
Technology promising great uses.
One if it is having two quarks(quantum parts) changing
condition on the same time.
one quark vibrates with a certain speed (frequency)
and other quarks vibrates by cooptation. The vibration of the
first causes the second.
If the quarks are in distance its a possible source of
communication.
A source thats faster than light speed.
In that way communication over long distances are possible.
One planet to Other planets, with light years between them.
If its possible its the usage that prooves good or bad.
Quanta communication and quantum computers. the main use
as we can think of.
Another usage is using it to read all space on intelligent
messages.
More advanced races of life beings will use quantum
communication for their basical needs and work.
May our race join the international community, the interstellar
community.
May we be blessed by instant transfer of message.
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Cloning border
In these days we have new technology, scientists are
experimenting with dna changes, dna modifications.
They were able to clone the sheep dolly. but the steps of dna
modification are more advanced now.
creating organs for people suffering organ depletion. and
creating muscles. Looking in children for born in diseases. and
lots of utils for it.
If we are able to clone and use the sperm to fertilize an egg. the
step further is by using a human sperm with an animal egg.
Creating a crossbreed of life form.
If such a technology is going to exist. We cross an ethical
border.
Choosing to let the human specie be intertwined with less
intelligent beings.
It will be the border of good society. Having inferior beings.
What use will it have to create half human half animal. War
purposes for strong fysical strength for body to body conflict?
The border which we cross is the border to combine human
with animal dna, and have intelligent,life-able beings.
Aware the border will create misery. not little but big.
May the scientists be wise enough to avoid that kind of
technology.
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Oxygen, Air, Drawback
On earth above the surface is a layer made of air. air including
oxygen.
What we don’t know is that by a little change in the chemical
condition.
All the air would explode. and each explosion gives the starting
condition for additional explosions.
In only one hour all the air would explode.
Not for us a good thing. we would burn by the exploded air.
It’s like a great fusion bomb, only without the control and
benefits.
Air, we have to keep it safe, and technology giving such effects
should be used carefully.
May our human specie not destroy what’s our most needed
material, oxygen and air.
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Dimensional storage
We as our human specie are used nowadays to storing in chests,
cupboards, other storage.
As countries we have central depots to store important things.
The illusionists have experimental knowledge about it.
A type of storage without visible appearance in our three
dimensional world.
If they click it disappears, another click a large object appears.
Its a multidimensional space.
As example two boxes, overlapping each other. and with a
tunnel being able to move an object from the first to the second
box.
Multidimensional its like 10 boxes in the same space with
tunnels covering it to have like doors in it.
if you want to store something you move the visible object
through a tunnel to the other dimensional box.
And when you need it, you move it back from the second box
to the first.
In more futuristic usage, the boxes can be opened and back
retrieved on different locations.
Moving the tunnelstart from one position to another. from
miles even.
A multidimensional system to store, save and ready use of what
is needed.
the box theory is even applicable if their would be one more
dimension.
Moving life species into other dimensions not only need space
like objects but also oxygen and gravity. and its not prooved
that oxygen or gravity can be available there.
May the dimensional storage be used for peace-applications.
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Electricity grid
Nowadays we have wires of copper into each room and space
to give power to electric devices. and electricity gives the energy
to let computers, machines etc. work.
In small electronic devices for example sticks and cards a chip is
powered by the radio-energy in or near it.
rfid is powered by a radiofrequency of energy.
In the future our computers and lights are powerd in the same
way.
A energetic energetic field gives the energy. and all the devices
need no copper wire but gets the energy out of the surrounding
space.
And another secret, the human body is used as a radio antenna.
but that is already known by scientists.
May our electric device be good to assist our living.
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Energetic life forms
In a far galaxy there is intelligent life. only a difference is.
They are made of energy instead of fysical material.
We have bodies consisting of water , earthly material etc.
But those life forms are made of energy.
consisting of some kind of magnetic or electromagnetic energy.
They are great intelligent. and a outer skin of them is made by
force fields.
Putting out to out and keeping in whats in.
They are highly intelligent. think of a computer made of energy
like light and with infinite computing power.
And then with artificial intelligence. and translate it to life
form, intelligence and consciousness.
If they would communicate, they change gravity or small
electronic fields
( our brains communicate also via little electronic pulses)
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Interstellar travel
A day ago when i was looking a movie, i got an image of how
interstellar travel in the future could be like.
When humans will travel for about more than 10 years to
another planet. They can be held in stasis and while in stasis
they look movies about important subjects.
According to their future job they will see movies about
function and coping strategies.
some who become missionaries will see movies about saints,
woodworkers about all woodcraft etc.
and those movies will have an interactive part. thus the subject
can learn from the choices he makes.
the ship can be as large as wanted. only storing the soul, or the
body.
When the ship arrives the movie will show information about
the destination and wakes up all the humans.
ofcourse in the movieworld such a thing is already valid.
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Alien communication
The movies talk loud about all kinds of extra-terrestial life.
They would be angry, aggressive, or nice and friendly.
In movies we treat them sometimws befrienden, someties we
war against them.
We don’t know in reality what they look like, or act like.
We would behave uncommon if we would meet them for real.
If an alien would ring your door and asks for asylum would
you accept him as a houseguest, or kick him into death.
We don’t know if intelligent aliens already can read our
communication devices, or hear the conversations we have near
an electronic device.
If we as humans would like to be an ambassador for life
capable of understanding lifesubjects (food, territory, toolcraft
etc.)
We can just enter a message on our computer and send it over
the internet by mail or by blog.
If aliens are intelligent and reading all our messages they
certainly read that too.
And watch your steps for uncommon acts, its like being
influenced by a spiritual being.
Some call it angels, Some call it guides. What do you give the
force a name?
May the Allmighty bless us.
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String of moments
Every life form, has consciousness. As a movie gives its visible
screen in the string of moments.
If we as humans have a certain experience its in moments who
pass after each other in front of our perception.
Our senses show us the reality we experience.
As humans the moments not pass by in moments by
mathematical measure.
Its not a moment each tenth of a second, or even a moment
each thousands of a second.
Its as a string of moments not giving each moment the same
distance after the other.
If you watch a movie, more than one time, you see different
things.
The repetition of what you see, if its a same content, gives you
different information or different knowledge about what you
perceive.
Like different elements from the movie is seen by addition
views of the movie. You learn more by repitition. You learn
more by choosing to let yourself be influenced.
Even if its the same information or vision.
In that idea of a string of moments. In humans lasting a
lifetime. Other life forms do have strings of moments as well.
But we do not know how fast or how slow it happens in or on
them.
What does influence the speed of the moments or the speed of
change.
Is it earth or sun ruling the speed and the perception of
moments.
Is it space giving moments a certain blackness or invisiblity.
The moment is best lived in the moment it self. not avoiding it
by thought or thinking.
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The monent gives its knowledge or wisdom, they call it
intuition.
The moment gives back energy to rest.
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Childcare
Its popular to let your children be cared for by special
companies.
They give your little child attention. from playing to eating.
and resting.
As we have seen in history is the biggest drawback that parents
don’t treat their children friendly or doesn’t meet with them at
all.
If they lack in attentoin towards their children they have more
emotions being on the dark side of personality.
A child without good attention grows aggressive or more evil in
his emotions.
On the other side, the light side. Mothers, dads who care for
their children giving uncondition love and positive feedback,
have children also with harmonious personalities.
And caring for their life and those of their beloved ones.
Attention towards children, your children or others, give back
the attention if good or lovely attention three fold in their
future.
An adult with good youth, has more friendly feelings, and have
more compassion.
Children can change the way how their parents treat them, by
choosing theirselves to be obedient and brave (if the parents are
open for such behaviour)
Children, treat them like little angels and they become angels.
Children, treat them like little devils, and a criminal is born.
Children, meditate on their nurture and train good persons.
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Debt is normal
We all are in debt, accoring to religion, christianity, we have
our inborn sin. We have a debt on our karma.
We are in debt, by the houses we bought with mortgage.
Companies we have are in debt, by the shares the sell.
Countrie are in debt by the bonds they sell out.
The world is at total in debt towards the natural resources of
our planets.
We have a debt that is called normal, or healthy.
But its not normal and not healthy.
Its best to only spent the money you have.
And to pay taxes which is not spent at interst of bonds.
And to buy products of companies not in debt by there shares
or bonds.
Its the time we are in debt. the debt of our intelligence not
understandig what debt really is.
Its an obligation towards those we loan from.
Its an obligation which can be used against us.
A recent example. The debt of greece, not anymore able to pay
certain government costs.
The result, internationaly they are asked to sell all collective
companies serving the country.
By obligation of their loans they are forced to change
governemnt, or change politics.
A debt is an obligation to follow the advices of those who lent
you the money.
Debt gives the power into the hands of those not intentionally
having the good intentions for that ruling group.
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Doctrination
Every person on this earth has social contact with some or
more other human beings.
Communication about food, housing, culture and other
subjects.
We in the wealthy part of the world have other information
sources as well.
The television, radio, computer.
On television everyone gets the same kind of information. And
by movies or tv series we see behaviour that is most likely for
humans to be interesting.
Because of tv we know how to have intimicy towards others,
how to make war or verbal fights.
How to behave in situations.
We by television know how to have relations.
Its an easy step towards a bad kind of society if television and
computers (internet) is used to push our personalities in a
criminal way.
If we are in doctrinated. We have no choice how to avoid it. If
computers and televisions are obligied to see or watch, or
interact with.
What choice do we have if we are the subjects being
manipulated by what we see or interact with on television or
computer.
A good example is the war the past decades. Information being
told or broadcasted is source of ethnical differences, traditions
or culture which is weaker or put in the bad kind of society.
There is only one hitler needed to give the whole of society a
bad direction and a devastating time.
Is democracy really democratic? If our media (television,
computer) is influenced by a certain group of influential
people.
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Not that there will be a hitler. But its mostly the wrong person
on the wrong time who causes the wrong period in history.
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Healing sound
There is a sound consisting of three tones that will heal all the
creatures who are air breathing.
As we see today there are a lot of musicthemes.
Some are pointing to black sources for example black metal,
hard rock.
And some are pointing towards beauty in voice. name the
singers of dance or opera.
In religion we see the use of music too. In islam you can hear
the songs of war,
the songs giving the hearers a urge to fight for a purpose laid in
the songs.
In christianity also music is used to give those with faith
feelings that give way to their religion.
What is known is that music gives the listener a certain feeling,
and that feeling is shared by fans of the same music.
In the past, the time of classical music, musicians like
beethoven and mozart not only made music to have
easylistining but also giving a certain feeling.
Not some feeling not known of while designing the song.
The moon sonata from beethoven would have a good influence
on people with psychic ilness.
If you start searching for the purpose and effect of music. You
can learn a lot.
Its the same with the experiment of emoto, a japanese scientist
investigating the effect of music and thought on water crystals.
harmonious music gave nice crystals, chaotic music gave
rubbish crystals.
Certain outerspace species use sound (combined tones) to let
creatures fall asleep or to erase shorttime memory.
When they are on mission, they come with a ufo near the spot
they have to be, sound the tone. The creatures including
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humans fall asleep.
They fulfill their mission, and another tone wakes everything
up. and the living beings think oh i was temporarily asleep. oh
thats not bad.
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Gravity.
We all know our current educational books about physics.
One chapter is about gravity.
Gravity pulling all that exists on our planet towards or
throughout the ground.
Everything keeps in place.
Things on their surface. and air and atmosphere around us.
What is gravity. is it a wave of particles. is it a wave of energy.
We know that magnetism is being caused by metal or some
material consisting of it.
Magnetism we know we can use it for our machines and
computers.
Is gravity also made or caused by a material maybe similar to
metal and magnetism.
Is gravity made by a material deep in the core of our planet.
We cannot be sure untill it would proven by scientists.
If gravity would somewhere on earth be less or absent, it would
give big disasters of materials flowing from one side of the
planet to another side.
And all the surface of the earth would move and create
mountains of stone and liquid gasses.
In the core there must be a source for the gravity which is a
homogenous kind of material around the globe in the core
without much difference.
Gravity. We all would want to live without it, to fly to outer
space, or to move with less effort.
Gravity, it holds our atmosphere together, making it able for us
to breath, to be able to look without damage by sunlight.
Gravity. all the living species, animals, plats, bacteria. It all
exists in this egg of energy.
Gravity. it is caused by some measured change in the core of
atoms.
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It is caused by a certain core-element inside atoms not yet
counted, measured, seen, proven.
A core element, the scientist want to find with particle
accelators.
May science find a peacefull way of implementing such
inventions.
A peacefull way to ensure the good and moral use of it.
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visible or notexisting
A long time ago there was on this planet called earth a specie
named dinosaurs.
They lived as mammals do today. in an ecosystem eating each
other, fighting for their territory.
The dinosaurs had one big drawback named that they only
could be aware of changes in their surrounding.
They only saw what whas moving, they smelled differences in
the surrounding.
When a creature didn’t move, it was unseen. and it could
escape from the predators.
In these days we have our human mankind. we see everything
also the nonmoving material.
But we cannot see thinga which doesn’t move.
If you have money on your savingsaccount. it doesn’t move. and
is invisible in the economy.
Money gets to be seen only when spend on concrete or existing
things (objects, seervices or values)
If money is not spent, its not counted in economy.
The country exists only by the things being sold, being earned.
And being sold is only what has been in stores and is
consumed.
And everything being earned is only what has been worked for.
Money which is not in the economy, is not counted.
For example if a rich banker owns half of a countries savings.
And is able to make more of it.
In a savings account it isn’t worth any goods or visible
representartion.
Only when its spent on something, its appears in the economy
as valued goods or services.
If money doesn’t move its not seen, its not visible.
As long as it doesn;t move, its safe value.
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(by the example of the predator looking for prey, if the prey
doesn’t move, its unseen.)
The same is with having savings, a making it visible by talking
about it, or spending it.
Money exists from the moment its spent.
Money disappears when its a little time not used.
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Intelligence
As a specie of life, a form of living in a body.
In our world we have different species. From inanimate to
building or protecting.
There is primary intelligence. which is basically eating, fighting,
flight.
Most animals have this primary intelligence. the instinct to eat,
fight etc.
There is secundary intelligence. The species are with extra
intelligence.
Primary to eat and fight, to search for shelter.
The secundary intelligence is to build homes, labor for food,
arrange for protection.
Most humans have this secundary intelligence.
They can make tools and use them to assist also in their
primary needs and intelligence.
What humans don’t have is:
Tertiary intelligence.
Secundary was to build and use tools. to make homes, do
farmerjobs for food, build defense for countries. etc.
Tertiary is to create living species, life forms with procreation
and bodies capable of doing a task.
These living species do tasks to help a superintelligent specie, a
tertiary active specie to
make living easy for them. homes, food, protection. By life
forms created, designed by this third level of intelligence.
We as human beings are slowly transcending to this tertiary
kind of intelligence.
But as i guess those thirdlevel intelligent beings are already
present in the universe. Maybe we are part of their creation.
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Telecinetic
In a civilisation unknown there is a kind of job that is very
special.
A couple of persons are trained in theire cinetic possibilities.
Not by touching with hand or body but with the power of the
mind.
They are trained to get information out of persons minds.
Before special activities they read the mind of important
people.
And when they want they change subjects in the victims mind.
They change the way countries are rules. They change the way
the hot shots do their specialty.
Cinetic is a way of acting with a kind of power compared to
magnetism that influences data-objects like disks.
Telecinetic are the psi-agents appointed by the highest of
intelligence agencies. They are unknown to us, but they are uses
by every very important situations.
Maybe to normal people its a fantasy. By normal people seen as
a subject for a good movie.
May the wisdom be placed in the hearts of those who creates
the governmental plans
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Shape shifting
Shape shifting, you don’t notice it when you are not informed
by them.
They use visible persons to give their appearance a function.
If they would change to mister bush or prince of some country.
No one would notice.
Except when communication is checked.
If you see an actor in your surrounding you sure know he is not
in your country. Then it is a shape shifter.
Normally shape shifting would be for aliens to ensure their
tasks on earth.
If you recognize someone with eyes in a certain glance.
Be sure it is a shape shifter.
They can choose to appear like that.
Shape is a function they can change just like we change our
clothes or change the picture on the desktop.
Some when they saw someone name it angels or guides.
And they act as protection sometimes by prayers being said by
a person in danger.
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Healthcare
In a future situation the hospitals not only cured by also made
possible to enlarge living time.
If as a person you had enough money and if you wish to live
longer there was an option in the hospital.
A room full of beds and in each bed a cable which was
connected to a central system.
The victims would give life-fluid to make able that others with
money can use the life-fluid to longen there life.
The victims loose life fluid, thus living shorter.
The clients receive life fluid and live longer.
Another theory was that persons who cam in the hospital had a
choice of giving their soul to live in a central computer.
The cable would pull the soul out of the body and even could
place the soul via a cable in another body.
In the other body it could be forced to do tasks for the soul in
that body.
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Device of protection
In a future place and time there was a technology that helped
the people to be protected for all kinds of danger.
the technology was a device that was about 15 by 7 cm in size.
You could place it in an armpit. It would create a network of
lines through the body and by that way protected against
diseases.
And a forcefield prevented from weapons entering the body.
to activate it was given an expression, and to remove a second
expression was used.
The device was later on when society fell in wealth only used
by kings or royal persons.
A couple where left of those past ages, so it was only for the
very special people.
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Royal elite
A myth of the far past was:
Persons of royal nature. Being kings, queens or royal
are gifted with a good nature and character.
Persons of royal nature where not choosen for their riches or
their fate without ground.
Kings and queens had a special ability.
If you would place them in a situation, even a low one in the
hierarchy. They would be able to do the things to retrieve a
good position again.
For example if you would place a prince in the position of a
beggar or homeless person he would be able to get work, say
the right things, do the right things to get that high position
again.
they where not kings and queens for no reason, they had the
right to it because they worked for it theirselves.
A king is a king because he worked for it, an had the
capabilities to become one.
In another myth a king when having a child, the child had to be
tested. If it was a ritual or a real test is unknown.
But the child had to stand in a room with a wild animal and
had to survive or win the fight. And he had to not show fear or
bad emotions. A wild animal for example a lion.
If he would succeed he was in the royal family.
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World Labor Alliance
A possible social instrument for the whole earth is an
organsiation which has a couple of functions and resources.
An organisation providing laborplaces with a reasonable salary
and a option for a house and enough to buy food etc.
An organisation at which everyone can apply for a job.
The only difference is it has no marktebased salary and its a
basical option of living.
In all countries there should be a place where that organisation
can be productive.
When applying for a job, the person can if not educated attend
for a jobtraining.
The differences with normal organisations is:
Salary is on a minimum amount, enough to have basic food and
living.
Education is part of the contract and has no extra payment for
it.
Places are in each country on the earth.
The organisation uses labor all over the world to provide places
all over the world.
The reason for this organisation is:
Poor or rich, enough reason for application.
Living in a poor country, able to apply. You can be placed in a
country able to provide for the labor of organisation.
A worldwide organisation.
Working for collective products and services.
Collective for example healthcare, government labor etc.
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sun light & Gaia
We all experience warmth when we are in full sunlight.
We see all things clear and we love the light for its good
radiation.
The sun is our source of good feelings together with food and
water.
Food has the source of sunlight to grow to delicious vegetables
or meat.
The water gets its clear nature by the sun shining in river and
sea.
But the sun is more as we know and can see.
The sun has as its radiaton the visible light.
And the radiation is warm and full of energy.
If we compare it to a living being.
An animal has a heart, blood and all kinds of functions to make
it able to move and do intelligent things.
The sun has as its body his radiant sphere which we see in the
air above us.
the sun has its radiation the light which gives the ability to see
and coordinate our actions.
The sun not only radiates a shine of light but also a radiation
of consciousness.
When we say something has to show in daylight, or it cannot
be in daylight.
Then its the consciousness of the sun which gives something a
good or bad reason or purpose.
The sun sees and experiences everything its light enters.
So the sun sees our bodies, our actions, our intentions.
The same is with the earth.
The earth has a sphere and body we call gaia.
Gaia an intelligent system of particles from the molecules in the
surface to the plants and animals.
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We all are on earth a part of gaia. And we fullfill the task the
earth places in our intuition and feeling.
Its a theory but when we die, we return to the big spirit of the
earth waiting to be sent to a new body again.
Both earth and sun are conscious and sends the awareness by
light or other forces.
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Earth Egg
We all know that our earth is growing unhealthy.
We use the resources out of the earthground.
And the atmosphere is more polluted.
The earth suffers from our work to enrich ourselves.
The earth has no choice to endure our influence.
But sometimes its a way which will be good for the future.
If we look at now its devastating our earth.
But if we look for a future purpose then its seen that we grow
up like an infant specie to a mature specie.
As like in a chickens egg. The chicken eats his egg to be a child
chicken. If we would compare.
The chicken doesn’t destroy the egg for no reason. Its using it
for food, and when he is ready he breaks the eggshell and
becomes a creature.
We also have the same thing. We use the resources but not for
no reason. When we are grown up we will break the shell.
And we travel to space to become a space specie.
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Future value
In the future we will change our society in some ways.
We will be more paid for work. Because the governmment will
be less in size and more things are done by robots.
The second thing is that gold an silver will be worth more.
Gold and siver will be in thr future a side-exchange object.
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Time-measure
In these times we are all used to having a watch or a clock in
our sight.
But in the past it wasn’t that normal to have the time as a
number or symbol to be looked at.
Time in the past, was a feature of religious and cultural people.
In the religions it was a usefull tool to have a church with
sounding the bells each hour.
And in culture there where proverbs giving guidelines.
Time in the future will be a step ahead of what its now.
We are used to have appointments on certain times.
In the past they had appointments given or planned by the
phase of the sun and moon.
Sometimes people where waiting for hours to be in meeting of
each other.
In our future, how will we measure time.
By the hours, by minutes, by seconds.
Or will it be advanced. Giving computers information out of
our brains.
Accessing our bodily functions through a artificial intelligent
system.
Even controlling our thoughts.
In the far future if light speed is used in transportation.
It will be sometimes a microsecond which gives peace or war.
It will be sometimes a microsecond giving large groups in our
civilisation food or drinks.
A microsecond judges the good or bad side of your life.
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good versus nice.
A lot of people know sometimes, if i do this. its not healthy for
me.
I can get sick, i can be in pain because of it in the future.
Its a profound choice. is it good or bad. is it nice or boring.
Most people know sometimes that a choice is not jusrt a choice
but being weak and stepping in the pitfall again.
In your life, you can best start choosing to be on the right side
as early in your life as possible.
Because when you get older, you can have the feeling it gets
harder to choose the right path.
If you learn in your youth the good things. its easier to be on
the good side at a step further in your life.
Its every time the choice. Is it good? can i choose the good
thing. don’t be weak.
For example if you weigh to much. and you get dinner. Will i
choose what makes me thick but tastes far mroe delicious, or
do i choose the healthy stuff.
Healthy is what is said to be healthy by healthcare. Vegetables,
fruit, nuts etc. are said to be healthy.
Its as having in your soul two forces. One saying ah please it
doesn’t matter choose the delicious one.
The other saying. don’t do its giving you a bad time later.
please choose even if its boring or if healthy stuff is not cool or
tough)
A good choice will give you the longes time of bodily
happiness. being experienced as a bodily feeling of calmness,
non-suffering, good energy.
A choice for goodness is giving you if idealistic the longest life,
the least pain, the best behaviour.
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Black disk
There is among the intelligence agencies a special disk.
Its called the black disk.
On it is stored all the largest risks of society.
How the risks are being caused, what to do about them,
and what characteristics they have.
A black disk, is about society, all the bad things,
Not only earthquakes but also the most vulnarable things.
How and where they are in risk, and how to prevent them.
But thats not the only information at the black disk.
Its also all the countries governors or ruling people.
What they have as secret plans and if they could succeed in
inflicting it if they would use bad instruments.
In diplomacy is a group of people or agents who know about
the black disk, and they agree with each other on helping each
other and serving the bigger good.
A black disk is a disk with the risks.
But also future plans of the black society.
The black society is a shadow ruling elite.
Not only good people but also secret organisations of the mob.
Mafia.
The black disk. Not a black box. or a black organisation.
Its bigger. Its important to not comply with people in your
surrounding asking you to be together with them in such plans.
Because the first time you say yes to it. They have a special way
of manipulating you. Stepping in is easy, but stepping out is
hard.
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money and purpose
In our future we will have money, and we will be satisfied not
by expending our money.But because we choose to let it not be
our main objective.
There is a good possibility that people will find out that when
money disappears we will be satisfied.
Because without money we have no desire for profit or riches.
We will be content with what we have.
Money is a piece of wood representing a god or superpower.
But as soon as people experience that the god doesn’t talk,
doesn’t help they will throw away the god and search for real
gods.
May mankind find the best possible future, and the best way of
life.
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council of species
In our future we are in contact with intelligent life forms.
They will be called intelligent because they are able to
communicate with translinguistic features.
The contact with those forms will be organised in the council
of species.
Each specie representing their race and have their intentions
and goals.
Will we be able to put aside our aggresiveness to work for the
greater good.
we will be most likely maybe the richest specie but not the
most empathical or the best at social functionality.
The council of species. May they brin peace among intelligent
life.
The council of species. May they create a haven for the poor.
The council of species. May technology and education be
shared without cost or profit.
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Collective assurance
The countries as being formed from far history, have borders
distinguished by three marks.
The border of language, a differen language can be a different
country.
The border of culture, habits, traditions, skincolor can define
borders.
The third one is religion. A country with christians versus
hinduism or islam.
Countries with a border are found in each region.
Regions as being defined by coordinates like being distinguised
by sattelite or cartography.
countries sometimes enlarge their territory. enlarging the
regions by which the name sets the name of the country.
Countries having the same culture or relgion, become allies.
Countries being enemies are mostly different religions or
culture.
if the language differs its not directly they are enemy.
A concern of a country is the safety for internal and external
dangers.
safety means that citizens or inhabitants can feel safe.
A safe feeling has as its basis that violence or other causes of
misery have no base of existence to the height of possible
intervention.
Violence can be prevented by a police force or a military force.
Another importance is that citizens can feel secure about
income, labor and education.
Education gives people a path to be able to provide for needs
and wishes. (wishes for neccasary livelihood)
Income gives people security about being abel to eat, drink,
have housing and doing culture.
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Labor is the means of the society to form it to a unity and
maintainig the whole.
another concern is the healthcare.
People must have acces to medical care with cures or care for
diseases which are collective and are not caused by individual
acts.
A human with cancer, if not caused by personal act, ought to
have acces to medical care.
All diseases which are caused by behaviour and is a choice of
causing or avoiding it should be financed by a proportial share
of the income or savings.
(to stimulate citizens not to do things that have a negative
impact ont their health)
A collective concern is something that is larger than the
individual influence.
For example a market financial system with money or trade is a
collective concern.
a quote of plato a famous philosopher is:
If you put at head of a civilisation someone who is a trader who
daily works with money and profit.
or if you put someone at the head who is an athlete. Who has
as his goal to be tough and strong.
or if you put a politic and studied person on society and rules.
Plato compared it with a captain on a ship. someone who
knows how to control a ship. bieng someone a trader, an athlete
or a shipscaptain.
A collective concern should be cared for by a collective
government. to be ensured that the right concern is being
fulfilled.
Collective certitude about health, income and culture.
Collective certitude about the right on religion, culture and
tradition.
Collective certitude on personal responsability and
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perceptibility of danger and advantages.
Collective certitude as means to social wealth and happiness.
Collective certitude as goal for individual and social help and
protection
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World problem
The biggest problems in our world are the wars that now and
then rages over the earth.
But as said by others that religion is the source of war is untrue.
It is money that is causing over 80 percent of the wars.
The other twenty percent is the natural urge for territory
defense and offense.
Money is the main cause of most of the conflicts.
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Inflation
The source of inflation is printing money without a backup of
value in gold or material.
The more money is printed the more value in numbers it
represent. But the real amount of money doesn’t rise.
So money devaluates by increasing the mass of it.
Inflation is a bad process in society. Not because it destroyes
value, but because everything that is owned gets less in value.
A house gets worth less. And all the owned things too.
Deflation is a natural antidote to a society getting depressed or
going bankrupt.
When a country has inflation, then don’t lend moneu, but
increase investments on industry and production.
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Radio activity and nucelar activity
In regions with power plants. where radio activity is in the
natural envirronement.
A solution is to sow lupine plants or seeds in the ground.
Everytime when it is big, mow it and leave the dead plants on
the ground.
After a couple of years the radio activity is neutralised.
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Hunger and eating
If you have often feelings of hunger.
Try eating raw carrots. By chewing them fibers come into your
stomach.
And hunger disappears.
Another solution is by drinking soy or almond milk.
A third solution is by eating nuts (unsalted)
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Smoking and nicotine
A good remedy for smoking sigarettes is
drinking tea made of cinnamon sticks.
Boil a stick for 15 minutes in water and drink it when you feel
the urge to smoke.
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Yellow Line
Prayer and Wisdom

author: Bastiaan Oostendorp
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Godnames
All the religions have their god.
The jew-god was Shaddai. which meant the Allknowing
Allpresent force.
The hindu-god was Brahman. The whole reality and its
intelligent creator.
The islamgod- was a representation described by the angel
Gabriel also called a omniscient force.
If we study religion, we see that every religion has the same
power they pray to or try to serve.
The Allmighty. an intention to point your prayers to.
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Parable
Early hinduism had a couple of books, or holy writings named
the upanishads.
Of which a couple explains what makes humans happy.
Happy in a lifeexperience not based on desire or wishes.
One Parable is:
There is a rope laying in a dark area. And everyone who passes
it sees it and thinks it is a snake.
So everyone is afraid and scared that the snake will bite.
Untill one wise person comes, and sees all are scared of a snake,
he points at it,
touches it and everyone is convinced it is a rope.
Fear disappears. Everyone is happy and doesn’t think anymore
about a snake laying there.
The lesson is: The reality is not alway as hostile as we in our
minds think it is.
Sometimes the reality is like a rope, not a living hostile force
but an article or appearance without living source.
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Poly-cracy
We know government in our countries are ruled by a
representation of the country.
Social groups are choosing the one they want in government.
But the politicians being appointed have their own agenda.
They when elections are held say to represent certain values.
But when chosen they have all kinds of interests, and not always
because of their group they represent.
A new government which is possible when communication is at
a certain technological level.
A government in which the people decide for themselves.
And where every sound is translated in a voice, against or pro
the government.
I call it polycracy. Choose by deciding on every subject politics
come.
When we use the digital knowledge like used at creditcard
companies, we can give every citizen a voice in politics.
Imagine. Every morning a new decision is in your special inbox,
maybe related to the current digid in our country.
Every morning a question with a couple of possible answers.
The government cannot lie anymore about what she is doing.
the people are in control.
And when the questions are truthfull there is no range in what
will be possible in such a country.
Poly-cracy. A government truly concerning citizens.
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Heritage
A fictive society, a civilisation with certain wonders.
If a societ has certain values, or wise lessons.
There arises the need to make it known to the future.
For example the egyptians, they had ‘experienced knowledge’
about afterlife.
Such as a pyramid. thy believed that the soul after life, in death
travels to the realm of those passed away.
They wanted their leaders to rule after death from the realm of
twilight.
The leaders and the slaves made the pyramids as a heritage.
the same with all the other civilisations, they left a heritage
about what they esteemed highest.
Most civilisations leave a heritage, but sometimes not
undamaged.
The greeks and romans, left the temples.
What will be the heritage of our own civilisation.
We don’t build large statues.
We don’t create special things.
We as civilisation. What do we leave for those in the future.
Will they say, we have no air because they burned or used
energy with side effects.
A heritage.
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Attention
Nowadays meditation is a favorite act of relaxing.
By meditation pain and suffering would slowly diminish.
By meditation the mind gets rest and when in use again it is
stronger and more effective.
Meditation, as some advertisements say. Attention makes
everything more esthetic beautifull.
Attention gives increase in good values.
When someone meditates, first the people get more calm,
second people begin to work more harmonious.
Third after a period even the scenery gets more harmonious.
Better color. in place of black an ugly its get white or green or
orangecolored.
Meditation, it sure is worth a good study on the good effects,
effects on top of the personal better lifeexperience.
The place where is meditated improves slowly.
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Manipulation
When you have a certain job in military you learn to distantiate
from pain.
When in pain you learn to just endure it.
But in groups of heightened intelligence there are levels of
influencing.
The lowest level is to force persons with direct pain infliction.
When the subject is in fear of the pain, he or she will do what
is asked for.
The second level is to influence by using normal fear for
subject as a way of manipulation.
when a person a scared of spiders. the person is forced by
confronting with spiders.
The third level is by influencing the stable ideas of the person
about his friends, beloved ones, etc.
By lying about it, the person thinks the relation with his
beloved ones is in danger.
For example the manipulator tells your mother is angry at you
because you don’t help us doing this or that.
They pretend the task thy give you come from your beloved
ones.
The fourth level is by influencing your ideas of right and
wrong. The enemy is what you have to attack,
and who tells someone is the enemy, All reasonable arguments
to point one.
Influencing the judgment you make on someone.
The fifth level is by influencing core values of you.
core values like ‘this is reality’ ‘this is my body’ ‘this is how i
usually behave’ ‘what i do is according to the law legal’
‘my work is needed in society’ ‘i have to do what i ‘m asked for
in my job’
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The fifth level is the level in which you encounter intellectual
fears.
If you see a movie about a reality simulation, in which it seems
like the real reality is also a dream or computerprogram, you
get intellectual fears. (intellectual and intelligent)
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Simulation game
These times, the rise of the computer.
The interactivity of the machine.
As humans we sometimes, if we live in rich areas go to theaters
and cinema’s
We see nice and pretty movies. About subjects we like to
experience.
By seeing in a film the things we would like to have in reality
we have pleasant experiences.
With watching movies we think nothing bad can happen. But
when movies get more realistic and more psychological
processes are built in the movies can have bad side-effects.
In some decades simulation will be a way to force people to get
more main-stream.
In the times which have to come movies with an interactive
element will be used to force all people who are not ‘normal’ to
get more ‘normal’
Interactive simulation games. Like first person shooters in the
gameindustry but then a thousand times more realistic.
It gives you distress if you apprehend what will be possible and
be used.
May the future hold both peace and happiness.
And a way-out of the nightmare if it ever would exist.
A simulationgame. in the movies these days it is entertainment.
but if it would be real.
For every criminal or abnormal person to be obligied to watch
or experience ‘lessons’
Hopefully earth will have a safehouse for everyone, who wants
to have a good life at the good side.
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symbolic description
In languages we can sometimes hear or see the meaning of a
word, as it emerges from history.
Names in the religious writings of the far past have the same
method of being named as some of today.
The biblical term ‘satan’ is described as the opposing force to
goodness or the evil source of all mishap.
The other biblical term is ‘devil’and it has the same meaning.
But if you turn the words counter clockwise, you see that satan,
becomes natas. (natas probably a latin word for being birth)
And the word devil, becomes lived.
The meaning in those words are opposite to the spelling
backwards.
This desscriptions proofs, as i may humbly say that those two
forces do not have a physical body or intelligence that operates
as a being named as such.
A large spirit with consciousness bigger than a planet, with
intentions only pointing towards bad, destruction, pain
inflicion etc.
Such a large spirit is not exisiting with that name.
So those two words point to a philosophical entity, having that
name to personalise all bad things under one symbolic word.
Other words describing bad spirits, or forces may or may not
be the same, if beings have a certain name, not with the meanig
spelled backward, or spelled as a feature or part of it, can have
the role as described in the writings of far history.
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Personality
Every human at birth gets a name.
The name as a symbol to point to that person.
A name to be able to talk or communicate about cause and
effect.
A name to not only give coordination and processes a meaning.
A name is such as a symbolic link. if you compare it with a
computer.
In a computer programs have a link or an executable.
And by that link everyone operating the computer does know
what a certain program is or does.
And people owning computers communicate about programs.
As every program has a link and a purpose, the link has
sometimes a symbolic meaning about the program, or a
description of the company which created it.
Animals have names, and everyone knows the visible
appearance when you call the name.
People have names to. Some of them are conceived by
intention, some are names being appreciated by the parents.
And every person gets a name at birth.
Names, and the meaning. Sometimes i see persons, having a
name, and having a similar personality.
Not just the way they communicate but also the choice of
clothing or how they appear.
Names, there is more to it than just visible or known in society.
If someone would like to know, i hope time and means are
available for a good study on it.
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Thoughts about Jesus
the largest religion, if i may say is the one based on the
teachings of christ.
He was on the earth for some time, but gave lessons and made
miracles happen.
An experiment is; if you would have powers above the avarage
human level.
What would you do with them.
If safety of yourself was guarenteed and the people you love are
without deficit.
What goal or purpose would you find in life.
Extrahumane powers, most humans would use it for fame &
fortune & success.
Jesus had powers we have not seen ourselves, but in the writing
about his life.
The bible we read proof of his miracles.
Jesus, in the bible he said he felt the force going to the woman
who touched his clothes.
He said he felt it. but he didn’t say he did it.
When he was praying on the getsemane, he said to god to take
away the foretold future of pain.
And he rose from the earth up to the clouds to go to his father.
If god, or the lord of heaven would be omnipotent, omniscient,
he would not live above the clouds. He would not use signs as
pigeons sitting on the shoulder. As i can understand.
What lord did Jesus pray to, and serve.
As he said he did.
Some people might think he was an alien put in human form.
And as an alien, he had to choose his own destiny, his own life.
And he chose to help humans.
If he would live today. What would we do. harm him, banish
him.
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Christ, some see him as a saviour. But did he save all the ones
asking Him for it.
Christ, some see him as son of God. What characteristics does
a son of God have.
We cannot proof either he would be a son of God, or a saviour,
or a normal man.
We cannot have a judgement on someone who is bigger than
we understand about ourselves.
We cannot experience what he was and did, because he was no
regular human.
The only thing we can do, is study religion and keep the good
things.
The only thing we can do, is live and let live.
The only thing we can do, avoiding to experience pain and
suffer, and to prevent suffer and pain at and by others.
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Evil instruments
The world is divided in people doing what is needed to support
society.
To support all humans or other creatures to be a system in
which life is at least neutral to experience.
The support of the world, planet, universe is to give all beings a
place to live and to be usefull for the universe.
the humans being part of the society and fullfilling a role to
support the whole system.
The other side of the world is the people who are a burden on
society,
for example evil people diminish the happiness or prosperity in
the world.
Criminals , steal, damage and do things to destroy.
the society is not the task of a person alone, but of all the
people and creatures working to let the system as a whole
respects the places and uses the forces to create prosperity and
happiness.
The evil force, opposed to good forces create chaos, suffering,
fear and pain.
The evil force has instruments to influence the creatures they
have as enemies.
The instruments of evil.
Fear is for most beings a reasons to avoid certain things, or to
create a border or to stop doing ceertain things.
Evil forces use fear to persuade humans to be part of the evil
system.
A second instrument they use is the prediction of pain or
suffering.
they tell you, if you don’t want to suffer in the future you have
to do what they say.
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A third instrument is they tell you the people you trust, for
example parents, teachers are imperfect and deficient. And
because as they say they are not perfect they cannot be a good
help for you, in opposition to them.
A fourth instrument is the use of social role models and idols.
If you look at the television you see what you can be, or should
want to be.
Pop stars telling they are famous, but with the sidemessage that
it is good to wish for what they want. like money, fame, and
bad things like gambling and the other sins.
These are a couple of the instruments evil forces use to both
seduce children and adults.
For the target they choose, they have a range of arguments and
methods to choose from to tempt them.
A fifth instrument is they tell you justice is not something in
society.
When you miss a child or you have a relative with a disease.
They tell justice is not achievable in the legal way. To the dark
side, where it is possible to get revenge.
All the forces both good and evil, give the other side reasons to
be the enemy.
In countries: the capitalists say communism is a sin, or evil.
And the social groups say individualism is evil.
All groups or parts of society give a opposing group the sign of
being evil.
The islam say christianity is evil.
The christians say atheism is evil.
The main arguments in law and ethics is:
What is happening to someone else, with your reason, or
influence. would you like to experience it yourself.
What lets you suffer or in pain, do you want it to let someone
else overcome.
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And when you would be in the footsteps of other people or
livign beings, would you accept what your path is like.
All the living beings walk the path of life. And the measure is,
would you want to destroy the path of others, and would you
accept it, when the path of someone else would be your path.
The second main argument is:
Are you befriended to your brothers and sisters.
Are you befriended to the living beings, with alike features and
goal.
Are you befriended to the whole of our humanity.
Are you befriended to the whole world with all living beings
included.
If you are not befriended, what hinders you.
And if something prevents you from being a brother or sister to
all world.
What is needed to overcome that limitation.
And can you make the first step to give others what you miss in
your life.
(if it is reasonable and humane.)
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Black mass
In today’s science they use particle accelaretors to create new
particles, of which some only exist for nano or micro seconds.
But the real matter which cannot be found is black mass.
Mass with the characteristics of being not found or visible.
In their basic components they don’t reflect photons, as usual
mass does.
By not reflecting photons it is invisible to every creature able to
see visible reality.
It’s like having a secret chamber behind a bookshelf.
Unless you know it is there it is not found or seen.
Black mass, it also has negative gravity values. It does not
respond to gravity calls as being made by large objects for
example planets or solar systems.
Without visibilty and without force fields like gravity it has the
ability to have a certain stable position.
As a planet circles around a star or sun, the black mass doesn’t
move at all.
And it isn’t seen too.
Black mass, it is a theoratical substance unless been found in
reality.
May black mass be used for positive purposes of harmless
tools.
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Water & its value
As i have heard, in 400 years the water supply on this world is
polluted with a kind of forcefield code, thereby the water is not
anymore a life-feeding-substance but a source of poison.
Only water which is filtered and purified is healthy.
And the filter takes some electric source and a chemical basis.
As a joke i use: Water will be the biggest poison there is. At
that time.
Another thing i heard is that water in a jar, and when you turn
it round and rount,
the method of creating typhones is a little bit like creating a
field where-in gravity is being reduced.
By creating such a field in a jar, its in the small space what can
be done in a big space.
Water has special characteristics that works like that.
May our world in the future have the blessing of happiness.
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Mercy of saints
From the beginning of time untill now there is once in a while
a saint visiting our world.
Or instead of visiting getting to be one.
A saint is someone who has the mercy of the gods, or one god
and uses the mercy to save people.
They can pray for forgiveniss and ask for boons to their god.
But if someone dies, he or she can ask a certain saint to grant
them a new life.
For example the saint John of the early christianity can be
asked for a new life,
And with that new life, chances to be a good person.
And that’s how people get their names. Not by coincidence but
as the mercy of the saint giving them new life.
A new life with the life you asked the saint for. And the name
of that new life consists also of the name of that saint.
It has not been proven that it works like that.
But it could or would be.
May the saints grant us new life. With the characteristics they
became saintly by.
May all be blessed with the light of the Allmighty.
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Door Sun
The sun is one giant ball of fire.
but the best of gates can be camouflaged by a heat and light not
able to pass through.
To use the sun or other heat sources as doors your ships have
to stand the harsh conditions.
The sun as a seal to have a door only opened by certain high
intelligence beings.
When the sun would be a door, we as humans would never be
abel to go through.
Not any human would be able to see or pass through the door.
Not without support of an high intelligent specie.
The soul of intelligence when not anymore bound to a body
could go through.
Most humans call it the light deceased ones have to go through.
When you tell a soul to go to the light. It is the sun they travel
to.
And when spirits of other sides, the mind beings or souls want
to dwell on earth they have to pass this gate as well.
May all the creatures reach the light. During their life by the
light of wisdom, and by death the light of life.
May all beings reach out to immortality.
May all beings reach our for wisdom.
May all beings reach out for good health and prosperity.
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wise government
Governing a country always has good and bad sides.
A part of the country agrees and a part is against rules or
processes.
A good country has the largest part being content with the style
of governing.
And a bad country has a lot of enemies.
Both inside and external.
An enemy costs a lot of resource or money to be kept at
distance.
Therefore the main goal of a government is not to go to war or
to use vasrt resources for fighting.
The best country has allies and friends by which the costs of
defense or police are cut in parts or with the benefit of big
numbers.
A large group will have less to pay than the same group funded
by less civilians.
The main cost of a country is to provide safety and security for
all inhabitants.
The safety to be protected against violence and other criminal
acts.
When a country is protected the civilians can choose to get
education, to labour or to raise children.
The second task for a government is to provide the civilians the
education they need to be productive and have a life of
meaningfullness.
Being productive gives the individual persons the feeling of
satisfaction.
And satisfaction is the feeling everyone needs.
The education is partly the responsibility of the government as
being part of the basic education needed to be a part of the
country. basic education like language, math, gymnastics and so
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on.
The education to be able to labour is extra and can be provided
by the profits gained with the knowledge and expertise.
The first task is protection, the second education.
The third is the care and cure for people with sickness and
disease.
Caring for them is mostly a higher cost than people own by
working.
And caring is more a task of the collective because sickness is
not always the fault of the individual.
When citizens know they are being cared for when sick, don’t
have the insecure feeling that if they get sick they are in a
deadline.
A country caring for sick people gives a good feeling for all
citizens.
Because it is good to realise that everyone is part of society
without prejudices or false judgements.
The fourth task of a government is to give every citizen a
reasonable part of income.
A country has the income of all labour added with all the
profits of trade.
A country giving all people who labor an equal part is being
regarded as a just society.
Everyone who works wants a good income for it without being
misused.
The fifth task for a government is to provide for culture and
religion.
Culture and religion is part of the social life of people.
They have the right to use culture and religion to make their
social and societal role to being content with their development
and evolution.
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Goal seeking
We as human specie have all similar ways or methods to act or
do things.
We have goals and reach for them to give our life the meaning
we want.
But we would be happy when we release our goals and not
trying to reach them anymore.
All the friction in life is between our surrounding and us trying
to reach our goals.
If we let loose our goals, we adapt to reality which gives the
most possible contentment.
Goals are an instrument of our mind to reach for the program
it wants to realise.
Goals which are released do not anymore create karma because
they disappear.
Some wise books tell that the release of your goal gives you
peace and happiness.
Some wise books tell when you stop searching you get
happiness.
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subject coding
In the near future we have computers all related in a grid.
We now use objectbased programming with objects with
characteristics and
unique little algoritms to make a big complex program.
As we progress the internet will be more and more important,
and with operating systems and programs being part of a
subscription.
Like it is now with some email, netflix, spotify systems.
We then will use a subject based system.
Each computer can have a couple or more subjects being
executed in the system.
A slow computer with only a few, and a complex computer
with many.
subjects are like programs running in an environnement but
doing work for the user or for a collective system.
It is like programs being used today as the world community
grid.
By allowing subjects being run on your computer the
subsciption to services or programs can be less in price or been
subsidised.
Subjects consist of object oriented programs. but run stand
alone in an environnement.
Subject based computing.
A step between computing and intelligent artificial systems.
As robots make use of subjects to create their goals and use the
resources to be able to run intelligently.
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The third eye
In all the writings of ancient times there was one secret of
religious practice.
All the upanishad tried to explain the main goal of spirituality.
All the hindi writings were pointing to one main truth.
the enlightenment, the opening of the third eye.
The opening of the wise source.
The third eye is the eye of the vision of consciousness.
Moment to moment awareness.
Awareness of the ultimate reality.
Awareness of whats true in life.
The wise sages of those times, all had the characteristic of such
an eye.
The wisdom to be kind, to be full with wisdom.
They were the source of wellfare.
They were the source of goodness.
They educated all the people around them about wisdom and
goodness.
Peace was a natural result of their practice.
May all know goodness.
May all attain peace.
May all live without sickness.
May all grow from suffer to happiness.
May the ultimate reality be available to them who search for it.
Om shanti shanti shanti
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reality energy paths
As we have bodies with all kinds of tissue in it we can look at
reality and the galaxy as the same.
In our body we have nerves which transport electrical impulses.
In the galaxy there is the same. ways which act as
superconductors.
All ships going on that track travels with high speed to the end
of the so called high way.
Just one aspect of reality.
Those highways are in movies called as hyperspace only then it
is a sphere or dimension without paths.
The pathways of that hyperspace or betweenspace is not easy to
discover.
Discovery is by empirical sight on space events.
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Homerus brothers
In the far past there was a religious sect which called themselves
the homerus brothers.
They were seen in the times of the greek and latin societies.
The homerus brothers lived on mountain tops, and clothed
themselves not but with oil and fat.
Naked they lived as religious people.
The homerus brothers.
Not much is known about them.
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Genesis
The bible is read by many people.
But its more than history.
Its describing religion.
From the very beginning in genesis to the end of the line at
Jesus message.
When in genesis they talk about a descent of man to the
perishabke form.
A couple of things are said.
The angel of fire protecting man from getting the fruit of
eternity.
And the tree of knowledge of good and evil that demises
mankind.
The angel of fire. Is in my vision the sun with its big sphere of
fire which not only gives us light but also is a border to our
possibility.
And the tree of good and evil. is like having the mind
controlling people with the insights on what is preference and
what is avertable.
In the genesis there is the first man was a living spirit and the
last a lifemaking mind.
We as humans are from that time of in a certain path of
science. Which lets us discover all knowledge but not to our
happiness. As we get damned in the bible with hardship.
Genesis.
In the bible the tree of life is also the prayers as read in
Proverbs of Salomon.
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Reality
We as humans only know three dimensions. As the source of
our living.
We build and protect our homes, get our jobs, and raise
children or work for ambitious tasks.
In reality we know there are three dimensions.
We can walk and move in those three dimensions.
There is however possible according to guessing scientists a lot
more dimensions.
As i would think it we would live in an egg and when the shell
breaks or is penetrated we see more than only three dimensions.
We see a fourth one, and even more as we distinguish the
reality outside our egg shell.
Our galaxy is as an egg shell, and it grows. like an egg, and
when its fully grown, it breaks into more than those three
dimensions held inside.
By science its even more probable that the fourth or fifth
dimension will be discovered soon.
Its like having a store and one place of 1 by 1 meter is with a
crack or flaw and a certain penetration or space is there.
If we would want proof of more than three dimensions. we
would have to see or search for those cracks. And look whats
inside or outside it.
Like a crack in an egge, we would have connection with a
second sphere of dimensions.
Its not unthinkable that the crack as in a movie set, or place
where movies are filmed that a second movie set is there. Or a
connection from this reality as a movie set to an outer reality
where the real world is.
A lot of connections are possible in that theory.
May we discover the goodness of using reality cracks for the
help and protection of what has to be kept safe.
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radio waves
As our world species. including humans we have into space a
kind of radio footstep.
We have a radiosphere around our planet.
We have radiotelescopes which reads from space radiowaves
with certain frequency and velocity.
With our radiolisteners we try to decode signals to information
of scientific kind.
But we forget that like animals in the wildregions can cloak to
hide untill attack or hide to be safe from predators. We are like
to face the same when we look in the outer regions aorund our
solar system.
As humans, we look and listen to space but we ourselves are
visible like a flaslight in a dark region.
We are like a candle in a room. All living creatures with a
certain intelligence can understand their is life that lighten the
candle and uses it for purposes of intelligent life.
To compare to our radiofootstep. We have radio waves like
television, computerbased communication, radio, and all kinds
of interaction through frequency based communication.
If there would be predatorlife in space. they would be easily
distracted or attracted by our radiobased footstep.
Intelligent life with a certain civilisation and a certain evolution
will choose to create camouflage for the information or signals
that go out of the borders of the planet.
A radiosilent border. A shield or whatever is possible.
We as we would listen to their worlds would probably say
there is no life there.
And thats the purpose of their defense system. No life forms
available there.
In theory, if an alien ship would be undetectable for our radar,
it can read out all the information being in the air.
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Information being sent and received by all radio antenna’s with
more distance than a couple of miles.
Radiowaves being sent to the atmosphere where the sattelites
are are easily intercepted.
As we can feel or see the lightcorona’s in the air. around our
planet. it can be seen all our radiotransmission of
communication.
especially all our technology descriptions. like wikipedia, digital
libraries.
If we would have a weak spot. it is one of the many we have.
Another linked danger is that if communication is intercepted
and replaced by messages of hostile forces, and if they own
more than our intelligence we wouldn’t notice it that
information is changed. as such a message of an attacking
country could be replaced and seen as something else. or more
dangerous a peace treaty is changed to a act of beginning war.
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Mind Antenna
In psychiatry there is the man function of the mind.
The mind doing whats not good. giving the sick man voices,
bad ideas or
whatever by which he suffers.
There is a way to get new information, or new knowledge but
its a great risk also.
If one should choose to open up his mind, all kind of
information flies in.
The mind then works as an antenna. An antenna which receives
not only usefull things.
But also whats like dirt in the cloud.
Opening your mind, is like saying it. that you want to open
your mind.
or by thinking of opening your mind.
Please be carefull. Some of them who had chosen to do so are
being protected in a mental health clinic. And they suffer a lot.
There is scientific research needed to see if its endangering us.
An open mind. all kinds of information does fly in the mind.
Choose wisely not only love or calmness is in the mind, but
also all kinds of bad emotions and concepts are in there.
May those who suffer be protected.
Closing the minds antenna would be by saying the mind has to
close, or by thinking that the mind has to close
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Ethical decision
Humans have humane law.
Humans operate at decent law.
In world war two the germans used victims to do scientific
research.
Not all research in that time was very harmless.
Experiments with deactivating certain brainparts to see what
would happen.
As for sure there are on earth experiments right now.
We don’t know about it.
some ethical decisions.
To do surgery on a person.
Is it lawfull to do surgery with side effects as paininfliction
when the memory of the pain is removed after the surgical
operation. (and never be remembered)
Is it lawfull for criminals when the method would be effective
to inflict a certain painimpulse to let the criminal be drawn
away from doing the crime ever again. (some movies also show
such methods)
Is it lawfull when in society high costs are for getting children
to kill all babies who have no existence permit.
Is it lawfull when methods are there to change in the embryo
the dna and or physical parts.
Is war lawfull when innocent people die or are in suffering.
We know that in the past marriage between religions
counterparts was forbidden.
The devil would sleep in their midst.
If a person of earth would marry a person from another race.
would it be forbidden such a relationship, and would getting
children be forbidden.
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surity
Most persons from our reality. from our world has no vision
on what will be possible in the future.
A couple of centuries ago we thought the earth was flat.
We thought diseases and sickness was a cause of devilworship
or damnation.
A couple of thousands years ago we thougt that disease was a
sign of sin.
By commiting sinfull activities we would get sickness or death.
Now we know that a disease is caused by virusses or bacteria.
The religion of the past for example the islam gives advices or
rules that would have fit in in that time. (when their messenger
concieved the message)
We know religion as a sign of good behaviour but their is one
major problem.
Religion talks about the past. The past the messenger
experienced all what he spoke about as a living guideline.
But what will be of the future. Will we still exist. Does religion
has the same importance.
Will guidelines of the past still have meaning for us or for
those living in the future.
For example mobile phones, nobody experiences that kind of
objects as a cause for sin. Or thinks it is forbidden science.
We see in islam, girls and women with scarfs around their face.
But with a mobile phone.
In the future? will they wear scarfs in public but are uncovered
when communicating with mobile video phones.
The future. A new religion is needed.
The future. What is sin in view of eternity.
The future, Will sin be a subject not anymore applicable to us
(see the examples of the past religious livings)
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The future. We experience more freedom because of the
changes from the past from the start of the religions in that
time.
May we in the future laugh about our flat world we now not
even can talk about, we not concieve as flat with inner meaning
of the round ball our earth is.
Lots of things we not know. We are not having much insight
in compare to our future.
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Country economics
Each country, comparable to a business has a chart of income
versus expenses.
In these times there is almost no country without a debt.
This country i live in also has a debt on the government
economic status.
Debts are normal and it is paid by citizens or corporations to
make able that a country can spend on all governmental issues.
The danger of such a political theme is that when the debt is a
certain size and the interest on that debt is larger than the
income of a country. Whether the income is by tax or by
generosity.
If the interest is bigger than the income there is no way a
country can heal from that nasty point of view.
If income is as big as the interest, most countries will be forced
to sell part of the collective possesions.
They will be forced to sell banks, healthcare, education,
travelling.
When they sell parts of their government there is only loss.
The corporations buying it will be focussed on profit.
And the collective has another goal or purpose than the
profitbased corporations.
There is only one way out for any country facing this problem.
Its by giving every citizen a basic income, and taking all income
above a certain amount.
If by that rule income of the government is big enough, the
country can choose to buy back all the debtnotes or
obligations.
It is not a plan for one or two years.
A stable political democracy is needed.
It will take years to heal the government to a healthy
economical status.
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Allmighty
May the Allmighty protect me,
May the Allmighty protect my family.
May the Allmighty allow me to be a citizen in His kingdom.
May The Allmighty give me a task.
I hope the Allmighty exist and hears our prayers.
I hope the Allmighty is Powerfull and Omniscient.
Allmighty,
I hope the bad things i sometimes see can be cured or cared for
by Thy light.
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Genetic combination
In the near future there will be experiments to create plant and
animal life with certain good qualities.
Genetic modification is a fact in these times. but the use of it is
still to be invented.
Genetic alteration to get new species not yet existing is a
possible thing in the future.
We all know the past legends and stories, from the hinduism
the gods with animal faces or more than two arms.
From egypt with the gods with animal heads.
If genetic alteration is a good invention and is tested good.
We can fear things we not know yet.
We can be the source of another time of hunger, or icetime.
In a possible future we have to be scared of animals with new
physical forms. Able to hunt prey as preditors.
The drawback of genetic alteration at human bodies is the
reproduction over longer times.
In a couple of hundred years a genetic change with good
qualities can be one holding the normal genetic changes back.
Genetic alteration, A good thing, A danger, a source of
hardship.
Genetic combination, is it a source of spiritual declination.
Genetic combination, is it a source of unpredicted
aggresiveness.
Genetic combination, is it a source of societal causes of war or
terror.
The normal borders of natural species is a quality. What
quality will deprive when we cross the borders.
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Teleportation
In the future we dream that teleportation would be possible.
And a good way to travel through big distance in space.
Teleportation.
We step through a portal,
And step out at another portal.
If the scientific method is by reading the body in atoms and
molecules.
And building or printing it at the destination we have one
major problem.
If communicating the bodies characteristics and code through
space would be possible.
We have the problem of consciousness.
Is the body at the departure the same as destination.
We can proof that with scientific methods.
But we can’t proof that the consciousness, the soul or spirit
arrives at the destination,
and steps with the body through the destination portal.
In the worst case when a lot of people step through portals,
We get a lot of people withouth spirits or consciousness.
Without us knowing that its happening.
Because all the bodies stepping through may be able to act like
normal beings.
Is that a plausible case in the future. We don’t know.
Are their tests to proof existence of the spirit.
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A story of science
There in a land or country comparable to china or japan.
They used a certain source for what they show people in
a museum.
It is called body works.
But not with the same method as we know it.
The method they used was to get criminals from jail.
And they let them sign a contract.
With a certain content.
In the contract were a couple of options.
One is the body may be used for medical examination.
With the choice of accepting pain or incision in the body.
The other choice is to be used for material for showing parts or
the whole body
for example withou skin or muscles.
The only difference with us today is the experiments were done
at their bodies alive.
And without painkillers or anestatics.
We can easy see that human rights are not been held.
removing skin, is painfull.
removing muscles is painfull.
And doing tests on bodies how pain interacts with the body.
tests at brains or other organs in the body.
In those contracts, the one signing it, would after the
experiments get full freedom.
But the question is, could those humans still feel happiness
with those bad things done to them.
Is there a human not understanding that there is a border to
what we can do to other fellow humans.
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Cyber-enimated cops
In the future at some point, there will be a new line in the law,
describing that people with a sentence for crimes,
can fullfil their penitance by becoming a cop.
A cop with parts of their body replaced by computerized or
mechanized robotic tools.
Those cops, will because of their cyberparts not able to discard
or refuse their job or certain incidents.
When those persons disobey they get a pain impulse to force
them to do their tasks given to them.
When they are operational, it is not able to be measured how
much they suffer.
For example, they get promised a painrelief or painkiller, but by
contract they only have to give it for 2 weeks,
After that, pain or suffering doesn’t need treatment.
Those cybercops, as i call them, in their time they have
different names, different titles.
May human rights, be applicable to all humans in the same
way.
Humans with their natural bodies, as well those who had
natural bodies, or the ones abel to feel human feelings and
emotions.
May the Allmighty be aware of all the suffering now and in the
future.
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Children and education
For children it is important to learn, to play and to be busy
with exploration.
Children who have the oppurtunity to play int their life have
more and perfect personalities.
Because they have experience in ways of communication and in
the cooperation and competition.
By competition they learn to only do whats right without doing
false or wrong things.
If children would not play they would be very unpleasant
adults.
And without playing in their youth they would not understand
the importance for children to be able to play.
If education is also a form of play it is easier for children to
learn.
Without experiencing difficult feelings because of the abstract
lessons.
Children who play have more consciousness in their life, as
children and as adults.
Children who play more have higher social status in job and
private life.
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Creatures of life
We all know that the food on our plate is from vegetables,
meat or other sources.
We think or have the opinion that it is healthy to eat meat.
Vitamins and other needed materials to have a body capable of
doing the things we are used to during the day.
Meat, We don’t know that it is the animal who suffers for it.
We don’t know the animals are suffering like if we compare it
to us as being sentenced to death by being put in a ton with
pins and send down a hill.
A death sentence they cannot escape.
A death sentence with the worst pain possible.
Because animals can’t talk, we think they cannot feel pain.
Because animals can’t talk we use them as meat sources without
recognizing the importance of consciousness in their living
beings.
If all on earth woould eat plantbased food,
All famine would be cured.
All people would have 60 percent less on healthcare costs.
All humans would have more calm and good emotions.
Resulting in less violence, less fights. And most important, 70
percent less war and terror.
It is a choice the leaders must make. To encourage less meat
based diet.
to help make possible the good sources of food.
And to have advertising for it.
I wish good luck to everyone accepting such a fact and truth.
And double good luck to them who make it possible for
theirselves and others to follow health and truth guidelines.
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Quest for happiness
Happiness is the sole search of every human being.
We search for happiness in all things we do.
And happiness is being a product we buy, we sell, we work for.
Happiness, if there are legal ways of getting happiness being
easier than other illegal ways we would all they happy with
being legal.
If happiness is not avaiable in a good and just way we will turn
towards other ways to get happiness.
Some people being unhappy search for it in drugs or pleasure.
Some search for it in doing criminal things for money.
Money to spend on things to get happy.
If in a good society the ways to happiness would available for
everyone. Than noone would turn to evil or illegal ways of
getting happiness.
The grade of evil existing in our society is a measure on how
avaiable happiness is for everyone.
Learn evil people to use the good and just means to get happy
and the whole of society turns to a happy, peace loving society.
Happiness is the only reason and emotion for all things
existing. By education one learns to point the work towards a
goal. Better the goal being a positive influence for society.
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The black side
In society we have a dark side in which all the evil exists.
We call the demons, knights of darkness.
But if we look more precise. Black is not a color defined by
characteristics but by absence of description.
If we see light it is a fire source which emits the light.
And darkness is the absence of such a source.
In that definition; darkness is the absence of light.
In morality the absence of intelligence and order.
The absence of wisdom and goodness.
Its not the presence of evil, but the absence of goodness.
The lack of energy gives all kinds of things not preferable.
The lack of light erases the posibility of coordination and
daylight action.
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Future wisdom
As humans we have all a common knowledge of what is around
us. in reality, in communication, in life.
We know how humans look, how they act and what different
behaviour they have.
As we will be in future time, we can dream about it. We can
foretell in a certain matter.
But when we dream about it we can only think of current parts
of being human, and recount them to what we think can be in
future time.
It is like five hundred years ago. Indians met with people from
europe and asia. And indians were amazed by our civilized
society.
We can onlky guess what they would have experienced by
meeting with us.
It is like meeting indians who say they were stolen by our
machines.
If you take a photo of someone. you can think you stole his
visible appearance.
Like in movies and television, with reduced intelligence you
would understand that the soul was stolen by the one taking
the photo.
If we look at the past. and post that to the future. We will say
when aliens come to us, they stole our soul.
Not by the same principle or technology by which we were
accused by the indians. But a similar process.
A similar process of understanding.
It is a rule if we would be understanding other civilisations that
we wouldn’t interrupt their societies. or wouldn’t influence
them.
A similar example is in the movies star trek.
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No influence which will harm civilisations.
Except maybe to save total worlds with intelligent species.
compared to humans a several thousands years in the past we
are like humans compared to animals. And we compared to a
future time are like animals unto them.
So we are in our own eyes intelligent, gifted with science.
But in eyes of unknown intelligent species we might be in a
stadium similar to animals.
Its like being an indian seeing a photo. If we see our appearance
on a photo we think we are stolen by the photographer in his
photo, while its only a picture of the visible side.
In our future we will have the same idea on what they do to us
in the future.
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Heaven
Sometimes i hear people wanting religion because they are
afraid not going to heaven after their life.
A good possiblity to go to heaven is by praying towards the
Allmighty, and asking him to guide you to a better life.
Ask him to teach you how to reach heaven.
Learn by prayers to Him how to base your life on good things.
An entrance to heaven is surely by being devoted to the
Allmighty.
And if you are really scared to be discarded at the gate, the give
your life to the Allmighty.
Surrender to Him.
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Inheritance
I was someday being inspired by a tribe of indians.
They had a different social system as is usually in the western
world.
When they have offspring, children. Then when the parents
die, they do not leave their possesions as heritage for their
children, but it is given to the collective.
And the collective decides who in their community needs it, or
can get those things.
They believed not in the children being descendant from the
spirits of the family line.
They thought that offspring where new spirits and where
different from the parents.
So when a man or woman died, the stuff they owned became
property of the collective.
And it was given away to persons that needed it, or could use it
wiselly.
A different system. And it was more known that when persons
reached adult age they had right for a house, property to be
able to live in a normal way.
And because the system was organised that way, it was easier to
appoint certain possesions to new people.
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honeymakers
In this society there is an invisible part.
As a national agency, with network all over the world.
The honey makers.
They arrange political changes,
society manipulation.
For a price they do whatever change in the world you wish.
They have a network of important people all over the world.
They are called the honey makers.
If someone wishes to be president, pay the honeymakers and
get the high profiled position.
They are not seen during daylight. But they exist like lions in
the field.
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Balance in life
Most people follow a religion to be assured of going to heaven.
Some people are not interested in religion, and not in heaven.
But as it is in our world, most civilised countries have rules, and
laws.
If you follow the rules, apply to the law you are safe and can do
what you like.
If you break out of the law, disrespect the rules you get a
penalty or jail.
Its easy if you say as above so below.
If you stick to the law you can live freely.
Laws are like in the country you live in:
stealing, killing, doing damage is a crime.
If you follow the rules of the country, if its a decent country.
You are safe.
As in my opinion, if you do whatever is good according to the
law, you are safe also for your future to after life go to heaven.
Its like the scale of the egyptians. if your life was more heavy as
a feather you were to hell after your life. But the scale is with
your good deeds and acts on the one side, and the other has all
your bad deeds and acts and the crimes you do or did.
If the scale of good deeds is positive, than you may go to
heaven after your life,
If your bad deeds are counting more, or are heavier then you go
to hell.
Its a simple theory.
Anyone likes to proof it? May the good ones be blessed by the
allmighty.
May the bad ones be turned to good ones. In the mercy of the
Allmighty
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world in demise
I once a while ago had a message from outer space.
The message was a distress call.
It said:
We have in our science no longer the rule of objectbordes,
gravity, dnamorality.
The abolition of object borders, made the use of tools a bit out
of control.
It was no longer safe to do anything you liked because other
individuals could travel through an beyond the object you use.
By that kind of science it was no use anymore to forbid and
send away anything.
The second the science of nullifying gravity, it was no use to
have a planet with ecosystems like we have on earth. because all
the plantation, animals, buildings were not fully bound
anymore to keep on the planet. If an enemy with
gravitycancelers arrived. The planet was not habitable anymore.
the third science. dna changement. It created monsters, which
took away the happiness of living in a good society. The
changed dna creatures were bound to be aggressive and controll
the worlds they live in.
Because they were adapted and for special habitats.
It was a distress call. A distress call of a world in demise.
If we want to keep on living in a good manner. We have to be
carefull what technology will be our worst enemy. What
technology we avoid using.
May we be blessed by the Allmighty wit his clarity.
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punishment
In a time last ago, there was a kingdom, which was in
technology better as ours.
They had electronic devices just like us. But they also use
electronics to manipulate the people.
If someone was into penitence, or had punishment it was a legal
punishement to force the ones to carry a load of pain or
suffering.
The suffering was done by electronic ways.
Besides that kind of punishment they had a strange way of
punishing.
they took the soul out of the body and placed in a single cell.
by that way the soul was never to be again a full person.
A third way of punishment was to force persons in a kind of
computerized environment,
They had to undergo interactive movies. By which they learned
again to behave in a good manner.
By those interactive movies, they got the effects of real life, but
then not with the problem that some crimes go unnoticed.
By interactivity, and reactions to what they did in the movies
they learned again to be good citizens.
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alien influence
As i can imagine. Our world gets visitors sometimes.
visitors coming from elsewhere.
Its like a secret that we not have proof of their existence.
In a movie they sometimes show them.
Like they infiltrate by taking a human appearance.
For example they read your mind and come passing by in the
visible appearance of your nephew or a long forgotten friend.
If you want to be sure its the real nephew or friend, call them
after a while.
Another theory is that when aliens are in your surrounding the
lightcolor turns from warm white to coldwhite. Like from a
lightbulb to a flueorescent lamp.(And you loosing
consciousness for a little while, ofcourse not known to you)
And if you get taken by them. They don’t use anesthesia but
they let you loose your memories of the surgery they had on
you.
It is only theory, no one has proof so let it be imagination.
By the way all the good stories about saved dangers also could
be have a source in unvisible influence.
giving the aliens a role as angels.
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Intelligence agency
We all know that in countries with a least amount of budget
for defense, police and military there is a special agency. An
agency with the task to prevent terrorism, to prevend
criminality.
Those special agencies, Call them cia, kgb, and all nice
abbreviations.
there is a root of those agencies in the second world war.
To be precise in the german country.
there was a kind of analysation on how humans could be
influenced. How they could be forced towards things they
wouldn’t want to.
There were surgery operations, operations on interrogation.
But also on fields like hypnotism. force by pain or verbal
agressiveness.
In germany, subjects where conditioned by pain and certain
code-words.
If you knew the code-words, you could do anything you like to
the subjects.
you could force them to anything that you liked. Even when it
would mean danger, wound or killing the subject by his own
deed.
Certain code-words. there are still people alive with those
words burned in their minds. when they hear a such word, they
react.
But these things not only were practised by the germans.
There are still experiments going on in some agencies.
notnamed ofcourse.
If you would like an end to those experiments. question your
government.
Mostly the head of goverment knows abou those special
military operations.
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natural & virtual
In a futuristic society. We have more advanced computers.
Not only showing us movies or interactive games.
But we as is said could live inside of computers.
We put our soul in a kind of electric basket and it gives us
connection to all kinds of views.
Being able to controll an look inside of certain cultural and
jobtechnicall apliances.
In a mine it is a machine controlled by someone living inside a
computer a few thousand miles away.
Another one is meeting friends in a computerized place. where
both the scenery and the people have a visible appearance as
they liked.
The virtuals are the ones living in computers. and doing all that
is possible by computers.
computers and machines controlled like a marionette.
These virtuals they recommend all things possible and how
their lives got more pleasant.
The other side is the naturals who point at the fact that no
virtual every has gone back to their living bodies. And its even
said that those bodies where not anymore able to live
disconnected from the computer.
The naturals. Choose to live in a house, in a neighborhood, in a
country.
And they have the ethical border that humans have to feed and
do all things with their body.
And not by being immersed in computers.
Would you like to be a virtual if you knew computers would
one time be turned off. Loosing all virtuals by a command in a
computer.
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Or would you like to be a natural. Fighting for the existence of
our human race.
with all the problems and chances there are in life.
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excarnation
There was a time.
The same as we have these times.
but it was a strange tradition.
A tradition to let yourself as a soul being placed in a new body.
they promised a birth in a certain place.
the place was being characterized by the choice of the client.
One would want a strong body, the other a goodlooking, or a
innocent one.
It was not known for the client which country, which family he
would be born in.
So for a lot of money a birth was bought.
A birth of a man, into a family giving time for the one growing
up to get certain things e wanted in his past life.
If the time was past the living of the excarnation. he would be
placed back in his life as a rich client.
It is however a bad choice to leave your life to incarnate in a life
somewhere else.
It is what is valued most.
Life as unique.
Life as a product which may be used, or misused.
Life as a chance for new beings to live and earn heaven or hell.
Or life as a product for trade on the market of life.
It is for people who are rich, not always a good choice to do
things that maybe possible.
Its maybe a small or easy task to ask for a different life.
But its a big pain for a new life to be edited to hold a soul of
someone else.
Who may not value life as serious as an natural soul would.
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time travel
For our humans it is not known that time travel would exist,
but only in our dreams we imagine it.
But i saw in some world that the most important people, who
ruled their world and kingdoms had a strange habit.
They could appear in different places, different times. Could
choose how their body looked.
They had to appear, then they appeared. The place where they
had good influence on their task of getting world power in
their hands.
As they likely being said appeared around the corner, walked in
the room, gave their speech,
walked back around the corner and disappeared.
In that way through fast travelling they could be masters of
more than one world.
And they had access to more information, knowledge or
wisdom than they would have in one world.
They were as being said the invisible masters governing all the
worlds highest assets.
In each world they were the most high people in the hierarchy.
Time travelling is like throwing a stone on water, it touches the
water an flies back up agains a little distance and a couple of
meters away it touches the water again.
(Like throwing a flat stone towards the water)
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Ancestors
In a kingdom, sometime, somewhere there was a kind of
tradition,
A tradition to give forefathers and ancestors dedicated time in
their future-offspring.
to help them get peace in their afterlife. And get done with
tasks they started but not finished.
It helped to get the ancestors more calm, and create a kind of
devotion to give ancestors a timesacrifice.
It was done by wishing or praying the name of the ancestor and
telling may i be a vessel for your goodness, May i be a vessel to
give your tasks a place to rest.
There was danger in it however because when it were agressive
or rude people the life of the one sacrificing time in their lives
could be harmed or be in danger too.
It was a honarable task as they thought in that kingdom.
To give your ancestors a bit of your time. for example a couple
of hours or days.
And by praying for it, also for a fixed length.
May the ancestors be honored by their offspring. And having
respect for what age it has become.
Eternal Life
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Epilogue
Good Reader,
May thou be blessed with wisdom and goodness.
May thou recieve the knowledge to discern good and evil.
The light of prayer shines on our society,
and gives the intentions to goodness a new shine.
The line of prayer is as a path leading to that
city full of light and precious stones.
Stones worth the health of all humans.
Stones worth the peace in which a society has wellfare.
I wish the light of helaing and the compassion of painrelief.
May suffering come to an end in the wisdom of
our Creator. The source of our intelligence.
Humanity gives humans their goal, their purpose.
To have civilisation in which we are part of a greater
scheme.
May the reader get the attention of that higher force.
The force some call Allmighty, some call Creator,
some the divine source.
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